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Abstract
Doctor of Philosophy
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Vision-Aided Aircraft Navigation and Trajectory Optimisation
This thesis develops the necessary tools for autonomous landing of aircraft using
vision-aided navigation. The definition of “autonomous landing” used here is the
controlled delivery of a fixed-wing aircraft to a standard runway, without human in
tervention, from some initial state where the runway may be observed in its entirety
through a single camera. Motivation was drawn from both the challenges and ad
vantages inherent to integrating visual data into the 6D0F (degree-of-freedom) state
equations. To successfully accomplish this task an accurate estimate of the aircraft’s
pose relative to the runway was required, in addition to the height of the aircraft
relative to the local terrain. The latter was required as the topological properties of
a runway do not in general extend to the surrounding terrain. In essence, informa
tion about the aircraft state could be inferred from observations of the runway and
surrounding terrain using aircraft-mounted sensors. The set of observations could be
reduced to identifying the location of the four runway corners from a single forwardlooking camera, and optic flow measurements from two downward-looking sensors.
It was assumed that the dimensions and heading of the runway were known a priori,
as were the spatially-defined heights of the terrain. The a priori knowledge of the
runway and surrounding terrain were used to observe errors in the state estimates.
The problem was approached in three ways. First, the theoretical foundation for the
fusion of two dimensional optic flow data into the aircraft 6D0F equations was de
veloped. This included non-zero attitude and attitude rate compensatory models in
addition to estimates for aircraft height above ground, hagi, and ground velocity, vg.
The system was demonstrated using low cost optic flow sensors in a laboratory en
vironment. Second, the theoretical formulation for the fusion of a visually-acquired
aircraft pose estimate into the aircraft 6D0F equations were developed. The pose
estimates were obtained through the Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation of a cost
functional assembled using dual quaternions modeled on known runway dimensions
and geometric relationships. This facilitated the use of any runway as an absolute
navigation reference, thereby allowing an aircraft to correct its navigation errors
without landing at the runway it was observing. The system was demonstrated
using a modified open-source flight simulator. Results for the vision integration dis
played the expected observability of errors in the state estimates, thereby confirming
model accuracy and enticing subsequent integration into an aerial platform. The fi-
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nal method was the theoretical formulation of an approach-to-land trajectory which
utilised the estimated aircraft to runway state. The trajectory was multi-segmented
and could be optimised for maximum and total accelerations whilst obtaining an al
most exact path length to that specified. A major advantage was that the trajectory
was comprised of curves that exploited the natural response of the aircraft. This en
abled a reference state to be defined for the entire trajectory. Dynamic programming
approach was used which allowed the trajectory evolution to be performed according
to aircraft and landing constraints. Implementation was performed in software and
has shown a high level of performance in the estimation and optimisation of the
acceleration while meeting path length requirements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The objective of this thesis is to develop the tools necessary for the autonomous
landing of aircraft using visually-assisted navigation. The definition of “autonomous
landing” used in this thesis is the controlled delivery of a fixed-wing aircraft to a
standard runway, without human intervention, from some initial state where the
runway may be observed in its entirety through a single camera. The definition has
been constrained deliberately to ensure that the proper visual data is available for
integration into the navigation system. The integration process fuses visual data into
the vehicle 6D0F (Degree-of-Freedom) state equations through an estimation pro
cess, with the goal of state estimate error reduction. The acquisition of visual data
is in part facilitated by the standard array of proven computer vision algorithms.
As such, this thesis does not focus on the development of additional computer vision
algorithms, but rather on the integration of data through their application into the
6D0F state estimation process.
The application of computer vision to aircraft offers many advantages not afforded
by other sensory inputs. The richness of the information provided allow for such
functionality as Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) [1, 2, 3], Terrain
Aided Navigation (TAN) [4] and visual-servoing [5]. Its application to aircraft land
ings is a natural progression so it has therefore been the subject of considerable
research [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
In the application of vision to autonomous landing it would be advantageous to
first break the task into its constituent parts. An aircraft must descend from some
altitude and align itself with the runway centreline, whilst avoiding terrain and re2
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maining within a predefined approach corridor. When the aircraft has traversed
a minimum distance past the runway threshold and is within a specified height
range above it, the aircraft must flare to ensure a smooth landing. Whether this is
achieved by a human or a system utilising advanced computer vision and control
algorithms, the landing phases and their sequencing are essentially the same. To
achieve them autonomously, the environment that envelops the aircraft must care
fully be evaluated during approach. This process is known as situational awareness,
and principally involves the estimation of specific quantities that affect the manner
in which an aircraft may approach a runway. They encompass the proximity of the
terrain, the wind velocity, and the location and heading of the runway.
Subsequent to the acquisition of environmental properties is a method for delivering
the aircraft to the runway. This can be achieved through a variety of means that
include optimal control and trajectory generation. A considerable amount of re
search has gone into the development of optimal controllers for trajectory tracking,
approach and landing [14, 15, 16, 17], and in the generation of optimal trajectories
themselves [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Despite the volume of work, a disproportionately
small amount of research has gone into the development of trajectories that facilitate
the inclusion of straight sections and the natural response of aircraft to turns. This
fact was touched on by [24] and was dealt with more thoroughly in [19], but they
did not present a full characterisation of the trajectory in terms of acceleration or
required path length.

1.1 Motivation
Motivation was drawn from the inherent advantages in landing an aircraft using
visual data. Vision systems are passive and can be fitted to any aircraft without
necessitating widespread and costly modifications to existing airport infrastructure.
They also complement the pilot during periods of bad weather or when landing
on austere runways. With unmanned aircraft, the use of visual data reduces the
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Figure 1.1: The approach to autonomous landing taken in this thesis. 1. Situational
awareness is developed using downward looking optic flow sensors, 2. The pose of the
aircraft relative to the runway is developed, 3. A path is generated leading the aircraft
onto the runway.
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amount of landing site preparation.
There are other, less obvious advantages also. These include low power and volume
requirements, a low system mass, immunity from conventional radio frequency (RF)
jamming, and a reduction in the number of incidents of Controlled-Flight-IntoTerrain (CFIT). Moreover, there is a reduction in the reliance on GPS and other
landing systems.
Perhaps the greatest motivation was derived by the high proportion of accidents
that occur during the landing phase. Indeed, of the many elements that constitute
an aircraft’s flight regime1, the landing phase of an aircraft represents the highest
probability for disaster2. In the case of commercial jet transport over the period
of 1959-2003, there were a total of 1,371 aircraft accidents3 [25]. This included 105
fatal accidents, 16 of which were due to the landing phase. The following paragraph
was contained in a report released by the Flight Safety Foundation:
... Among the findings, 75 percent of the accidents occurred when a pre
cision approach aid was not available or was not used; a disproportionate
number of the accidents occurred at night; there were significant differ
ences in the accident rates among world regions; and the leading causal
factors were continuing the approach below decision height or minimum
descent altitude in the absence of visual cues, and lack of positional
awareness in the air. [26]
The methods developed in this thesis are applicable to all aircraft4 and provide an
absolute navigation reference when a runway is in view, even though the aircraft
may not land at the runway its vision system is observing.
1Taxiing, takeoff, loiter, cruise, climbing, descending, approach and others
2This is true for both manned and unmanned aircraft.
including multiple, non-on-board fatalities, excluding single, non-on-board fatalities. Fatali
ties/accidents are placed in one category only.
4the restriction of a non-zero forward velocity must be enforced for optic flow.
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Methodology

This thesis focuses on the integration of visual data into the 6DoF aircraft model
for autonomous landing, with its subsequent use in the development of an optimised
trajectory. Mathematical models are developed which describe the relationship be
tween the aircraft state and the visual data observed. These models are used to
enhance the state estimates and provide the relative pose of the aircraft relative to
the runway. This facilitates the ability to generate and optimise approach-to-land
trajectories.
This section presents an overview of the algorithms developed in this thesis. The
topics covered by each chapter and their connectivity is illustrated in Figure (1.1).

1.2.1

Optic Flow Assisted Navigation

The kinematic relationship between the aircraft and surrounding terrain is neces
sary for several environmental property estimates. This thesis develops a theoretical
model which allows two dimensional optic flow data to be integrated into the 6DoF
aircraft state equations. Observations from aircraft mounted vision sensors are cor
related with those predicted to obtain a quantitative measure of errors in the state
estimates. This observability is iteratively used by a nonlinear estimation process
to reduce the errors.
The model is extended to include the integration of data from two identical optic
flow sensors. The sensors are mounted such that their optical axes are parallel,
with the second sensor offset along its axis by a known amount relative to the first.
Through subsequent comparisons of visual data from dual optic flow sensors addi
tional aircraft states are provided. These include the height of the aircraft above
the ground and the relative two dimensional velocity between them. These help to
reduce the probability of CFIT and give an approximation to the local two dimen
sional wind velocity. The height above ground is also useful immediately prior to
touchdown, when an aircraft must flare to reduce its vertical velocity component.
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The terrain visible to the sensing devices is illustrated in Figure (1.1), where their
image planes are clearly projected onto the ground.
The integration of optic flow into robotic vehicles has been extensively researched,
from visual odometry in mobile robots [27], to their aerial counterparts in situa
tional awareness [28], in-flight control [29, 30] and even autonomous landing [31]. In
most of these applications the optic flow sensors were obtained from optical mice;
the same kind used in the experimentations presented in subsequent chapters.

1.2.2 Vehicle Pose Estimation
Methods for identifying runways in aerial images have received some interest [32, 33],
as have vision-based methods of determining the position and attitude of an aircraft
for conventional [34, 35], night time [36], and carrier-deck [37, 35] landings.
In this application the runway is detected by its characteristic “piano keys” via the
Fourier-Mellin transform. Once located the four corner positions are ascertained
using the SUSAN corner detecting algorithm [38]. The camera-to-corner vectors are
used to formulate a cost function using dual quaternions and the geometric prop
erties of the aircraft-runway relationship. The resulting pose estimate is integrated
into the 6DoF aircraft equations. As the geodetic coordinates of most runways are
known precisely, this transforms the runway into an absolute navigation reference
for those aircraft able to visually detect the runway. Furthermore, if the terrain sur
rounding the runway has been mapped then the TAN system can be implemented in
concert to further improve the level of situational awareness and reduce the reliance
on GPS. The four vectors and their relationship with the aircraft and runway are
depicted in Figure (1.1).

1.2.3 Trajectory Generation
Trajectory generation is required after the properties of the local environment and
runway have been ascertained. To take full advantage of the additional state in-
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formation provided by the optic flow and pose estimation algorithms, an optimal
trajectory generating method is utilised. In the interests of generality and appli
cability to all aircraft, the system generates trajectories that pilots are capable of
tracking.
The generated path is piecewise comprised of straight segments, the junctions of
which are filleted with double-clothoid curves. The clothoids have been defined in
terms of hyperbolic parameters which allows the clothoid and its properties to be
represented in closed form. Clothoids are used because they accurately describe an
aircraft’s natural response to a change of heading. This hybrid-parameterisation is
the first to be applied to clothoids and their application to trajectory generation.
The resulting closed-form representation provides the total path length, maximum
and cumulative accelerations and a means of optimising the trajectory for these
properties. This allows a trajectory to be optimised for passenger comfort, fuel use,
time to arrival or a combination of each. It is therefore attractive to implementation
in passenger aircraft.
The initial straight segment trajectory and the filleting process are illustrated in
Figure (1.1).

1.3 Contributions
The methods contained in this thesis have been carefully designed to provide naviga
tion assistance to all flight regimes. For example, optic flow can be used to augment
the system with accurate, zero-drift ground speed estimates at all times. Similarly,
runways can be used as absolute navigation references even though the aircraft need
not land at the runway it is observing. The trajectory generating method can also
be used as an aircraft or obstacle avoidance strategy. The main contributions of this
thesis are:
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Optic Flow Aided Navigation
• The fusion of cheap optic flow sensors into 6D0F vehicle state estimation.
• A method of increasing the level of situational awareness of an aircraft using
passive sensing. Estimates for the height above ground and ground speed
are provided. This provides a better model of the environment in which the
aircraft is operating, the main benefit of which is the reduction in probability
of a CFIT incident.
• A method for removing the effects of undesirable platform motion from optic
flow sensor output.

Runway Pose Aided Navigation
• Integration of a visually acquired pose estimate into the the 6D0F state equa
tions.
• The provision of an absolute navigation reference from which aircraft state
errors can be observed.

This is a substantial advantage as it provides an

additional level of redundancy when navigating in the vicinity of a runway,
reducing the reliance on GPS.
• The provision of an independent method for estimating the ground velocity of
an aircraft . A method of determining the wind velocity is also provided.

Trajectory Generation
• A new and novel method for trajectory generation that closely approximates
the actual path taken by an aircraft.
• A method for trajectory generation that provides solutions based on the man
ner in which pilots prefer to operate.
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• A method for trajectory generation that provides an almost exact path length
to that traversed.
• The closed-form representation of the maximum acceleration for the entire
trajectory. This enables trajectories to be optimised for the minimum amount
of maximum acceleration.
• The closed-form representation of the total acceleration for each curved section
and the trajectory as a whole. This enables trajectories to be optimised for
minimum acceleration.
• The control actions can be loosely predicted prior to embarking on a trajectory.
While these will inevitably differ from actual, their behaviour are indicative
of aircraft control requirements.
The theoretical and practical contributions of the methods developed are verified
by experimentation. Specifically, the optic flow theory is verified by laboratory
experimentation, the pose estimation by simulation in a modified open-source flight
simulator, and the trajectory generation theory by way of the Matlab environment.
It should be noted that this is the first instance where the optic flow has been
compensated for unwanted vehicle motion, and integrated into the full 6D0 F vehicle
state for the purposes of state estimation. Similarly, this work contains the first
integration of dual-quaternion pose estimation into the vehicle state. Finally, the
trajectory method presented is the first that is capable of achieving exact path
length. It is also the first to provide this functionality while being optimisable for
maximum acceleration and total acceleration.

1.4 Thesis Layout
The thesis layout is depicted in Figure (1.2). The chapters are organised as follows:
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Chapter 2 presents the necessary mathematical background for statistical estima
tion techniques that are used throughout this thesis. The discrete time Kalman and
extended Kalman filters are presented.

Chapter 3 presents an overview of inertial navigation and the various coordinate
systems and methods for coordinate transformation. Also given are conversions for
all representations. Dual quaternions are introduced and discussed for use with
Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 formulates the integration of the optic flow data into the 6DoF aircraft
equations. The equations are derived using an earth-fixed-local-tangent frame, and
the methods used to compensate unwanted vehicle motion and attitude from the
optic flow are developed and discussed. Two cases are presented - the single sensor
that uses the state velocity to estimate the height above the ground and the dual
sensor case that estimates the height above ground and the ground velocity of the
aircraft.

Chapter 5 develops the integration of visually acquired runway observations into
the 6DoF aircraft equations. The geometric properties with the camera frame are
discussed, as is the method of formulating a cost function based on the runway
dimensions and its geometric properties with the camera frame. The cost function
minimisation process is also presented.

Chapter 6 introduces a new and novel method of trajectory generation that builds
upon the situation awareness obtained through Chapters 4 and 5. The method of
establishing a piecewise continuous straight-segmented trajectory is presented as are
the clothoid parameterisations. The path length, cumulative and maximum accel
eration of an aircraft traversing a clothoid are derived in closed-form. A strategy is
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developed that provides a means of optimising the trajectory in terms of the accel
eration and length. Results are also presented and discussed.

Chapter 7 provides the details for the implementation of Chapters 4 and 5, and
presents initial results illustrating the effectiveness of the two methods.

Finally, Chapter 8 provides the conclusion, discusses the contributions in detail
and presents avenues of future research.
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Introduction
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Figure 1.2: Overall Layout of the Thesis.

C hapter 2

Statistical Estimation

2.1

Introduction

The measurement of any physical property inevitably contains an amount of noise.
Measurements are used to obtain information about some quantity that is essentially
internal to the system. By using statistical-based estimation techniques, observa
tions of a system can be used to provide an optimal estimate of the desired quantity.
If specific behavioural characteristics of the noise is assumed then these can be used
to further optimise the estimate.
This chapter provides a basis for methods of estimation and details their imple
mentation into the various algorithmic processes used throughout this thesis. The
chapter begins by presenting an overview of statistical estimation, the Bayesian fil
ter, and continues with Gaussian based estimation techniques. These include the
linear and nonlinear discrete Kalman filter.

2.2

The Bayesian Filter

The Bayesian filter is a recursive non-Gaussian and nonlinear method of state esti
mation. It propagates the probability density function of a random vector using a
probabilistic model of the state and its observations. The state vector, x(fc), has its
probability density function defined P(x(k)). Thus, P(x(k)) is considered to be the
probabilistic model of x(k) and as it is defined prior to any observations of x(fc), it
is referred to as the a priori distribution.
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Probabilistic Observation Model

The observation model describes the probability of making the observation, z (k),
given that the state, x(A:), has occurred, with

P (z(k) \ x ( k ) ) .

(2.1)

The complete set of observations up to time k is defined as

Zfc = { z (l),...,z (fc -l),z (fc )} = {Zfc- ‘,z(fe)}.

(2.2)

Then the probabilistic model of the density on x(fc) using observations up to time
k is given by
P ( x ( k ) \ Z k).

(2.3)

Since it is defined in terms of the observations, it is referred to as the posterior
density, and can be obtained with application of Bayes theorem

P (x(fc) I Z*)

P (z(k) I x(fc)) P(x(/c) I ZA'
P(z(fc) I Zk~l)

(2.4)

Used in a recursive fashion, Equation 2.4 can be used to estimate P (x(/c) | ZA)
during run-time.

2.2.2 Probabilistic Motion Model
Assuming the state transition is a Markov process the state transition will depend
on only the previous state, x(/c — 1), and the applied input vector to the system,
u (k). The probabilistic motion model defines the probability distribution of the
state using the state transition model. Thus, the probabilistic motion model is a
conditional probability distribution, based on the previous state and the current
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P(x(fc) I x(fc —l),u(fc)).

(2.5)

input, with

Evidently, the motion is assumed to be independent of the observations of the sys
tem. As this model describes the probability of the current state from the previous
state and inputs, recursive estimation will cause the state estimate to become a
random vector.

2.2.3 Prediction
The probability density of the current state can be predicted from the previous state
x(/c — 1) and all observations made up to time k — 1. This is performed using the
motion model and the control input vector. By the total probability theorem, the
probability density P (x(/c) | Zfc_1) can be expressed as

P

(xk)I Z*-1) =

I P

which is in terms of the joint density of the current and previous states. Applying
the chain rule of conditional probability, Equation 2.6 can be put in the form

P (x(k) I Z*“1) =

j

P (x(fc) I x(ifc - 1), u(Jfc)) P (x(Jfc - 1) I Z*-1) dx,

(2.7)

in which the integrand is simply the probabilistic motion model multiplied by the
previous probabilistic model on the density of x(/c).

2.2.4 Estimation
At time k when a new system observation has been obtained an estimate of the
posterior density at time k can be made from the prior density at time k — 1.
This is performed using the motion and observation models, and the combination
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of Equations (2.4) and (2.7), yielding

P (x(fc) I x(/c —1), u (k)) P (x(fc —1) I ZA 1) dx.
( 2. 8)

Equations (2.7) and (2.8) form the Bayesian filter. The run-time operation of the
Bayesian filter requires these to be calculated sequentially and recursively, along
with the motion and observation equations.

2.3 The Kalman Filter
If the input noise process, w (&), and output noise process, v(/c), are assumed to
have a specific probabilistic structure, then the Bayesian equations can be expressed
in closed form. Specifically, the noise structure is subject to three assumptions:
Assum ption 2.1. Both v(/c) and w (k) are non-correlated white processes. That is,
for any k and j, where k ^ j, v(fc) and v(j) are independent random variables, as
are w (k) and w (j).
Assum ption 2.2. Both v(k) and w(k) are zero mean, Gaussian processes with
known covariances, given by R (k) and Q(fc), respectively.
Assum ption 2.3. Both v(k) and w (k) are independent processes.
Under these assumptions the noise is completely described by its mean and covariance. This provides a special case for the Bayesian filter which allows it to be
expressed in a closed form. This is known as the discrete Kalman filter. The Kalman
filter provides an estimate of the state at time k, given all observations up to time
/c, along with a minimal mean squared error with this estimate. The Kalman filter
is a linear, discrete-time, finite-dimensional system, that requires the observations
of the system to be linearly related to the states.
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Process Model

A linear discrete time system described in state space form is given by

x(fc) = F(fc)x(fc - 1) + B(fc)u(fc) + G(k)w(k),

(2.9)

where x(/c) is a column vector with the states of the system, F (k) is the state
transition matrix that relates the state vector from k — 1 to k, u (k) is the known
control or input vector, w (k) is a white process noise, B (k) relates the control vector
to the states, and G(k) relates the noise to the states. The white process noise is
present because the real world model is known to be imprecise. This noise is assumed
to be zero mean, uncorrelated random sequence defined by

E[w(/c)w/ (j)] =

E[w(/c)]E[wy(j )], k ^ j

E[w(/c)] = 0, V/c
E[w(/c)wT(j)] =

Q (k)ökj, k = j, 0 otherwise,

(2.10)

where the first equation is obtained by the whiteness assumption and the second by
the zero mean assumption. The term 6ij is the Kronecker delta, which is 1 for k = j
and 0 otherwise. The term Q(/c) is a nonnegative definite symmetric for all k.

2.3.2

Observation Model

Observations of the state are made in accordance with a linear relationship between
the observation vector and the state

z(k) = H(/c)x(fc) + v(/c),

(2-11)

where z (k) is the observation vector, H (k) is the observation model that relates the
state vector to the observation vector at time k , and v(/c) is the observation noise
vector. Analogous to the state equation, v(/c) is also assumed to be a zero mean,
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white noise

E[v(/c)vT(j)] = E[v(/c)]E[vr (j)], k ^ j
E[v(/c)] = 0, V/c
E[v(/c)vy(j)] = R {k)Skj, k = j, 0 otherwise,

(2-12)

where R (k) is a nonnegative definite symmetric for all k. It is assumed that there is
no correlation between the process noise and the observation noise, E[w(/c)vT(j)] =
0, V/c, j.

2.3.3 Prediction
The predicted state is determined from the set of observations, Z k~1, and the state
model of Equation 2.9. The predicted state is defined by

x(/c I k - 1) = E [x (k I Zk_1)] ,

(2.13)

x(k I k - 1) = Fx (k - 1 I k - 1) + Bu(fc).

(2.14)

and takes the form

The corresponding covariance, P (k | k — 1), represents the expected variance of the
error in the state at time /c, given all previous data up until time k — 1

P {k I k - 1) = FP (k - 1 I k - 1) Fr + GQ( k ) GT.

(2.15)

Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are sometimes referred to as time update equations.
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2.3.4 Estimation
Once a new observation has been attained the state estimate is defined as

x( k \ k) = E [ x ( k \ Zk)] ,

(

2

.

1

6

)

and takes the form

x(fc I k) = x(fc I !fc-l) + K(fc)i/(fc),

(2-17)

where K (k) is the Kalman gain, and i/(k) is innovation vector; the difference between
the observation at time k and the predicted observation

v(k) = z [k) —H x (k I k —1),

(2.18)

which is not normally equal to v(fc) of Equation (2.11). The Kalman gain is deter
mined from the error covariance matrix, and is determined by

K(fc) = P (fc I fc - 1) H Tn _1(fe),

(2.19)

where il(k) is the innovation covariance

n(jfe) = H P (k I k - 1) H r + R (k).

(2.20)

If R (k) is positive definite then H(fc) is guaranteed to be nonsingular. In this event
the Kalman gain matrix K (k) is always defined. The covariance matrix analogous
to Equation (2.15) is defined as the uncertainty in the updated states. It is ob
tained using the expectation of the variance of the error at time k given all previous
observations

P (k I k) = E ( (x(fc) —x(/c I k)) (x(/c) —x(/c | k))J

(

2. 21)
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Equations (2.17) and (2.21) are sometimes referred to as the measurement update
equations.
As with all discrete time approximations the accuracy of the Kalman filter is affected
by the length of time between successive samples. Using the systems dynamic matrix
F of Equation (2.14), it is possible to reduce the errors by using the discrete form
of the equations previously introduced. This is achieved by using the transition
matrix, <F(/c), which allows the discretisation of a continuous time system using a
time step, ts. This is the temporal spacing between each member of the sequence
{/c, k — 1, k — 2, . . . , k —n}. The transition matrix is evaluated using an inverse
Laplace transform or the matrix exponential

*(*) =
# (t)

=

[(si - F )-1]
eFt

=

I+ F « + ^ - +

-.-

+

iLp + . - . ,

(2-22)

where the kth transition matrix can be found by evaluating 4>( ) at t =

* (* ) =

* (* )!« .-

(2-23)

Equation (2.13) then takes the form

x(k) = #(fc)x(fc-l)+B(Jfc)u(fc-l)+K(fc) (z(fc) - H $ (fc)x(fc - 1) - HB(fc)u{k - 1)).
(2.24)
The pre-update and post-update covariance matrices, along with the Kalman gain
matrix, are obtained recursively using the Riccati equations

p-(fc) = $(fc)P(fc-

l ) $ T( k) + Q

K(k) = P~(fc)Hr ( H P _(/c)Hr + R(fc))-1
P(fc) =

(I - K(fc)H) P"(fc),

(2.25)
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where P (k) is the covariance matrix representing errors in the state estimates
before an update. Note that G and Q of Equation (2.15) are given by

(2.26)

2.4 The Extended Kalman Filter
Unfortunately the state of most real world systems cannot be described by linear
differential equations. Therefore any measurements may not necessarily be linear
functions of those states. In these instances the linear Kalman filter may be re
placed by a linearised version of the nonlinear model. This alternative provides an
instantaneous approximation to the nonlinear system and is known as the Extended
Kalman filter. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is an estimator that is linearised
on the filtering model at each interval, prior to any estimation being performed.

2.4.1

Nonlinear Process Model

In order to apply the EKF techniques the nonlinear discrete time system must
be expressed in state-space form, using nonlinear differential equations. The state
vector is given by

x(/c) = ffe( x ( f c - 1), u(fc), w(fc))
ffc (x(fc)) + b k (x(/c)) u (k) + gfc (x(/c)) w(fc),

(2.27)

where the quantities Fx(/c), B u (k) and G of the linear counterpart have been re
placed by ffc (x(/c)). b^ (x(A;)) u (k) and

(x(/c)). The quantities ik(-) and b k(-) are

in general nonlinear, and g*.(•) is generally not constant. The subscripts given to
f/c and bfc denote a possible time dependence, and are shown as subscripts to avoid
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any confusion with quantities pertaining to the state or its inputs. Assuming that
the functions f*.(•), b/.(-) and g^(-) are sufficiently smooth, they can be expanded in
a Taylors series about the conditional mean x(fc | k) as

ffc(x(fe))

= ffc (x(fc I k)) +

(x(fc) - x(fc Ifc)) + ...

bfc(x(/c))

=

(x(/c) -x(fc | £)) + ...

gfc(x(/c))

=

(x(fc I k)) +

(x(fc I k)) + .. . = Gk + . . . .

(2.28)

Because the system is nonlinear, the system dynamics matrix F* is obtained by
using a first-order approximation which is evaluated at the conditional mean
dfk(x)
dx

Fit

(2.29)
x = x (k \ k )

As with the linear case, w (k) is assumed to be a zero mean, white Gaussian process.

2.4.2

Nonlinear Observation Model

The nonlinear observation model is expressed using a nonlinear differential equation,
expressed in a state-space form. The observation vector is given by

z(k) = hk (x(k), v(/c)),

(2.30)

where hfc(-,-) is a nonlinear function that describes the relationship between the
current state and observation.
white Gaussian process.

The term, v(/c), is assumed to be a zero mean,

Again, the subscripted k in hfe(-) is used to denote a

possible time dependence. Analogous to the EKF process model, the sufficiently
smooth assumption allows the vector h/, to be expanded in a Taylor series about
the conditional mean

h*(x(fc)) = ht (x(fc I

k))+ Hk (x(fc) - x(fc(2.31)
I

,
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is obtained through a first-order approximation, evaluated at the condi

tional mean
Hfc

d h fc( x )

dx

(2.32)
x = x (k \ k )

2.4.3 Prediction
As with the linear case, state prediction in an EKF is performed using the relation
ship
x (k I k —1) = ffc (x(k —1 I /c —1), u (k) ) .

(2.33)

The corresponding predicted covariance is given by

P

(kI

k - 1) = FfcP (A: - 1 |

k -1) F j + G kQ kGl

when applied to the system defined in Equation (2.27), Equations (2.33) and (2.34)
denote approximate the conditional means and covariances, respectively.

2.4.4 Estimation
When a new observation has been attained the state estimate is given by

x(/c I k) = x (k I k —1) + K(/c)iv(A;),

(2.35)

where again, v{ k), is the innovation vector given by

iy(k) = z(k) —h*. (x(/c | k —1)).

(2.36)

The Kalman gain and innovation covariance are obtained from

K(k)

= P{ k I k - l ) H l n ~ \ k )

fl(k) = H fcP (k \ h - l ) H l + R(/c),

(2.37)
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and the covariance matrix is

P

( k

I

k) = P

k( I

k-1 ) - P

2.5 Summary
This chapter has provided the theoretical foundations for the statistical estimation
used in this thesis. The Bayesian filter was introduced along with the associated
probability density functions. An extension of these were introduced through the
discrete time Kalman and extended Kalman filters, which are based on Gaussian
noise assumptions.

Chapter 3

The Navigation Environment

3.1 Introduction
Most airborne vehicles have some method of estimating their state relative to an
inertial frame of reference. This is normally achieved using an Inertial Navigation
System (INS). The INS utilises data from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),
a device which measures acceleration and angular rates using three orthogonallymounted groups of sensors. The data are measured with respect to the coordinate
frame in which the IMU resides, in this case a 6D0F platform. To ascertain the
aircraft state the INS must transform the data into the inertial frame of reference,
which in this case is the Earth-Local-Tangent-Frame. This is achieved using the iner
tial navigation equations. This chapter introduces the inertial navigation equations
and the various coordinate systems used in terrestrial navigation. The transforma
tion of state between rotating coordinate systems is also detailed.
An emphasis is placed on quaternions and dual quaternions as their use in this thesis
is extensive. The use of dual quaternions is warranted by their ability to represent a
homogeneous transformation within a single vector. This facilitates the state space
representation as required by the estimation process. The inertial navigation al
gorithm is then formulated with respect to the earth fixed and earth local tangent
coordinate systems. This includes the position, velocity and attitude algorithms. An
error analysis is provided to give insight into the source and subsequent propagation
of errors of the system.
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Inertial Measurement Unit

An inertial measurement unit is a device that measures the rotation rates and ac
celerations that a vehicle is subjected to relative to its coordinate system. The IMU
for terrestrial navigation can be of two distinct types; a gimballed platform or a
strap-down unit. The equations describing the two systems differ slightly, and as
the unit used throughout this thesis is of the strap-down variety (as are most mod
ern systems), equations relevant only to this type will be presented.
In most airborne applications inertial measurements are obtained from three orthog
onally mounted sets of sensors. The rotation rates and accelerations are measured
with gyroscopes and accelerometers, respectively. When exposed to their respective
property of excitation they produce a signal that describes the instantaneous mag
nitude of that excitation. This signal can be of either a digital or analog format.
These signals are further processed and fused by the higher level INS functions to
produce an instantaneous estimate of the state.
The fidelity, drift and noise characteristic of the IMU have a profound influence on
the accuracy of the estimate. The higher the quality of IMU used, the lower the
magnitude of the errors. Currently there are three grades of IMU sensors; rate,
tactical and inertial. Each grade of sensor is partially specified as a function of its
drift per unit time. For example, the three grades of gyroscopes and their respective
drifts are presented in Table (3.1). All IMUs introduce an amount of bias and noise,
Gyro Grade
rate
tactical
inertial

Range of Drift (°/hour)
10-1000
0.1-10
0.01-0.1

Table 3.1: The range of drift in degree per hour of the integrated angle for all three grades
of gyroscopic sensors.

so over time the INS is susceptible to navigation errors. To avoid this the INS must
be supplemented with zero-drift sensory inputs. A zero drift reference forces the
errors inherent in the INS to become observable. In addition, some properties of
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the state are bounded by the additional sensory inputs. One example is the Global
Positioning System (GPS). In its Differential form (DGPS), a bound of a six me
tre radius is placed on the error in the position vector. The velocity vector is also
bound. Additional zero-drift sensors include magnetometers1, celestial navigation
systems, optical compasses and in open areas, optical horizon detectors.
The IMU used in this thesis is the 3DMG, illustrated in Figure (3.1).

A

n

\
t
1
1BBP
Figure 3.1: The inertial measurement unit used.

3.3

Coordinate Systems

Coordinate systems, or reference frames, allow information between multiple sys
tems to be exchanged in a methodical and straight-forward manner. All frames are
orthogonal and right handed. A state given with respect to one frame can easily
be transformed to be with respect to another. The frame chosen at any instant
is that which is most convenient, or which provides the state in the most relevant
form. The measurements of the state are often obtained from a frame that is not
convenient. In this circumstance it is necessary to transform the measurements, or
1Which are subject to magnetic anomalies near the surface of the Earth due to mineral deposits,
power stations, etc.
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the resulting state, to another frame. This section presents the various frames used
with navigation and the various methods to achieve the transformations.

3.3.1 Earth-Centred Inertial Frame
The orientation and position of an inertial frame may be arbitrary. For inertial nav
igation purposes, however, the most convenient orientation aligns the x, y and z axis
with the Conventional-Terrestrial-Reference-System (CTRS). By this convention the
Earth-Centred-Inertial-Frame (ECIF) is positioned at the centre of the Earth, but
does not rotate with it. The x axis is aligned with the Greenwich meridian twice
per Earth rotation about its axis of revolution.
As the ECIF is the frame about which navigation is defined, inertial sensors provide
acceleration and rotation rates with respect to this frame. Most gyroscopes however,
do not possess the fidelity to measure the rotation of the Earth with respect to this
frame. Assuming that the ECIF and the Earth’s centre of mass are coincident and
there is no outside gravitational influence, the gravity vector should always pass
through the centre of the ECIF origin. However, the body acceleration vector may
not. It is not possible to distinguish between acceleration due to gravity and the
acceleration of a body. This is due to the equivalence of inertial and gravitational
masses, as defined from the principle of relativity.
In addition to gyroscopes and accelerometers, there are several additional sensors
that measure quantities relative to the ECIF. Several examples include the star
tracker, the Global Positioning System (GPS) and the optical compass. The celes
tial tracker provides vectors to known celestial objects, such as stars, planets, etc.
The estimates of the position and attitude of the body frame relative to ECIF can be
improved if the rotation of the Earth-Centred-Earth-Fixed Frame (ECEF) relative
to the ECIF is known. Put more simply, this system requires the time relative to
the Greenwich meridian.
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Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed Frame

The Earth-Centred-Earth-Fixed frame is established by the Conventional-TerrestrialPole (CTP)2 and is fixed at the ellipsoid centre, aligned with the Earth’s centre of
mass. There are three combinations of axes orientations currently in use. The first
aligns and fixes the

2

axis with the CTP. The x axis locates the Greenwich merid

ian on the Equatorial plane, and the y axis completes the right hand system. The
remaining definitions of the frame are defined by the two alternative orientations
that satisfy the Greenwich meridian and Equatorial plane. The ECEF is aligned
with the ECIF once per Earth rotation about its axis. This thesis utilises the first
definition throughout.
There are sensors that measure quantities with respect to the ECEF, that can be
integrated with sensors measuring quantities relative to the ECIF. One example of
an ECEF sensor is the magnetometer. A three-axis magnetometer provides a vector
describing the direction of the local magnetic field. As this field is caused by the
internal structure of the Earth, it must rotate with it. This provides a zero drift3
reference from which to correct offsets in the attitude estimated by the INS.

3.3.3

Local Geodetic Frame

The Local Geodetic Frame (LGF) is sometimes referred to as the Geographic frame
and can be positioned anywhere on the Earth’s surface. Its orientation abides by
the North-East-Down (NED) convention where the x (North) axis is aligned with
the CTP, the y (East) axis is aligned with the Equatorial plane, and the

2

(Down)

axis is always perpendicular to the closed point of the ellipsoid [39]. The LGF
is useful in that it provides a reference for defining the attitude of a platform in
terms of its location on the Earth’s surface. It is used in situations where very large
2The CTP is defined as the mean position of the instantaneous pole over the period 1900 to
1905. The reference ellipsoid semi-minor axis maintains a fixed orientation in inertial space.
3Magnetic North incrementally rotates each year, but for the purposes required here it is as
sumed zero.
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displacements of the Earth’s surface are traversed. When a platform moves around
the surface of the Earth, the LGF moves with it. The LGF origin is equivalent to a
projection of the platform’s origin onto the surface of the ellipsoid.
An important point to note with the LGF is the Schuler frequency. The Schuler
frequency evolved from the Schuler principle named after its discoverer, M. Schuler.
The principle states that a pendulum instrument positioned on the surface of the
Earth can be calibrated so as to indicate the vertical direction of that instrument
even during accelerated motion. This principle has been generalised to apply to a
pendulum instrument carried by a platform. An important parameter associated
with the principle is the Schuler period, tSCh. The Schuler period is defined as

(3.1)

where P is the length of the pendulum, and g is the gravitational constant of the
Earth. The corresponding Schuler frequency is given by
2n
Msch

7

(3.2)

Combining these two equations yields the definition of the Schuler frequency com
monly used in inertial navigation literature

(3.3)

It turns out that this frequency is the same as that obtained by using Equation (3.2)
with the time required for a vehicle to make one orbit of the Earth.
An important implication of the Schuler period can be observed in any INS. A
tilt error in the INS unit will cause it to incorrectly interpret the direction of the
resultant acceleration. As the acceleration is integrated the INS will estimate its
position and align its attitude to be in concert with that of the local ellipsoid. Over
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time the error in the attitude becomes large enough to cause the INS to interpret
the accelerations in the opposite direction. The net result is an oscillation of the
estimated position about the actual position on the ellipsoid. The higher the grade
of INS system, the smaller the radius of oscillation.

3.3.4

Earth-Fixed Local-Tangent Frame

The Earth-Fixed-Local-Tangent-Frame (EFLTF) is similar to the LGF but is sta
tionary with respect to the Earth’s surface. It is of use when the motion of a platform
is confined to within small regions. This is justified by the very small range of an
gular displacement that the LGF can undergo when confined to such a region. Its
orientation is such that the x axis is aligned with the CTP, the y axis is aligned
with the equatorial plane, and the

3.3.5

2

axis is normal to the surface of the ellipsoid.

Body Frame

The body frame is an orthonormal coordinate system that resides on the platform.
Its location would normally be coincident with the the centre of mass of the platform,
but can also be positioned at the centre of the IMU. The body frame usually adopts
the NED convention and has its x axis aligned with the longitudinal, or roll axis of
the platform. The y axis is aligned to the pitch axis, and the

2

axis is aligned so as

to complete the right-handed coordinate system. In level flight the

2

axis is aligned

close to the local gravity vector.

3.3.6

Camera Frames

All optical coordinate systems have been positioned so that features and data are
defined in terms of their x and y axes. Each of the two downward looking optic flow
cameras has a unique coordinate system. Both are positioned such that their axes are
aligned with their respective axes of the vehicle. The virtual forward looking camera
used in the flight simulation also has its own coordinate system. It is positioned
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axis is coincident with the optical axis of the camera, and pointed

slightly downward to enhance the acquired image. Its x axis is parallel to the pitch
axis of the aircraft, and the y axis completes the system.

3.4

Inertial Navigation Equations

The process of inertial navigation obtains the vehicle state by integrating the dif
ferential equations of motion that describe the vehicle behaviour. They provide a
relationship for determining the state of the vehicle in the navigation frame from
quantities measured in the inertial frame. A vector that adequately describes the
vehicle state for the purposes of navigation would typically have a minimum of nine
variables. Three sets of three are required to describe position, velocity and rota
tion. In the interests of convenience, the nine variables are usually represented in
state form. This representation is used throughout the thesis.

3.4.1 Attitude Equations
Three commonly used INS algorithms are presented in this section. These are the
Euler, Direct Cosine Matrix (DCM), and quaternion. The quaternion algorithm is
given in two forms; single and dual quaternions. An additional algorithm is provided
that minimises the error in the finite rotation during the attitude update interval
[40].
3.4.1.1

Direct Cosine Matrix Algorithm

The Direct Cosine Matrix (DCM) is a matrix containing three column vectors. The
three vectors collectively form an orthonormal matrix. The three values of each
vector describe its direction relative to the three orthonormal axes of a reference
coordinate frame. The DCM representing the orientation of the body, or vehicle
frame with respect to the navigation frame is denoted C£. Assuming the position
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vector of the body frame with respect to the navigation frame is denoted p n, then
the relationship describing the position of a point in the body frame, denoted p£,
with respect to the navigation frame is given by

Pp(fc) =

(k)pbp(k) + p n(k).

(3.4)

The specific force vector relative to the navigation frame, but measured in the body
frame, is given by
f"(fc) =

c nb (k)fb(k).(3.5)

The time differential of a DCM can be obtained by using small angle analysis

C? = q)[u£x],

(3.6)

where [u^x] is the skew-symmetric representation of the angular rates of the body
frame relative to the navigation frame

0

U JZ

—

U Jy

- U

U ly

J Z

0

^ X

—

(jJ :

(3.7)

0

Equation (3.6) can be evaluated simply through the application of an integrating
factor
C?(fc) = C?(fc - l)e(J*-iK xl*').

3.4.1.2

(3.8)

Euler Algorithm

Inertial navigation equations represent the angular rotation of the body frame by
a vector in M3. This contains the roll, pitch and heading angles relative to the
navigation frame. The non-commutative nature of successive angular rotations ne
cessitates their sequence be performed in a consistent manner. In general, a rotation
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vector produced by the sequence xyz will be different to that produced by any other
sequence.
Throughout this thesis, the yaw, pitch, roll sequence of rotations have been used. To
align the navigation frame with the body frame, the navigation frame would have to
undergo the respective angular rotations about its axes in this order. The rotation
matrix describing the attitude of the body frame relative to the navigation frame is

1
1

0

O

S

s

O

1

cv 0
0 0 1

S x /}

I

t o
<^>

0 1 0

p

0

0

0 0
c* -s0
&

1

____________1

1

then given by

As rotation matrices are members of the Special Orthogonal Group (SO 3 ), the
inverse of a rotation matrix is equal to its transpose, which provides an easy solution
to the inverse of the navigation to body representation
CqC^
C bn

(c ? f

SfpSeCtp + QSV

-CeSrp -S^ S qStp + C^Cxp
So

—SfpCo

S qCip +
C^SoSip +

(3.10)

C+Co

In practice the three Euler angles are calculated using the platform-mounted gy
roscopes. Using the same sequence as that outlined above, the angular rates of
the body frame are obtained through the summation of successive rotations of the
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appropriate gyro output
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(3.12)

the inverse of which is used to calculate the Euler angle rates in terms of the body
rotation rates. The Euler angles are subsequently calculated through the integration
of the Euler rates. Because the gyroscopes are sampled at a fixed time interval, this
process necessarily assumes that the rotation rates are constant over the sampling
period. To obtain a closer approximation, trapezoidal integration is used throughout
this thesis
(p(k -

(f){k)
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i

0(k)
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dr.

(3.13)

/

In advanced navigation systems fourth order Runge-Kutta integration techniques
are often used, the added complexity of which is not warranted in this application.

3.4.1.3

Equivalent Axis Theorem

Successive rotations of one frame relative to another can be represented in a more
compact form than the Euler method.

One such form is that provided by the

equivalent axis or rotation vector algorithm [41]. This algorithm can represent
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successive rotations with an equivalent axis of rotation and a finite angular rotation
about it. This axis, denoted K, is called the equivalent axis of finite rotation4. As
K is a unit vector it can be fully described by just two parameters. The third can
be obtained from the magnitudes of the other two. The amount of angular rotation
about K is determined by a third parameter, 00. A rotation of one coordinate system
with respect to another is defined by a compact vector in R3

K

(3.14)

\kx ky ^z\

Then, the axis of rotation and angular displacement is represented as a pair, LK, 0oj •
Often the unit direction vector is multiplied through by 0Oto produce the complete
representation, K. The DCM can be obtained from the equivalent axis pair through
the conversion
kxkxvOo -f c6q
C nb

kxkyV0o

kxkyV0o

+ kzs0o

- kzs00 kxkzv0o + kys0o

kykyvOo +

c6 q

kxkzv0o - kys0o kykzv0o + kxs0o

kykzv0o —kxs0o

(3.15)

kzkzv0o + c0 o,

where the substitutions c0o = cos0Ol s0o = sin0o and v0o = 1 —cos0o have been
made. Denoting the members of a DCM by their row-column designation, c^-, the
equivalent axis pair can be obtained from the DCM through
- 1 ( C n + C22 + C33 — 1

0o

cos

K

1
2sin0o

C32 ~

C23

C 13 ~

C31

C21 ~

C12

(3.16)

’Originally shown by Euler, therefore it is commonly referred to as Euler’s theorem on rotation
([41], p51).
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With this solution a pair y K , 0 o J will always be found. However, there is always
an additional pair that satisfies the same orientation, namely

K, —@0) - For very

small angular rotations the axis becomes ill-defined and as the rotational displace
ment goes to zero, the axis of rotation becomes undefined. The same occurs for
60 = 0, 7T.
The time differential of the equivalent axis of rotation is known as the Bortz equa
tion, and is given by
x
K =

where

oj ™ is

+ 2K

x uy.

6osin6o

+k {1~ 2(1

—

cos Oq)

K x K x

lj\

(3.17)

the angular rate of the body frame relative to the navigation frame.

Here it can be observed that if K is coincident with the angular rate vector u , then
the integral of Equation (3.17) reduces to the first order version of Equation (3.13).
If this is not the case, then additional angular rates are introduced. This condition
occurs if the equivalent axis of rotation is itself rotating relative to the navigation
frame. Theoretically, this should not pose a problem as the IMU is completely
exposed to this motion.

Errors are introduced however, because the gyroscope

data is acquired at finite sampling intervals. Because the behaviour of the data
over this period cannot be accounted for, any discrepancies manifest as errors. In
addition, the arbitrary order of rotations makes the error non-commutative. The
motion defined by this effect is known as “coning motion'’. The definition of coning
motion is the oscillation of one axis as a result of rotations about the other two
axes. The inherent coupling produces oscillatory motion in the third axis whose
motion describes a cone. The coning motion can be compensated for by using an
approximation to Equation (3.17).

3.4.1.4

Quaternion Representation

Quaternions are equivalent to the DCM method, but are a more compact represen
tation. Quaternions exploit the linear dependent properties of the nine values of
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the DCM. This reduces the number of necessary variables to four. Three constitute
a direction vector, brought about by the equivalent axis theorem, and the fourth
represents the amount of rotation about that axis. The quaternion is represented
by the vector

(3.18)

where q represents the direction vector and q0 represents the quantity of rotation.
The quaternion is similar to the result of the equivalent axis theorem, but includes
the third rotation axis parameter, and the M4 vector is normalised to one. Quite often
the Euler (i.e. quaternion) parameters are viewed as a rotation vector plus a scalar,
but the quaternion is treated as a complete vector representation. Quaternions,
Euler angles and DCMs can be used interchangeably through a conversion process.
If the equivalent axis pair of rotation of a DCM is denoted

where K =

[kx ky kz]T, then the Euler and quaternion parameters are given by

(3.19)

which is known as the unit quaternion if the condition Y^=o

— 1 is enforced. In

terms of these parameters the DCM is expressed as

C6 “

1 - 2 q l ~ 2ql 2 (M 2 - M o)

2 (qxq3 + Mo)

2 (m 2 + Mo)

I - 2 q \ - 2ql

2 (q2q3 - qxq0)

2 (M3 - Mo)

2 (m 3 + Mo)

1 - 2qj - 2q\

(3.20)
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and given an arbitrary rotation matrix, the Euler parameters that define the quater
nion can be obtained through

|\ / 1 + cn + C22 + C33
4^

(C32 -

c 23)

4 ^ (C i3 -

C31)

(3.21)

q {k) =

4qö (C21 ~ Cl2^
The direction part of the quaternion may also be expressed via the skew-symmetric
representation

[qx;

0

~q3

q2

q3

0

qi

-q 2

qi

0

(3.22)

which can also be used as a shorthand representation of the complete quaternion in
matrix form

gm4x4
-T

qo

- q

q

[qx]

(3.23)

[q®] =

The quaternion representation of a M3 vector can be expressed in matrix form as
gm4x4

uo

—Co1

K©] -

(3.24)

Co —[cbx]
The quaternion differential is a function of the angular rate and the attitude
1
n
q = -q<g)u> b1

(3.25)

where the single 0 represents quaternion product and cDJ1 is the quaternion repre
sentation of the attitude, cDJ = [0 (uo^)T]T. Equation (3.25) can be expressed in
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matrix form through Equations (3.23) and (3.24)

q

=

l[q® ]<i?

=

l[ö?© ]q,

(3.26)

which can be evaluated by using an integration factor from the previous value

q (k) = e(U k‘-.["?®]*-)q (fe - 1),

(3.27)

when evaluated and expanded as a Taylor series, the integrand takes the following
vector form
cos ( f )
5q(fc) =

f osin ( f ) <j>x

(3.28)

j-osin ( f ) <j>y
± s in ( f ) <f>z
which yields an approximation for Equation (3.27) as

q(fc) = [5q(fc)©]q(fc - 1),

(3.29)

and provides a rapid time to calculation so therefore is amenable to real-time imple
mentation. The gravity vector relative to the body frame can be transformed into
the navigation frame through the simple relationship

g n(k) = q (k) (8) gh(k) (g>q(fc),

(3.30)

where q (k) represents the complex conjugate of the quaternion, given by

q(fc) = [«o - q '] T-

(3.31)
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Dual Quaternion Representation

The dual quaternion is able to represent a transformation of coordinate frame anal
ogous to that of Equation (3.4). It is comprised of two parts that describe the
homogeneous transformation of one coordinate frame with respect to another, rep
resented by
q = r + es

(3.32)

where the q is used to signify the dual quaternion and both r and s are real quater
nions and form the real part and the dual part, respectively. The dual quaternion
can be interpreted as a combination of two ordered real quaternions abiding by a
matrix multiplication rule, e2 = 0. It is ideal for the estimation of pose because
it can represent a homogeneous transformation with a single vector. This property
makes it particularly suitable for implementation in a statistical estimation process.
It also has provision for the simultaneous minimisation of the dual parts in an er
ror functional. In this setting the dual parts are separable and have the ability to
include any number of observations. More importantly, the dual quaternion has a
closed form solution to the Taylor series expansion.
In Equation (3.32) the r quaternion is a representation of the rotation portion of
the translation, while s is used to describe the translation using r. Analogous to the
quaternion, the dual quaternion can be expressed as

(3.33)

where n G M3 represents the resultant vector about which the coordinate system
rotates and translates, and 6 is the dual angle of rotation and translation. In general,
6 is not equal to the quaternion counterpart, 0. The dual vector and dual angle are
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given by

n =

n + ep x n

6 = 6 + Ed,

(3.34)

where n is a unit vector denoting the initial direction of translation and p is a
translation vector describing the point through which the vector n must pass. The
parameters in the second equation, 9 and d, represent the angle of rotation about
n, and the initial translation of the coordinate system along n, respectively. Using
dual quaternions a transformation can be formed by hrstly translating the required
coordinate frame along the direction, n. by a distance, d, and then rotating it by
an angle 0 with respect to a line having a unit vector h as its direction and passing
through the point p [42].
The parts of the dual quaternion defined as

Figure 3.2: Illustration of a transformation using dual quaternions.
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cos (I)
sin ( tj) n
(I) cos (I) n + sin ( f ) (p x n)

(3.35)

- (5) sin (§)
where r can be obtained from the DCM by the method shown in Equation (3.21).
The real quaternion is of unit magnitude and orthogonal to the dual, therefore
satisfying the constraints

r7r =

1

(3.36)

r7s = 0.

(3.37)

Analogous to the matrix representation of Equation (3.23), there are two matrix
representations important for use with the dual quaternion. These are

[r<8>]

[r©]

r 0I + [rx]

r

—r T

r0

r0I - [ r x ]

r

—r T

r0

(3.38)

the commutative properties for which are listed in Table (3.2). The DCM can be
obtained through the relationship

C£ = (r2 - rr r) I + 2rrr + 2r4 [r©],

(3.39)

independent of s. The conjugate, multiplication with conjugate and modulus are
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Properties of Quaternion Matrices
[a® ] 7 [a®] = [a®] [a©]T = a 7 a l
[a©]T [a©] = [a©] [a©]T = a 7 a l
[a®] b = [b©] a
[a© ] 7 a = [a© ] 7 a = (a 7 a) e
[([a®] b) ®] = [a®] [b®]
[([a©] b) ©] = [a©] [bO]
_____ [a®] [b©]r = [b©]T [a®]_____
Table 3.2: Properties of quaternion matrices, where a and b are arbitrary quaternions and
e is the unit quaternion = [1 0 0 0]7

given by

q — r — es
q5

-

r2

|q|

=

r.

The closed form Taylor series expansion is due to

(3.40)

s ‘z =

0. Without truncation, the

Taylor series expansion of an arbitrary dual quaternion is completely defined by

/ (r + ss) = / ( r) + esf(r).

(3.41)

The dual quaternion time derivatives are given by

r =

i [r®]ö >0 = ^[u>0 ©]r

s

i [s © ] cj0 = i[£> 0 ©]s.

=

(3.42)

A solution to each can be found using the rotation vector as an integration factor,
over the update interval

r (k)
s(k)

=

e(l

_ l)

(3.43)
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which develops analogously to the solution given in Equation (3.29).
The position vector of one coordinate frame relative to another is illustrated in
Figure (3.3). In reference to this figure the translation vector, t , can be expressed
in terms of the dual quaternion parameters as

tb = p + dn —p',

(3.44)

noting that the term p' can be substituted with C£p, Equation (3.44) becomes

tab = p + d n -C £ p
=

(I —C£)p + dn,

(3.45)

obtaining the rotation matrix from the equivalent axis theorem and substituting,
the translation vector is reduced to

tb = 2 sin2

n x (p x n) + sin 6 (p x n) + dn,

(3.46)

and noting that
2

(3.47)

0

the translation quaternion, t, can also be expressed as

t = [r©]T s.

(3.48)

3.4.2 Position, Velocity and Acceleration Equations
The position, velocity and accelerations are derived from the governing kinematic
equations. Let there be two coordinate frames, a and 6, as illustrated in Figure (3.4).
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of a transformation of an object coordinate system.
A point whose position is defined relative to frame 6, denoted pjj, can be expressed
relative to frame a through
Pp =

Pi +C “p ‘ ,

(3.49)

the velocity of the point defined by this vector, relative to frame a is given by the
first derivative with respect to time
dp?
dt + dt
=

p? + CJJpp + C?Pp

=

p? + c f! ( K x ] P p + Pp)>

(3.50)

where the time derivative of the rotation matrix is nonzero due to the presence
of the angular rate, <jj%. The matrix derivative is given by CJ = C^[cj^ x ]. The
acceleration is obtained by differentiating Equation (3.50) a second time. That is,

" a

Pp

=

rf2Pg , rfPp
dt2
dt

= p? + ^ [ c ? ( K x ]pt + Pp)]

= i>! + c ; (i>J + 2 K X1p ‘ + K X1p J + K X1M X1p 4

(3-51)
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Figure 3.4: Three coordinate frames with their relative position vectors.

where inside the brackets, the second term denotes the Coriolis acceleration, and the
third and fourth terms denote the Euler and centripetal accelerations, respectively.
The first two terms of Equation (3.51) are the accelerations of the b frame relative
to the a frame, and the acceleration of the point defined by the position vector p6,
respectively.

3.5 Summary
This chapter presented the various coordinate systems and methods used for inertial
navigation along with their respective equations. Also presented was a description
of the sensors contained within an IMU, along with the numerous supplementary
sensors used to remove their nonzero biases.
An additional dual-quaternion method was also presented. Not widely used in navi
gation, it is attractive for implementation here because it offers benefits in augment
ing the INS with visually obtained data.

Chapter 4

Optic Flow Assisted Inertial Navigation

4.1 Introduction
Optic flow is the apparent visual motion seen by an observer when moving relative
to a textured surface. This can be used by the observer to infer information about
their state relative to that surface. This principle is used heavily by insects, where
optic flow is used to estimate odometry [43] and regulate ground speed on landing
[44].
Recent advances in digital signal processors (DSPs) and complementary metal ox
ide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras have provided a means of embedding the two
technologies on the same chip. This has been utilised to produce standalone devices
which are dedicated to measuring optic flow. The most common application of these
is optical peripheral inputs for personal computers, housed within the mouse casing.
The devices have facilitated the implementation of optic flow sensors into robotic
aerial vehicles [29, 30, 45], and in ground vehicles as displacement measuring devices
[46, 47, 48] and odometry estimation [27]. They have also been adapted to visual
servoing obstacle avoidance applications [31].
As the optic flow is dependent upon the kinematic relationship between the sen
sor and the surface beneath, it can be used to observe errors in the vehicle state.
The state estimate can then be compensated through an optimal filtering process.
This chapter describes the development of an algorithm that fuses optic flow data
with that of an inertial measuring unit for the purposes of navigating a six Degreeof-Freedom (6DoF) platform through a three-dimensional (3D) environment. The
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following items are presented:
• The 6D0F optic flow algorithm for a single sensor integrated into the state
vector.
• The 6D0F optic flow algorithm for dual sensors integrated into the state vector.
• The 6D0F algorithm for height and ground velocity estimation.
• A method of compensating optic flow data from nonzero rotational rates.
• Error analysis on augmented system.
While a considerable amount of research has been directed at the implementation
of optic flow in robotic vehicles, the problem of fusing two-dimensional (2D) optic
flow into the full 6D0F state estimation problem has not yet been fully addressed.
This chapter presents the fusion of 2D optic flow data with that of the inertial mea
surement unit into the full 6D0F platform state. The algorithms use the inertial
navigation system equations as opposed to platform specific state models. Thus,
the algorithms presented here are general and can be used for any 6D0F platform.
The inclusion of optic flow provides the theoretical basis for an absolute navigation
reference. Assuming the height of the terrain beneath the platform is known relative
to the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84) ellipsoid, then the height estimate
can be correlated with its database entry in real-time. This provides a zero drift ab
solute navigation aid which alleviates the dependence on satellite based positioning
systems. Effectively, this constitutes a Terrain-Aided-Navigation-System (TANS).
The mathematical derivations of these algorithms are presented in this chapter.
Results are presented in Chapter 7.

4.2

Overview of Optic Flow Algorithms

Optic flow is used to augment the estimation of the vehicle state.

If a three-

dimensional (3D) map of the terrain is known then an estimate of the position
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and velocity of the platform can be obtained. Without such a map, platform posi
tion and velocity estimates will be with respect to the local terrain. The estimated
quantities include the height above ground, hagi, and the ground velocity, vg. The
structure of the estimation process is illustrated in Figure (4.1).
An Extend Kalman Filter (EKF) is used as the state estimator for the system. The
state and its covariance are predicted using the control vector comprised of noise
corrupted IMU measurements. Prior to any filtering the raw optic flow data must
be compensated for the amount of flow induced as a result of platform rotation
rates. The compensated data is then related to the vehicle state through a nonlin
ear observation model. This is compared with the predicted measurements to yield
an observation of the errors in the state, and provides the platform with additional
information regarding its local environment.

inertial
measurement
unit

optic flow-EKF
update

absolute
position
optic flow-EKF
predict

relative
terrain
map?

flow?

terrain
position

motion
compensation

Figure 4.1: Structure of the EKF estim ator incorporating optic flow data.
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The estimation algorithm can be applied in several ways. These are illustrated
collectively in Figure (4.2). In the first, the model assumes GPS augmentation. The
filter is provided with data from an IMU and optic flow data from a single optic flow
sensor. In this configuration the filter uses the GPS velocity to estimate the height
of the platform above the terrain.
In the second model a map of the terrain is assumed. Data is provided by an IMU
and dual optic flow sensors. The second optic flow sensor is positioned such that its
optical axis is parallel with that of the first, but its origin is offset along this axis by
a known distance. This offset manifests as a change in magnitude of the optic flow.
The amount of which is used to infer the ground velocity of the platform. A direct
measurement of the ground velocity is necessary to maintain the accuracy of the
hagi estimate previously provided by GPS. These estimates coupled with the known
height of terrain fully constrains the vehicle state.
In the third, an additional optic flow sensor is employed in a manner similar to the
previous, but neither a terrain elevation map nor a GPS are assumed. The estimates
of hagi and vg can be used in a Kalman filtering implementation to constrain various
state estimates. Thus, they combine to produce an effect equivalent to that of a
laser altimeter and Doppler velocity sensor.
The filtering approaches for the second and third methods are illustrated in Figure
(4.3) and (4.4), respectively.

4.3

Ground Height Determination Using Elevation Map

Terrain maps are comprised of discrete data points that provide the height of the
terrain relative to the WGS-84 ellipsoid. The estimation of terrain height in between
adjacent data points becomes an exercise in interpolation. For the trivial case where
the vehicle is fitted with a gimbal-stabilised optic flow sensor, the optical axis of the
sensor would be coincident with the local gravity vector. In this case the estimate
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Figure 4.2: The three applications possible with optic flow assistance.
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Figure 4.3: Structure of single sensor implementation.

of hagi(k), depicted in Figure (4.5), is given by

hagl(k)

= z™(fc) + z 1 ( h ) - zf(k),

(4.1)

where zj”(k) is the height of the navigation frame relative to the terrain reference,
z%(k) represents the height of the body relative to the navigation frame, and z™(k)
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Figure 4.4: Structure of dual sensor implementation.
is the height of the local terrain defined by the terrain function

z!"(0

=

Ite m

(4.2)

(xn(k), yn(k)),

where tem denotes the terrain elevation map, and terrain function

•) provides

body frame

terrain

navigation
frame
terrain
reference

Figure 4.5: Calculation of the ground height from a terrain map for a gimbal-stabilised
sensor implementation.
the height of the terrain relative to the navigation frame using the vehicle position.
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Figure 4.6: Interaction between body frame, navigation frame and elevation map with an
arbitrary nonzero attitude.

body frame

terrain
navigation
frame

terrain
reference

Figure 4.7: Calculation of the ground height from a terrain map for a strapped-down
sensor implementation.

For the nontrivial case where the vehicle is fitted with strapped-down optic flow
sensors, the optical axis of the sensor(s) would not necessarily be coincident with
the local gravity vector. This situation is depicted in Figure (4.7) and a 3D overview
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in Figure (4.6). The points (a, 6, c) in the figure denote key points of interest. The
vector from the body frame to point a is the true hagi(k ), while d is its location on
the navigation xy reference plane. The point e is the intersection of the body z axis
with the reference plane and the location of the terrain frame, while the distance
from e to c is obtained from f tem using this intersection. Point b is interpolated
using the heights of a and c, which themselves may be interpolated from adjacent
map data points. The magnitude of the vector from which the optic flow is derived,
p^(fc), represents the camera to terrain vector in the camera frame and is calculated
from the cosines of the inclusive angle a — body — c. Denoted /?, it can be described
mathematically by
ß(k) = cos-' (e? -(C ?(* ))T e ? ) ,

(4.3)

where e” = [0 0 l]1 with respect to the navigation frame. The quantity \\Pbody-e(^)\\
is subsequently determined through its relationship with ß

llPfU,—
e(fc)ll = z"(fc)\/l + ta n 2/?,

(4.4)

and is completely defined by

P

where

body-e(k )= (z’W V 'l + tan2/?) C

(4.5)

= [0 0 1]T. With this development the position of point e expressed in the

navigation frame is

Pe(U

= Pbody(k ) + Pbody-eik )
= P

body(k ) + ( z" ( 0 \ / l + tan2/?) C?

If it is assumed that p ” (A;) G -spem{ej, eJJ}, then the terrain height at points a and
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c can then be obtained through

z'(a(k)) =

(x"(A:), y n{k))
(4.7)

and an estimate for z ,(b(k)) is obtained from

z'(6(fc)) = fint{ftem(a(k)), fum(c(k)) )

(4.8)

where f int is a suitable interpolating function.

4.4

Vehicle State

The vehicle state, xv(/c), is the full 6DoF state of the vehicle, plus velocity, relative
to the navigation frame and is given by

x„(fc) = [p

n()vk n(k) ipn(k)]' ,

(4.9)

where p n(k), v n(/c) and ^ n(k) represent the M3xl vectors of position, velocity and
attitude, respectively. A complete first-order state of the vehicle would necessarily
include the rotation rates. The state vector above is adequate here because the
navigation system is the driver for the process model. Thus, the measured linear
accelerations and rotation rates are used as the control vector inputs. A full vehicle
dynamic model would necessitate the control vector to consist of control actions
alone, with the measured accelerations and rotations appearing in the measurement
vector.
It is possible to augment the state vector with additional states provided by the
optic flow algorithm. The augmented vehicle state, xm(/c), would take the form

X m ( t ) = [X„(fc), X„( (fc)]T

( 4 . 10 )
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where xvt(k) would contain the quantities hagi(k) and v bnb(k) £ R \ which is the
velocity of the body frame relative to the navigation frame, but represented in the
body frame. The subsequent development of mathematical models required by the
EKF would necessarily have to include the augmented state. As the prime objective
is to facilitate the inclusion of optic flow data into the 6D0F state estimation, the ad
ditional complexity is not warranted. Furthermore, the prediction of the quantities
contained in xvt(k) are analogous to those required for the prediction of quantities
in xv(k), so their inclusion would add little theoretical value. In the interests of
simplicity, the state vector of the general form of xv(k) is maintained.

4.5

Nonlinear Process Model

The nonlinear process model is given by the discrete first order approximation to
the vehicle model, given by

xv(k) = f (x(k - 1), u(k), w(k)),

where the nonlinear state transition function f

(4.11)

transforms the previous state,

x(k — 1), the current input, u(k), and the current process noise, w(k), into the
current state, x(k). The vehicle position, velocity and attitude are all computed
via an INS algorithm using data obtained from platform mounted inertial sensors.
Transformation of this data is required so that the state can be determined relative
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to the navigation frame. The state vehicle model becomes
p n(k)
v"(fc)
_ r(k)_

-

I IA t 0

p n(k —1)

0

I

0

v n(/c —1)

0

0

I

ipn ( k —

o3*1
+

(C’i (k - l)fb(k) + gn)

1)

E

l‘(-lk)w 6(fc)A

w p(k)
+

w v(k)

(4.12)

w^(fc)
where g77, fb(k) and u>b(k) are the gravity and the body measured linear acceleration
and rotation rates, respectively. The gravity vector is assumed constant over small
distances. The Jacobians for the process model are, Vfx(/c), the derivative of f (•, •, •)
with respect to the vehicle state, and Vfu(fc), the derivative of f (•,*,•) with respect
to the current sensor input vector. The matrix, Vfx(/c), is computed as

Vfx(fc)

dp n (fc)
d p n ( k—1)

d v n (k —1)

ÖpTl{k)
dxl>n { k - l )

d v n (k )
d p n (k—1)

3 v n (fc)
9 v n (fc—1)

d v n (k)
d-ipn ( k - 1)

dipn {k)
dp n (k—1)

d ^ n (k)
d v n (k—1)

dil>n {k)
dtpn ( k - 1)

c*prt(A:)

I IA t
0

I

0

0

0
ö ( c - ( f c - i ) f b(fc)) .
dipn ( k - 1)
m
1 ^

d ^ n(k-l)

(4.13)
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where each of the zeroes are 03x3. The Jacobian, V f u(k), of the nonlinear vehicle
model at tim e k with respect to the sensor inputs at time k is com puted as

V ftt(fc)

d p n ( k)
d f b(k)

d p n ( k)
d u >b( k)

<9vn(/c)

avn(fc)

d f b( k)

d u j b( k)

d ^ n (k)
d f b(k)

d i p n ( k)
du>b( k)

0

0
(4.14)

C $ ( k - 1)A t

Ejj(fc - 1)At
where again, each of the zeroes is 03x3. The process noise of the system, w v(k),
contains the errors introduced through sensor noise. It is therefore modeled by our
assum ption of zero mean Gaussian noise, and is given by

E[wy(A:)]

=

0
CTab<TT
ab

0 3X3

E{wv(k)wv(k)1] =

(4.15)
0 3x3

cj^alh

4.6 Relationship Between Observation and Terrain
The relationship between the observation from the platform m ounted optic flow
sensors and the terrain must be derived before the nonlinear observation model and
Jacobian can be established.
Optic flow is induced by the motion of the vehicle relative to the terrain and is a
function of the distance between them, m easured along the vehicle’s z axis. This
quantity, along with the vehicle’s ground velocity can be determ ined through this
relationship using the sensor observations. The relationship between linear velocity
and optic flow for the single and dual sensor cases is illustrated in Figures (4.8) and
(4.9), respectively.
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Figure 4.8: The relationship between forward velocity and optic flow, for the single sensor
case. An enlargement shows the orientation of the sensor and a typical textured image.

Figure 4.9: The relationship between forward velocity and optic flow, for the dual sensor
case. An enlargement shows the orientation of each sensor, their offset and typical textured
images. The offset d between the devices can also be seen.
The observation from a single sensor, z 1(k) = [nx n y]T, provides the net translation
of objects across the image plane in pixels over the sampling interval, At. It is related
to the position of the centroid of the region of terrain appearing in the image plane,
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p ”(fc) through the nonlinear function

Pt(k) = gp (p

n(k),tpn(k),

‘(k))

= p“(fc) + c ?(*)p S+ qf(fc)cjpf(z '(*))

(4.16)

where zx(/c) denotes the observation from the first sensor, pj! is the offset of the sensor
relative to the body frame, p£ is the position vector of the terrain frame relative to
the sensor frame and C bc is the Direct Cosine Matrix (DCM) of the camera frame
relative to the body frame. The physical relationship is depicted in Figure (4.6).
The vector pct is derived from the optical parameters of the sensor and the specifics
of the sensing element
0
P ct ( k )

~

0

(4.17)

gi(z‘(fc))
where the approximation sign is brought by the assumption that the optic flow
over the time interval will be asymmetrical about the optical axis. The relationship
between the quantity hagi(h) and p ct(k) is given by

hagl(k)

= ||P ((0 || cosA

(4.18)

where ß is the angle defined in Figure (4.7). Equation (4.18) produces a scalar quan
tity, but implicitly gives the distance of the vehicle from the terrain along the gravity
vector. The observation from dual sensors, (zl (k), z2(k)) = [nxi ny\ nx2 ^ 2 ]T, can
be related to the vehicle velocity, v n(A:), obtained through the nonlinear function

v”W

= gr (%l)n(k), z \ k ) , z 2(k))
= C^(k)vb ( z 1{k),z2(k)) ,

(4.19)
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where the velocity vector is obtained through the nonlinear function

v b(k) = g2(z1(A:), z 2{k)).

(4.20)

A subsequent transformation of the estimated quantities yields the estimate for
v n(A:) in the navigation frame.

4.7

Relationship Between Sensor Observation and Vehicle Kine
matics

The optic flow sensors for which this theory develops were designed for use inside a
standard desktop mouse. In this environment the lighting is precisely controlled and
the reference surface has specific textural properties. When fitted to a moving 6DoF
vehicle however, the environmental conditions are no longer ideal. A qualitative
assessment of the fundamental differences in the working environments is necessary
to ensure the proper integration into a mobile platform. Several key differences in
the working environments are:
1. In most instances, the optical axis of the camera will not be perpendicular to
the terrain beneath the vehicle. This is due to the attitude of the vehicle and
the gradient of surrounding terrain.
2. The platform will normally have a resultant velocity vector that is not parallel
to the surface.
3. The intensity and wavelength of the light will not be controllable.
4. There will be a rotation rate about some axis that manifests as optic flow.
If the optic flow data are not compensated for the effects of platform motion, large
discrepancies between the actual and estimated platform states will arise. It is
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therefore necessary to calculate the effects of platform motion on the optical flow in
order to determine a compensatory process.

4.7.1

Vehicle M otion C om pensation

Vehicle rotation rates and optic flow are highly coupled as the sensors are rigidly
mounted to the vehicle. Any rotation about the x or y axes manifest as optic flow.
This is true even if the vehicle is not translating relative to the navigation frame.
As the coordinate systems of the flow sensors are aligned with the body frame, a
rotation about the x axis will appear as a change in the optic flow of the y axis
(and vice versa). As the rotation rates are given with respect to the body frame,
the equivalent axis of rotation rate, f eb(k), is given by Equation (3.17). That is,

i eb(k) =

+

\ r eb(X
k)

+

4 2(C:l))
(l -

r*

X

(re*

where r e^ is the equivalent axis of rotation with respect to the body frame. The
resulting rotation rate about any axis of the body frame is obtained from

Ti(k) = (e* • reb(k)) e,, i G [x, y, z ] ,

(4.21)

where e* represents the corresponding unit direction vector. The errors resulting
from vehicle rotation over the sampling interval, At, is given by

SrTix(&)

- (Gy • reb(k)) ey

örny(k) =

a

(ex • r eb(k))ex.

(4.22)

where np is the diagonal dimension of the CMOS sensor array in pixels, nx and ny
are the two sensor observations and a is the field of view of the sensor. The error
terms are subtracted from the observed optic flow. Note that if the rotation rate
happens to be coincident with the

2

axis of the body frame, then the dot product

X
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inside the brackets will be equal to zero.
In addition to the rotation rate, any nonzero attitu d e will move the centre of the
observed terrain from the region directly below the vehicle. Further com putation
is required to find the necessary coordinates before the terrain height can be estab
lished. An additional terrain state is used to denote the state of the intersection
of the vehicle z axis with the terrain. The terrain state defines this intersection
relative to the navigation frame. It has zero relative attitu d e and its position lies at
the intersection of the vehicle z axis w ith the terrain, and is given by

M k ) = [p I W v?(k)]T .

4.7.2

(4.23)

Effect of Height and Velocity on Optic Flow

For the single sensor case the estim ate of hagi uses the velocity obtained from the
aircraft state, transform ed into the body frame. The relationship is illustrated in
Figure (4.10). The calculation of hagi(k) relative to the cam era (sensor) is performed

theta y

Figure 4.10: Calculation of the ground height using the two optic flow axes.
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using the relationship
distance travelled
Kam = f\ linear
angular displacement
l|v?(0l|A t

m

(4.24)
’

where 9(k) is the resulting angular displacement (in radians, cf. Equation (4.25))
obtained from the sensor observation, and the hat over the velocity denotes that vb
has been modified by setting the

2 velocity

to zero. This is necessary as the optic flow

is sensitive to velocities in the x and y directions. Inclusion of the

2

term introduces

nonlinearities into the height estimate, especially if it is large in magnitude. Even
with its removal, a large

2

velocity will influence the optic flow due to its effect on

pixel translation toward or away from the image centre. As the optic flow sensors
have been designed without this functionality, its effect on their output will be
unpredictable. Because the

2

velocity normally constitutes a low percentage of the

velocity magnitude it will be ignored for the present developments. The term 0(k)
in Equation (4.24) is the optic flow measured in radians over the time increment,
At, given by
(4.25)
where the fraction -j*- is a conversion factor, nm is the Euclidean norm of the twodimensional (2D) sensor observation1. For simplicity the optic flow sensor and body
frame have been assumed coincident, although this may not be the case in practice.
The optic flow to ground speed relationship is illustrated in Figure (4.8). Expanded
to include both camera and aircraft parameters, Equation (4.24) becomes

(4.26)
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which can be separated into the individual axes of the camera

IIPt(*)IU «

l | P ? ( fr)lly «

nPv x(k )&t
nx(k)a
npv b(k)At
hy(k)a

(4.27)

where v bx(k) and v y(k) are the ground plane velocities of the vehicle relative to the
navigation frame, expressed in the body frame. Ideally, any sideslip of the aircraft
would cause both equations to be equal. Combining the two through their Euclidean
norms yields
np/ \ t ^ ( v bx( k ) f + (v*(/c))2
a \J(nx(k))2 + (n„(k))2
which represents the quantity gifz^A:)) of Equation (4.17). The values nx and hy
are the rotation rate-corrected optic flow values of Equation (4.22)

hx(k) = nx(k) hy(k) = ny(k) -

(e

a

• r

eb(k)) ey

- (ex • reb(k))ex.

^

(4.29)

Estimation of the velocity in addition to the height requires input from a second
source of optic flow. If positioned appropriately the differences in the two sets of
optic flow can be used to ascertain the ground velocity. This is achieved by placing
a second sensor adjacent to the first, with the same orientation but displaced by a
distance d, along the z axis of the body frame. A relationship analogous to Equation
(4.24) exists for the dual sensor case

h lgl(k )

~

hl g l ( k )

«

K (fc)A t||
6i(k)
l|vf(*)Af||
02

(fc )

(4.30)
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using their common numerator, a relationship between the two height estimates is
obtained as

K gl(k)e,(k) = h2agl(k)02(k)
= (hagi(k) + d) 02(k),

(4.31)

and applying some algebraic manipulation yields
(
e2(k)
\
\ e 1( k ) - 0 2(k)J ’

(4.32)

which when substituted into Equation (4.26) gives the solution to the ground speed

l|v?(fc)ll

KgAmjk)
At
(
dd2(k)
\ 0Ak)
\ 0i(k) - 02(k)J At ’

(4.33)

and combines with Equation (4.32) to provide the vector defined by g2(z1(/r), z2(k))
of Equation (4.20)

AV

g2(z1(/c), Z2(k))
i (
nx i ( k) nx2{k)
\
\ n p(nxi ( k ) - n X2{k))At J
i f
ny l {k)ny2{k)
\
\ n p( nyi ( k) —n y2(k))At

J

(4.34)

0
where the distance d is required for the dual-sensor case.

4.8

Nonlinear Observation Model

An optic flow sensor provides data proportional to the translation of features in
its field of view. This translation is the result of any rotational or translational
motion of the body frame relative to the terrain. The nonlinear observation model
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provides the relationship between optic flow measurements occurring as a result of
this motion, and the vehicle state through the following equation

z(k) = h (x(fc), v(fc)),

(4.35)

where h(-,-) is the nonlinear observation model and v(/c) is the associated noise
vector.

4.8.1

Observation Model for the Single Sensor Case

For the single sensor case the ||p£(/c)|| values of Equation (4.27) are used. Its subse
quent inversion yields

nxi(k)

v bx(k)npAt
a||Pt(*OII

nyl{k)

v by(h)npAt
<*\\Pt(k)\\

(4.36)
'

An important point should be noted. For the sake of simplicity the vector pf(fc)
has until now been assumed coincident with the

2

axis of the vehicle. In practice

however, this will not necessarily be the case. Consider the situation where the pixel
translation over the specified interval is asymmetrical about the optical axis of the
camera. While the height estimate may be accurate, the subtle errors introduced
into the Jacobian of Equation (4.36) may be large enough in magnitude to compro
mise the performance of the estimation process. This information is not obtainable
from the optic flow sensors however, so it must be obtained from the vehicle state.
In the interests of generality the development of the Jacobians will make no such
assumption.
Simplifying and applying the rotation rate correction factor of Equation (4.22) to
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Equation (4.36) yields

nyi(fc) =

f I|pg(fe)|| ~~ ^

’

,

where the velocities v bx(k) and vj(/c) are given by their respective elements of the
transformed navigation velocity

Vy(k)

= (C nb {k))T <(k).

(4.38)

v*(A0
Expressing the optic flow measurement vector as

z(fc) = [nxi(k) nyi(k)]T ,

(4.39)

then by substituting the inversions of Equations (4.16)and (4.17)

Pct(k) = C3SCjt(fc) [p?(fc) - pB(*) - C f(*)p‘(fc)] .

(4.40)

which are given in Equation (4.37)), into Equation (4.39) produces

z (k ) = g r 1 (gp 1(x„(fc), x,(fc)))
=

( g f 1 °gp‘ ‘) (x„(fc), Xt(fc)).

(4.41)

The Jacobian V hx(k) with respect to the vehicle state at time k can then be ex
pressed as
Vh*(fc) =

d n x\(k)
d p n (k)

d n x\(k)
d v n (k)

d n x\(k)
dij)n (k)

d n y i{k)
d p n (k)

d n y i(k)
d v n (k)

d n y \(k)
dil)n {k)

(4.42)
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By defining the output of the system, y(A:), to be the vector from the camera frame
to the map frame, the chain rule can be applied to Equation (4.42) producing

V hx(fc)

Vrgj ' ( g p W k ) ) )
dy

{

’

<9x„(

’

Vvg r 1(y(fe))VI g ” 1(x„(A:))>

where V^g, l'y(/;')) and

V x g p 1( x v ( k ) )

_p

are given by

npv b {k)At ^

(*{vl+pl+v2z Y

Vj,g! ‘(y(fc))

n pv b (k)At

npv bx {k)At

V&{vI+ pI+p2zY

npvb(k)At

«(pl+Py+pi ) 7

nvv b(k) At

- P x ------ ----------------T

lM k ) )

n pvb(k)At
- P z ------ ----------------3a ( p l + p l + p 2z Y _

- P y ----------------------T

a (p l+ p l+ p iY

a (p 2 + p 2 + p 2)2

Vxg p

(4.43)

„

S (C g C » < * )(p ? (« :)-p » (/IO ))

u

0V»n(fc-i)

(4.44)

The optic flow algorithm estimates the position vector using the velocity of the vehi
cle. Clearly, there needs to be a term in the Jacobian representing this dependence.
The matrix is completed with the partial derivatives obtained from Equation (4.36),
with the substitution producing
d n xi dpct (k)
dpt ( k) d p n (k)

VM*:)

d n y i d p g(fc)
d p ct { k ) d p n{k)

( r ^ n ( u \ ( dn xi \
l
V ) y d v b(k) J

f

A
J

d n x\ d p ct (k)
dp^(k) drpn(k)

f _dr^i_\T \
\ d v b\k) J J

d ny i d p ct {k)
d p ct {k) dij>n(k)

(4.45)
( ^n (

where the additional terms are being given by
T x

d n xi
d \ h( k )
dn yi
d v b( k )

C ?(*)

Cf(fc)

ripAt

<*IIPt(fc)ll

0 0

ripAt

(4.46)

a | | P t ( fc)ll

The equations presented thus far have been in terms of the optic flow sensor (camera)
frame. The quantity h bagl[ k ) can be obtained simply by transforming

h ca gl ( k )

to the
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body frame.

4.8.2

Dual Optic Flow Sensors

For the two sensor case the observation matrix relates the state to four optic flow
values. Combining Equations (4.30) through (4.33) yields a relationship between
the optic flow of the second sensor and the vehicle state, analogous to the single
sensor case of Equation (4.37), with

(4.47)

which includes Equation (4.37), along with the rotation rate correction term, and d
is the offset distance between the two optic flow sensors. The resulting measurement
vector is given by
Z(k) = [nxi(k) nyl(k) nx2(k) ny2(k)]T ,

(4.48)

which corresponds to

z(fc) =
=

g2 ] (gr l(xv(/c), x t(fc)))
(g^ 1 °gr_1) (x«(fc), x t(fc)).

(4.49)

The system output vector in this case contains the position vector from the camera
frame to the map frame, and its derivative. The Jacobian Vhx(k) with respect to
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the vehiele state at time k is then
d n x i {k)
d p n ( k)

drixi(k)
d v n ( k)

d n x i(k)
dil>n {k)

dny\{k)
d p n ( k)

driyi(k)
d v n ( k)

driyi(k)
d t p n (k)

d n X2 (k)
d p n ( k)

d n X2 ( k )
d v n (fc)

d n x 2 {k)
dil>n {k)

d n y2{k)
d p n ( k)

dri y2{k)
d v n ( k)

d n y 2 {k)
d ^ n ( k)

(4.50)

and applying the chain rule as with the single sensor case produces the Jacobians
p
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n pv b( k ) At

—----—===±=75—-
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a
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a {p I + p I + p I ) 5
_p
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X

r

n pv b{k)At
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-Py

- Pz]

~Py

~ Pz]

H CSC ‘ ( * ) ( p ? ( t ) - p ” (fc)))
drj>n ( k - 1)

(4.51)

where analogous to the single sensor case, the completed Jacobian has its centre
column replaced to give
d n T\ d p ct {k)
d p j(fc) d p n (k)

/
T\ ^
( r n (Jc\ ( dri j i \
\
l
V / y d-vb(k) J
J

d n x \ fo4(fc)
dp^(k) drj)n (k)

d n y i d p ct (k)
d p f ( k ) d p n (k)

Il ^r 6n(iA
( dnyl \
v / y d v b(k) J

dp%(k) dil>n (k)

\

J

dnyl dp*(fc)
(4.52)

Vhx{k)
d n T2 d p ct(k)
d p t ( k ) d p n (k)

( C*71 ( LA ( -P lU 2 -\
\ ' ^ b \ t i ) y d v b{ k ) J

I
J

dnj2 dp<(fc)
dp$(k) dtl>n {k)

d n y 2 d p ct (k)
d p t( k ) d p n (k)

( O n (h\ (
l
V ) y d v b(k) J

\
J

d n y2 d p j j k )
dpt( k) d'il)n {k)
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and the additional terms being given by
dn x \
d v b(k)
driyi

d v b(k)

n

n

U

U

C nb(k)

v bx {k)npA t
a||p?(fe)||

c f(fc)

n

v^ (fc)n pA f

n

U

a||p?(*)ll

U

dnx2
d v b(k)

C ?(fc)

dny2
d v b(k)

Cf(fc)

v ^ (fc)n pA t

n

n

a(d+||p^(A:)||)

n

v b (k)npA t

n

U

a(d + ||p ?(fc)||)

'

(4.53)

As with the single sensor case, the quantity h bagl(k) can be obtained simply by
transforming hcagl(k) into the body frame.
The Jacobians presented here are applicable to the general case of n optic flow
sensors of this type.

4.9 Prediction and Estimation
The nonlinear process model of Equations (4.11) and the Jacobian matrices above,
the (k — l ) th state estimate and its covariance can be propagated forward to time
k. This is for both the single and dual optic sensor systems. The prediction and
estimation processes are performed using the relevant equations from sections 2.4.3
and 2.4.4, respectively.

4.10 Error Analysis on Optic Flow Augmentation
The optic flow data is corrupted by errors from various sources. These include those
as a result of physical misalignment, vehicle kinematics, mathematical approxima
tions and sensor induced errors. The most influential of these are presented in Table
(4.1). As the state estimates are augmented by optic flow data, it would be advan
tageous to analyse the consequence of these errors. This can be achieved through
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Description
m i s a l i g n m e n t b e tw e e n s e n s o r ( s ) a n d b ody f r a m e

skewed flow

n o n z e r o a t ti tu d e o f v e h ic le w . r . t .
g r o u n d c a u s e s s k e w e d o p tic f l o w a c r o s s im a g e p la n e

z ct velocity

m a n i f e s t s a s e r r o r s i n tw o d i m e n s io n a l o p tic f lo w

position, attitu d e error

e r r o r s i n th e s ta t e e s ti m a t e s

terrain map

a p p r o x im a tio n o f

straight line tracking

e r r o r s i n h e r e n t i n o p tic f lo w s e n s o r s

optic axis rotation

o p tic f l o w s e n s o r s n o t d e s ig n e d f o r r o ta tio n a l

z \ u s in g i n te r p o la t io n o f d a ta p o in ts

d i s p la c e m e n t

sensor measurement

n o m i n a l m e a s u r e m e n t e r r o r a s s o c ia te d w ith a n y
m e a s u r in g d e v ic e

half-pixel

s e n s o r p r e c is io n e r r o r d e fin e d b y h a l f s m a l le s t u n i t

sensor offset

o f fs e t b e tw e e n o p tic f l o w s e n s o r s d i m e n s io n d

Table 4.1: The various causes of error in optic flow data.
analysing the full effects of errors in the quantities z ct and z£, and the errors inher
ent in the optic sensors. The error in the cam era to map vector is defined by the
difference between the true and estim ated quantities, given by

<5pt(k) = p t(k ) - pf(tc),

(4.54)

where p flk ) denotes the estim ated position. Transferring these quantities into their
complete form of Equation (4.40) yields

6pc,(k)

=

c cbc bn(k)[p?(fc) - pn( e c i& n(k) [p?(fc) - P"(fc) - e?(fc)# (fc)] ,

c(4.55)
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where the term C bn(k) can be treated as the sum of the true rotation matrix and an
error term

C£(*) = (I-[W x])C *(fc)
c

l{k)t (I - [<50feX])

c m

4

( c bn ( k ) ) T ,

(4.56)

and the quantity p"(A:) is subject to additional errors from the presence of a discrete
mapping function and the subsequent interpolation error. The error in this vector
is defined as

*>?(*)

=

p ?( a:

) - pm

= p t ( k) - ( p n(k) + [0 0 f int (fmap{a{k )), / map(c(/c)) )]T)
= Pt i k) ~ (Pn(k ) + [°0 fint (fmap{ä{k)), f map(c(k)) )]7 )
=

P?(fc) - (pn(/c) + [0 0 fint {fmap(f>n( k ) ) , f maP( p n(k) + #£,(&)) )]T) ,

(4.57)

where Equation (4.8) has been used. As the determination of p je(/c) is a function of
the vehicle attitude, the quantity £p"(fc) reduces to being a function of the errors
in this quantity. The Euclidean norm is given by

ll<5p"(fc)ll
iip "(fc)ii

//i*p"(*)iiV . / ii^wuy , pi w o n y
V v iiP»(fc)ii >_ v iip"W i
)_ivip 2 + ) ii ;
L ( ¥pn{k)\\\ 2 /l< + L (fc )llV
V V llpn (fc)ll /
V IIp * + ) I I )

6p';(k) = p[*(fc)

2

/ ||(5pn(fc)||\

V llP " (*)ll )

2

/W W I P

1\\r (k)\\)

2

(4.58)
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Substituting Equation (4.56) into (4.55) and rearranging gives the error in p £(&) as

<5Pt(k) = Cl Cbn(k) [p?(k) - P■"(*) - CJ(fc)p‘(*)] (I - [ÄÖjx]) C l(k) (I - [<5-0” x]) C*(fe) {ß?(k) - P" (* )(I-[<ty"x])C J(fc)p£(*)},

(4.59)

then expanding, simplifying and using the relationship of Equation (4.58) yields

(I + [<5-0” x ] + [<5Ögx])<5p" - (I + [<ty>"x] + [<56>gx]) Cg<5p‘ +
(I + [<50’*x] + [<^x])p[* - (I + [<50” x] + [<50['x])p" (I + [Srpnx] + [<S0Jx]) C))p*

},

(4.60)

where the references to (k) have been omitted for simplicity and for the purposes of
generality. In addition, the error terms have been simplified through a linearisation
process. Differential products of [ ö ^ x] or

x ] have been removed in order to

simplify the equations. The six error terms contained in Equation (4.60) are by no
means exhaustive, but represents the major sources of error in the camera-to-ground
vector estimate. Each error term has a specific physical interpretation, where
• (I -I- IA0nx] + [SO^x]) is the total misalignment error due to the individual
errors in the attitude of the body frame relative to the navigation frame. It
appears in all of the error terms because of its dominance in the DCMs of
Equation (4.55).
• P?y2(^^

+ (

)

is the error in the navigation to map frame position

error, the complexity of which can be explained by the use of the vehicle
position and attitude to determine the map frame position. As the vehicle
position is used to estimate the two map positions required for interpolation,
it appears twice in the error term. Improving the accuracy of the vehicle
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position estimate reduces this error.
• (I + [öjjj" x] + [£0£x]) hpn is the product of the total misalignment error with
the vehicle position.
• (I + [6ipn x] + [59chx]) C£(5pj! is the contribution from the product of the total
misalignment error with the body to camera vector, expressed in the navigation
frame.
• (I + [6^n x] + [50£x]) pj1 is the product of the total misalignment error with
the navigation to map position vector.
• (I + |A0n x] + [<S0jjx]) p" is the product of the total misalignment error with
the navigation to body position vector.
• (I + [T0n x] + [d'0£x]) C£pJ is the product of the total misalignment error with
the body to camera error, expressed in the navigation frame. This error can
be largely ignored if ||pf.|| < < j|pn||, or if the optic flow sensors are placed close
to the body frame.
Several important relationships should be observed from the above analysis. The
presence of the total misalignment error in every term suggests that a total reduction
can be obtained through more accurate attitude estimation. Equally important is
the careful alignment of the optic flow sensors with the body frame. The significance
of these improvements is evident from the fourth and fifth terms of the error function,
where the total misalignment error is multiplied by the vehicle and map position
vectors.

A similar relationship is apparent in the first error term, where there

is a high degree of coupling between the attitude and map position errors. This
has a compounding effect because the attitude error contributes to both the total
misalignment and square root terms, which is exacerbated when multiplied by the
map position vector. Thus, the already important property of accurate position
and attitude estimation is further highlighted. Error reduction can be attained by
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augmenting the state estimation with a constrained bias, zero drift data source, such
as GPS or GLONASS.
The effect of errors in the velocity estimate can be obtained analogously through

Svrt(k.) = Svb
n (k)
= < ( k ) ~ *£(*),

(4.61)

and as v nb{k) = Cbn(k)vn(k), it becomes

= C |C£(*)v“(*) - C

(4.62)

Substitution of the identities in Equation (4.56) and expanding and linearising yields

«vf(fe) =

C ^ (fc )v "(fc )-c
=CJC

cbc bn (k)vn(k)
n ( k) vn(-k)

{C cbC
»(*) -

(4.63)

where the physical interpretation of the terms are
• C^[(5,0 nx]Cb
n(k) is the effect of the errors in the attitude estimate on the
transformation from camera to navigation frame.
• [66cbx]ClCbn(k) is the effect of the camera to body misalignment on the trans
formation from camera to navigation frame.
The errors in the velocity estimate have a linear effect on the height estimates in
Equation (4.27). Clearly, these errors can be reduced through a reduction in the
frame misalignment errors.
The remaining errors of Table (4.1) cannot be attributed to those presented above.
They are inherent to the optic flow sensor through the mechanisms of design con
straints, performance limitations, or by operating in an environment external to that

-
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for which they were designed. These errors include
• Nonzero attitude between vehicle and terrain resulting in skewed texture dis
tribution and image plane velocity.
• The effect of the nominal measurement error associated with the physical
sensors.
• The manifestation of the

2

component of the velocity p£ as errors in the two

dimensional flow.
• The effect of rotational displacement on the optic flow sensors.
• A change in velocity of individually tracked objects across the image plane
with aircraft rotation about the x or y axes, due to the offset between the
optic flow sensor and the body axis.
Any nonzero attitude will introduce nonlinearities across the image plane, because
the optical axis will not be orthogonal with the ground plane. A projection of the
image plane onto the ground will appear as a quadrilateral when viewed vertically
from above, as illustrated in Figure (4.11). The assumed contiguous texture will be
observed with perspective, and result in a skewed distribution of tracked objects.
This effect is illustrated in Figure (4.12). By assumption (4), the number of objects
are dispersed at regular intervals across the ground plane. Subsequent translational
velocities will manifest as variations in optic flow across the image plane. If the
relative attitude becomes too great, this effect may have to be compensated for.
However, this effect can be minimised if the field of view of the sensor optics can be
kept low.
The nominal sensor measurement error can be interpreted as half of the smallest
increment, which in this case is one half-pixel. This of course is in addition to noise
and optical or processing errors associated with the sensor. The effects of these can
be determined in a manner analogous to the approach taken in Equation (4.54).
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Figure 4.11: Projection of image plane onto the ground given an arbitrary relative rotation.

That is
6n = n —n,

(4.64)

where n represents any of the quantities given in Equation (4.47). By perturbing
Equations (4.47) the effect of the errors in the optic flow data can be established.
For the generic case, we have

n = VT' ( ? ” (e<->'

e<>) ’

(4 65)

where the height is given by
h i=

”pA<llvnll
npAt (e(.) ■rei) e (.j + na

(4.66)
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-6

Figure 4.12: Assumed texture contained in the region defined by the image plane projec
tion. If the optical axes of the sensors are not orthogonal to the ground plane, then a
skewed distribution across the image plane is observed. This is apparent in the projected
distance between adjacent blobs at opposite ends of the image plane, d\ and d2.

from which the error 5hagi can be found through its perturbation with Equation
(4.64). Differentiating with respect to n yields
- a n pA t\\vbn \\
f i h ’agl

(ripAf (e (.) ■re(,) e (.) +

6n ,

(4.67)

where the behaviour is such that an increase in n or a reduces the error in the
estimate. For the two sensor case, the errors in the height and velocity are derived
using both sets of optic flow data

h agl

dn2
ni - n2
driin2a
npA t (ni — n2) '

(4.68)
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where the rotation vector correction term has been omitted for simplicity, and n i
and n2 represent the magnitude of the data in sensors one and two, respectively.
The perturbation from sensor errors can be expressed as

(4.69)

and observe that although d is contained in the numerator, increasing its value
decreases all errors. This is because an increase results in a larger difference between
the observations of the two sensors. As this difference is squared, a reduction in error
is achieved. This highlights an additional source of error, that caused by Sd. The
relationships of errors in both height and velocity from 5d are presented below, with
the rotation vector correction term again removed for simplicity

(4.70)

where not surprisingly, a reduction in öd brings a corresponding reduction in height
and velocity errors.
Thus, in order to minimise the errors in optic flow the field of view should be low
and the optic flow measurement, n, should be kept high. Ideally, this would be
achieved optically, using an advanced auto-focus auto-zoom system.
Errors introduced as a result of interpolating the terrain data must also be consid
ered. These are functions of the density of data points, their associated fidelity, and
the characteristics of the interpolating function used in the process. As the vehicle
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position is directly utilised for the retrieval of data, errors in ground height are nec
essarily a function of the errors in the state. Because the process of ground height
estimation is highly dependent on the vehicle state, the errors can be attributed
largely to inaccurate vehicle state estimation, as opposed to those introduced by the
data interpolating process. The errors of interpolation will be comparatively small,
and possibly irrelevant given that the dominant factor is the vehicle and map frame
positions. In addition, the data density, fidelity, and the interpolation methods are
a matter of circumstance. A derivation of these errors will therefore not be pursued.

4.10.1

Observable Thresholds

There are thresholds governing the physical operation of the optic flow sensors that
must be respected. These concern the minimum and maximum velocities as func
tions of the height above the terrain. If these thresholds are exceeded, the sensors
will either saturate or fail to register optic flow even though it may have occurred.
There are of course, other physical limitations such as light levels, wavelength, but
these are dependent upon the environment of operation, and not necessarily on the
state of the UAV. This section provides an analysis on the physical constraints of
operation.
The physical constraints can be observed from Equation (4.37). As the velocity in
the body frame is greatest along the x axis, the upper and lower bounds on the flow
can be expressed as

(4.71)

where without loss of generality, the rotation rate correction terms can be ignored
since they are not required for height and velocity estimation. This reduces the
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terms to
npAt
a
low

nx(k)

npAt
a

vbx(k)

V

l | P t ( fc) l l / L s fc
vbM

y

(4.72)

The bounds on nx(k) are determined by the physical limitations of the sensors
themselves, where

1 < nx(k) < frames per second, m ax.(/psmax),

(4.73)

from which the following relationship can be obtained

(4.74)

4.11

Summary

This chapter has developed the theoretical basis and algorithms for height and veloc
ity estimation of a platform using two dimensional optic flow obtained from low-cost
optic flow sensors. The sensors are Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) units that
would normally be found in the common desktop mouse. Two algorithms were pre
sented; the first assumed GPS (or GLONASS) assistance and provided an estimate
for the height of the platform over the terrain, the second produced height and
velocity estimates without GPS assistance. The algorithms were developed using
INS equations, with the intention of maintaining generality for their application to
all moving platforms. Nonlinear observation matrices were developed using this as
a basis, with their Jacobian matrices being explicitly derived. Correction models
were developed which provide compensatory adjustment to optic flow resulting from
rotation rates of the platform. Finally, an error model was developed for the effects
of errors in the vehicle state and sensor measurements.
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This work contributes to the accuracy of 6D0F state estimation and can assist
with practical issues such as the avoidance of Controlled-Flight-Into-Terrain (CFIT).
However, when an aircraft is in its final approach to land an accurate estimate of
the aircraft state relative to the runway is required. This cannot be obtained re
liably from two dimensional optic flow because the area adjacent to the runway is
normally free of undulation. If the runway-relative state estimation process is to
be augmented with visual data then an image containing the runway is required,
in addition to the theoretical tools necessary for data integration. These tools are
developed in the next chapter.

C hapter 5

Vehicle Pose Estimation Using Dual
Quaternions

5.1 Introduction
Pose estimation is a method of determining the position and attitude of one object’s
coordinate system with respect to another. An extension of this principle to com
puter vision transforms the problem into estimating the attitude between an object
and the camera from which it is being observed. This has many applications in the
field of robotics and is applicable to moving 6D0F platforms. In the case of robotic
aircraft, estimating the attitude of the aircraft relative to a stationary object has
several advantages. First, if the geodetic position of the object is known then it es
sentially provides an absolute navigation reference. If it is not, then it can be used to
provide observability to errors in the vehicle state through successive observations.
Second, it can be used in concert with a Simultaneous-Localisation-And-Mapping
(SLAM) algorithm to produce a synergistic effect, whereby clusters of objects can
be treated as a single object with some attitude.
In the application presented here, the runway on which the aircraft is to land is
used as the object. Several characteristics of runways make them highly suitable as
navigation aids, especially when an aircraft is on its final approach. First, the pre
cise geodetic coordinates of most runways are known, thus allowing them to be used
as absolute navigation references. Second, the dimensions of runways must adhere
to strict protocols, as do the white markings placed on them. Third, runways are
87
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designed to be highly visible, so in essence they can be used as a navigation tool
even if the aircraft does not intend to land at the runway it is observing. Fourth,
there is no limit to the number of aircraft that can observe a given runway for the
purposes of navigation. The emphasis in this application is placed on increasing the
level of situational awareness for an aircraft on its final approach.
This chapter describes the development of an algorithm that integrates the pose
estimation algorithm into the 6D0F Inertial Navigation System (INS) equations,
using an image provided by a single camera. The unit vectors describing the four
runway corners in the camera frame are used to formulate a cost function. Its terms
are derived from geometric relationships between the observations and the runway,
transformed into quaternion algebra. The pose is estimated through an iterative
minimisation of the cost function using the Levenberg-Marquadt (LM) minimisa
tion technique, extending the work of [42] to moving platforms. The LM algorithm
is detailed in Appendix A.4. The algorithms presented in this chapter are
• Dual quaternion 6DoF state estimation of the UAV with respect to the runway.
• Integration of this estimate using the UAV state and nonlinear aircraft and
observation models.
State estimation relative to the runway offers benefits to all aircraft, which should
not be underestimated. For manned aircraft, studies have shown that the lack of
positional awareness is a major cause of accidents [26]. Moreover, it can be used to
reduce errors in the GPS/INS fusion and adds a level of redundancy to the system.
A considerable amount of research has gone into vision-based navigation for UAVs
[49, 50, 51, 52, 53], including 6DoF estimation at night [36] and with aircraft carrier
landings [37]. The algorithms presented here differ in that the problem of full 6DoF
estimation is achieved using dual-number quaternions, and the quaternions are im
plemented in the full 6DoF vehicle state estimation equations.
It should be noted that the performance of the underlying methods used to detect
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the runway is assumed. While runway detection is important and has been the
subject of studies [54, 32], it is not the focus here.

5.2

The Six Degree-of-Freedom Algorithm

The mathematical approach taken for the acquisition of the aircraft-to-runway pose
is based on an estimation process. Given the runway dimensions and a kinematic
model of the aircraft, an estimate of their relative attitude can be established through
the observations from aircraft mounted cameras. These observations are comprised
of the four directional vectors from the aircraft camera frame to the four runway
corners.
An Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used as the state estimator. It uses the camera
observations to estimate the position and orientation of the runway relative to the
navigation frame through its relationship with the aircraft. Through successive filter
iterations the runway data provides observability to the errors in the aircraft state.
Thus, if the exact coordinates of the runway frame are known then a non-biased and
zero-drift absolute navigation reference is obtained.
The aircraft state and its covariance are predicted using the control input, which is
comprised of accelerometer and gyroscopic sensor data. If the four peripheral runway
corners are captured in the image their corresponding camera-to-corner vectors are
calculated and subsequently used to estimate the relative pose. An update process
then ensues. If the complete runway has not been captured then the filter completes
only a prediction step. The basic structure of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure
(5.1).
While runway recognition and corner location are important issues, they constitute
a comprehensive study in their own right. Thus, feature extraction is not the focus
of this thesis.
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Figure 5.1: The pose estimation process.

5.3 Vehicle State
The aircraft state vector, xv(k) E M9, has the same form as given in Section (4.4).

5.4

Nonlinear Process Model

The nonlinear process model includes both the aircraft and runway dynamic models.
Approximated by discrete first-order difference equations, it can be written as

x(/c) = iv (xv(k - 1), u (k), w v(k))

where

f(.)(-, •, •) is a nonlinear transition

(5.1)

function at time k which form the current

aircraft state, x(/c), from the previous state, x(k — 1), the current control input,
u(/c), and the process noise, wv(k). The noise model for the aircraft state is given
by

E[w„(/c)] = 0
E[w„(fc)w„(A:)7] =

Q

(5.2)
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The nonlinear aircraft model is taken from the kinematic model used by the strapdown INS algorithm, which computes the state of the aircraft from inertial mea
surement inputs. In the Earth-Fixed-Local-Tangent frame using Euler angles for its
attitude, the aircraft model becomes
p n( k - 1) +

P n(k)
wn(k)

=

1(k—l) f 6(fc)+ + g'*)
At
w v{k)

v n(k —1) + (C

----- 1

pn(-k 1) + E S(k - l ) u b{k)At

£

t

___ l

</>"(£)

Wp(k)

v n(k—1)A t

where fb(k) and cub(k) are the acceleration and rotation rates measured in the body
frame, CjJ(A; —1) is the Direct-Cosine-Matrix (DCM) of the body frame relative to
the navigation frame, E

—1) is the Euler matrix of the body frame relative to the

navigation frame, and gn is the acceleration due to gravity in the navigation frame.
The Jacobian of the kth aircraft process model with respect to the aircraft state is
given by the first-order approximation of the partial derivatives with respect to the
(k —l)th aircraft state
dp n{k)
dpn(k —l)

Vfx(h)

dp n (k)
dipn{ k - \ )

3 v n (fc)

d v n (fc)

dp n(k—1)

d v n (k—1)

d v n{k)
dil>n ( k - 1)

dxl>n{k)
dpn (k—1)

dij)n (k)
d v n(k—1)

d ^ n(k)
dil>n{ k - 1)

I IAt

5.5

dp n (k)
d v n(k—1)

0

I

0

0

0
d ( C £ ( f c - l ) f b(fc))
a -0 n (fc -1 )

1

(5.4)

a(Eg(fc-i)u>*(fc))
dri>n{ k - 1)
^

Relationship between Observation and Runway

The Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and vision sensors on-board the aircraft pro
vide a means of establishing the relationship between the observation and the runway
state. Each of the four corner locations in the image can be transformed into unit
direction vectors using the known optical properties of the sensor. This relationship
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Figure 5.2: Relationship between image frame and runway corner position vectors.
is illustrated in Figure (5.2). The objective is to derive the equations that relate the
aircraft rotation and translation relative to the runway. The runway state relative
to the navigation frame can then be obtained through its relationship with the air
craft. However, the rotation and translation of the aircraft relative to the runway
must first be ascertained from the corner observations. This is achieved using dual
quaternions, and is based on the work of [42, 55]. The output of this transformation
process is used as the runway observation.
The unit directional corner position vectors provide a unique solution to the aircraftrunway attitude. Assuming a pinhole camera model, each vector is obtained from
the (x, y) coordinates of its respective corner on the image plane and the focal
length of the camera (in pixels). The four unit vectors, denoted

G M3|i=i...4 , are

obtained through a normalisation process.
The problem is formulated by choosing any two unit vectors, (p?, p ))|i^j, the plane
defined by them, and the unit normal vector to this plane, denoted

It is ob

tained by taking the cross product of (p£, p p and normalising the result. Also
required is the unit vector, djj, that describes the direction of the vector created by
subtracting one position vector from the other, relative to the runway frame. From
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the definitions, it can be observed that dy G span{p?, p^}. Then, it is necessarily
the case that n;j •

= 0. This provides the constraint

n, # ) ■(cj(fc)dy) = 0,

(5.5)

where the direction vector has been given with respect to the runway frame. A
rectangular runway consists of two sets of parallel edges, where each set is parallel
to an axis of the runway frame. Thus, there are six possible forms for d[- to take,
only four of which are required to satisfy the constraints

(0
(1

1 Of
0 of

(5.6)

(lxI yl 0f
(lxI

y r2 o f

where the third and fourth are obtained from the two diagonal combinations of
corners (1,4) and (2,3). The second equation is obtained through a transformation
and requires the dimensions of the runway to be known. The position of the j th
corner, relative to the runway frame is p'. This can be expressed relative to the
camera frame as
Pj(k) = Ccr(k)prj + p cr{k),

(5.7)

which must be perpendicular to n,j(A;), producing a second constraint

nij(k) ■(C^(fc)pJ + p‘ (fe)) = 0.

(5.8)
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Expanding nZJ- and substituting into Equations (5.5) and (5.8) produces the two
complete homogeneous equations
( P»xp\IIPi XPjll

/_p£xp^_5
Viip?xp5ii/

) • (c? (fc)4 )

= 0

(C?(fc)pJ + p£(fc))

= 0.

(5.9)

The solving of which produces the position and attitude of the camera relative to
the runway frame. In this application the solutions are obtained by reformulating
the equations in (5.9) as error functions for insertion into the Levenberg-Marquardt
minimisation technique. The reformulation process necessitates the transformation
of unit vectors and rotation matrices into their quaternion equivalents. Each of the
vectors is converted by adding a fourth member, q0, and setting that term to zero.
The DCM equivalents are obtained from Equation (3.21).
The conversion to quaternions enables the properties of Table (3.2) to be exploited,
providing an alternative representation of Equation (5.9)

fiy(fc) • ( C ? ( f c ) ^ )

nijik) [rc(/c)©]r [rc(fc)<g>] dzj
n ij(k) [rc(fc)©]

|dy©J rc(k)

r^(k) [nzj(/c)(g>]7 dp© rc(k)
“ ij(fc) * { C

r ( k ) V rj

+PrW )

rc(k) [nZJ(/c)©]T [pJÖ] rc{k) +
T

rc

(5.10)

where r c(k) and sc(k) are real and dual parts of the dual quaternion, respectively,
formed by the homogeneous transformation of the camera frame relative to the
runway frame. The terms [a©] and [a©] are those defined in Equation (3.38). The
inclusion of the nominal dual quaternion properties of Equation (3.36) yields the
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cost functional

few

0
(r, s) = ^
z=l

+

(n£(fc) [rc(Ä:)©]T d ^ O

+
Ai (r^(k)rc(k) - l ) 2 + A2 ( i f (/c)sc(/c))2 ,

(5.11)

th e objective of which is to select values of r c(k) and sc(k) th a t m inim ises th e
o u tp u t, which in th is case, is zero. T he erro r function is separable, allowing r c(k)
to be solved independently of sc(k). Its a lte rn a te form is given by

xtT

E

fr(r)

MO©]

dp-0 M O )

+ Ai (rj (k)rc(k) - l) '

[Pj©]

+ (rr (2[««(O&f)

2=1

frs

E (rc(0

(>', s)

M

( 0 ® f

M O )

Sc(O )

+

2=1

A2 (r e(0sc(fc))2,

(5.12)

where th e real valued quatern io n r c(k) is th e first to be ob tain ed th ro u g h LevenbergM arq u ard t algorithm .

D enoting th e Jaco b ian of f r(rc(k)) to be J r ( r c(fc)), th e

L evenberg-M arquardt algorithm searches in th e direction given by th e solution r c(A:)
to th e equation

( J r \ r c(k)) J r ( r c(fc)) + Akl) f c(k) = - J j ( f c( k ) ) f r ( f c(k)),

(5.13)

where r c(k) is th e approxim ation to r c(k) a t tim e k, Ak is a nonnegative scalar and
/ is th e iden tity m atrix . T he Jacobian of th e first eq uation in (5.12) evaluates to

2 ( r j [n;(fc)<X>]'

J(rc) = E1

- 1T

e(fc) [n,(0®]

dj®

d,®
xiT

+ rc

( 0 [n.(0®]

Z—

(4Ai

( r [ ( k ) r c(k)- l ) r j ( k ) )

d,®

+

, (5.14)
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where the x symbol denotes multiplication, and iii(k) and d; denote the normal and
direction vectors of each of the six combinations. During operation, the estimate
f c(k) is substituted for rc(/c), their difference being reduced with successive itera
tions. Convergence is achieved when the magnitude of the cost functional is less
than a specified residual, e. For the generic case, the LM algorithm is guaranteed to
converge to a local minima but may not necessarily converge to the global minimum
of the function. However, there exist only two possible solutions and one of these is
inconsistent with the geometry of the problem (as it lies behind the image plane).
Therefore, the only valid solution is the global minimum. The estimate of the dual
part of the quaternion, sc(/c), can be obtained by substituting the final attitude
estimate, f c(/c), into the Jacobian of the second equation in (5.12), or in (5.11).
Alternatively, it can be obtained through its relationship with f c(k). By defining

A 2

=

k
2 ^ T ß ([p J© ] - [p-(A;)<8>])rc(fc),
i=1

(5.15)

the quaternion, sc(k), is given by

sc(k) = - (Ai + A'[) 1A2r c(fe).

(5.16)

As sc(k) contains more than that required to define a position vector (cf. Equation
(3.35)), it is not used in the runway state. Rather, the position vector is extracted
from the definitions of r c(k) and sc(k) through the relationship

P r(fc)

0

2[rc(fc)0]r sc(A:),

(5.17)
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and applying the conversions from Equations (3.20) and (3.10) to r c(k) gives the
full runway state
x r(/c)

Pr(fc)

fmm

(5.18)

A subsequent transformation of the two solutions into the body frame completes the
task, with

Pr(k) =
C»r(k) =

C bcP$(k) + Pc
C bC
‘ (k).

(5.19)

The runway state can now be expressed with known quantities relative to the navi
gation frame

P" = p"(fc) + Cf(fc)pS + Cf(fc)Cä>“(A:)
c;

5.6

=

C nb{k)CbC cr(k).

(5.20)

Nonlinear Observation Model

The solutions from the previous section provide the full 6DoF estimate of the aircraft
with respect to the runway frame. They are subsequently used as the observations,
which are related to the state through the following nonlinear function

z(Ic) = h (x(/c), v ( k ) ) ,

(5-21)

where h(-, •) is a nonlinear function that relates the kth state and observation noise
vector to the measurement vector. The observation model serves to predict the
runway state before it is realised, which makes it a function of both the aircraft and
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runway states. Hence, Equation (5.21) can be expressed as

zr(k) = h (xv(k), x r(k)) + vr(fc),

(5.22)

where zr(k) and v r(h) are runway observation and its associated noise vector. The
noise vector represents the errors in the 6D0F estimation process. Using the aircraft
state and the observation of the runway, the runway state relative to the navigation
frame is given by

Pr

=

g p ( P " ( C , 1p n(k), P°(k))

=

p "(*) + C"b(k)pb
c(k) + C ? (fe )C ^ (z r(k))

C" = g* (tf“(fc), # ( * ) )
= C b(k)CbC;(zr(k)),

(5.23)

where the inverse of both defines the quantities with respect to the camera frame,
as required

P'(*) =
c m

CSCj(fc) (p? - p“(fc) - C3f(fe)p»)

= CfC»(fc)C?,

(5.24)

the Jacobian with respect to the current system state, V hx(k), relates the runway
observations obtained from the aircraft to the aircraft state. It can therefore predict
the state of the runway from these observations. The Jacobian of the position vector
in Equation (5.24) is given by

V xhp(k)

d p r(fc)
d p n (k—l)

dPr ( k )
d v n (k—1)

dP r(k)
9i/>n (fc—1)

(5.25)

The Jacobian for the rotation quaternion is somewhat more complex, due to the
DCM to quaternion conversion. However, two of the matrices on the right hand
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side of the second equation in (5.24) are constant. If the Earth-Fixed-Local-TangentFrame is close enough to the runway frame such that their xy planes can be assumed
parallel, then the runway frame is simply a pure rotation about the zn axis. Then,
inserting into Equation (5.24) and converting the resulting DCM with Equation
(3.21) produces the result for the generic case

r 0(fc) — ~ \J CqCtp + S+SeCi, +

+ C^C q + 1,

(5.26)

with the axis of rotation becoming

r i(/c) -

(C^SeS^ - S0CV - S+Co)
2 yjCeC$ H- S^S qC^ -f CcpSfp -f C^C q + 1

r 2(*0

( - 5 , - C^SeC^ - S ^ )
2 \JC qC^ + S+SeCi, +
+ CfpCo 4- 1
(S^S qC^ - CeS ^
2 \ / CqCip + S^S qC^ +
-f- C^Co + 1
(5.27)

the Jacobian relating the aircraft state to the attitude observation is given by
d r 0 {k)
d p n ( k —l )

dro(k)
d v n ( k —1)

dro(k)
dil>n { k - 1)

d r \ (k )
d p n ( k —1)

dri(/c)

dri(k)

d v n ( k —1)

dt/>n ( f c - l )

d r 2 (fc)
d p n ( k —1)

dr2{k)
d v n ( k —1)

dr2{ k)
dij>n { k - 1)

d r 3 (k)
d p n ( k —l )

d r 3 (k)
d v n ( k —1)

d r 3 (k)
dy>n ( k - 1)

(5.28)
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which is the counterpart to Equation (5.25). The full Jacobian relating the runway
observation to the aircraft state is given by

v*h(fc)

d p cr {k)
d p n ( k —l)

d Pr ( k )
d v n ( k —l)

dij>n ( k - 1)

dro(k)
d p n ( k —l)

dro{k)
d v n ( k —1)

3ro(/c)
9i/>n (fc—1)

d r \ (k )
d p n ( k —1)

dri(k)
d v n ( k —1)

ö ri(fc )

d r 2 (fc)
d p n ( k —1)

dr2(k)
d v n ( k —1)

dr2{k)
dil)n ( k - 1)

dr3(k)
d p n ( k —1)

9 r 3 (k)
d v n ( k —1)

ör3(fc)
dV>n ( / c - l )

(5.29)

and as the quaternion is a function of the attitude alone the bottom left is zero,
leaving
ÖPr(fc)

ÖPr(fc)

dpr(k)

c>pn (fc—1)

d v n (k —1)

d i pn ( k - 1)

0

0

dro(k)
drpn ( k - 1)

0

0

dri{k)
drpn ( k —1)

n

0

dr2( k)
drpn ( k - 1)

0

0

d r 3(k)
dxl>n ( k - 1)

Vxh(/c)

(5.30)

with the first row given by
d p r( k)

dxv(k —1)

(c ? c ^ ))r

0 » (W fc -rM

and the fourth column expands to
dr0(k)
d<fi(k — 1)

C^SeC^ — SfpS^p — S(pCo
4 yj CqC^ + S^S qCip +
+ C^Ce + 1

dr0(k)
d 0 ( k - 1)

-SeC * + S^CeC^ - C+Se
4 \ / CqC^p + S^SqC^ + C^Sip -T CffrCe + 1

dr0(k)
d,ip(k — 1)

- C eS^ - S+SeS^ + C
4 \J C qC^ + S ^ S qC^ +
+ CfpCe + 1

(5.31)
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- S+Ce) |

S^SoCy +

—ScpSeSip — CyCy — CfpCo

2 y/CgC^

drl (k)
d 0 {k - 1)

+ S^SßC-ifj + CfpSip + CffrCo + 1

- (C+SqS i, - SpCy - S+Ce) (- S eC* + S^CeC* - C^Se)

+

4 (CqCip + S^S qC^ + CqS xj, + CfpCo + l p
C^CqS^ + SyS#

2\JC qC^ + S^SqC^ + Cy.Sy + CfpCe + 1
flri(fc)
d,ip(k — 1)

- (C y^Sy - S^Cy - S^Cg) (-C W ^ - S y S ^ + Cycy) |
4 (CyCy + SyS^Cy + Cy*Sy + CcpCe + l ) 5
CySyCy + SySy
2 y/CyCy + SySyCy + C ysy + C^Ce + 1

dr 2(k)
d<f>(k — 1)

- ( -5 , - CySgCy - S ^ ) {CqSqC^ -

- S+Ce) |

4 (CqCy + SysyCy + C ysy + C(f,Cß 4- l ) 5

SySyCy —C<pSip
2 \J CqC^ + SfpSeC^p + C(pSip + Cycy + 1
d r 2(k)
d0 ( k - l )

dr 2(k)
dtp(k — 1)

- ( - S e - Cysycy - S^Sy,) (-SeC* + SyACy - CySg)

+

4 (C«CV, +
S<f,SeC^+
+
_________ (~Ce
- Q A C y )___
2 y/CeCxf, + S^S qC^ + C ysy + CyC# + 1
-

{-Se - C^SpC^

-

S^)

( -

CeS* - S^SpS*

+

4 (CgCy + S^SgC^p + CySy + CyC# + l ) 5

Cysysy —SfiCy
2 yJCeCjp + S^S qC^p + C ysy + CyC# + 1

C+C*)

+ l)1

|
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—(SfpSoCip — QSV —CeS*) (C^S qC^ —

4 ( CqC + S^SqC^ + CcpS-tp + C^Co + l ) 2

C^S qC^ + SfpS^p
2yj CqC^p + S^S qC^ + QSV + C^Ce
d r 3(fc)
<90(/c - 1)

— S^C q)

-

(S^Cy, -

+1

- CgSy,) (-^Cy + S+CoCi, - Q S g)

+

4 (CqC^ + S^SeCxp + C(j)Sip + CffrCo + l ) 2

S^C qC^ + S qS^
2 \JC qC^ + ScpSoC^ + CffiSip + C,pCe + 1
d r 3(k)
d'ip(k — 1)

- (S^SeC^ - C^S tp - CoSt) (—CpS-tp - SjSeSi, + CyCy) |
4 (CqC^ + S^SqCxp + C ysy + C<pCo + l ) 2
S(p S qS-ip — C

y c y

—

C qC ^

2yj CqC^ + S^SeCtp + CySy + C(f,Ce + 1
(5.32)

5.7

Prediction

Using the nonlinear process model of Equations (5.3) and the Jacobian matrices
above, the (k —l )th state estim ate and its covariance can be propagated forward to
tim e k. The prediction equations are

x(A:|/c — 1) =

f (x(k —l\k — 1), u (k), 0)

P( f c | f c- 1)

V fx(fc)P (k —l\k — 1) V fx(/c)T + V fu(/c)Q(A;)Vfu(/c)T. (5.33)

=
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Estimation

When the state estimation is augmented with runway corner observations, then the
updated state and its covariance matrix are given by

x(k\k)

= x(k\k-l)+K(k)i/(k)

P(k\k) =

(I —K(fc)Vhx(fc)) P (k\k —1) (I —K(fc)Vh*(A:))T +
K ( k ) R ( k ) K r (k),

(5.34)

where the Kalman gain, innovation and innovation covariance are given respectively
by

K

(k) = P (fc|fc- 1)
v(k) =

n(Jfe) =

5.9

VhZ{k)n~\k

z(A:) —h (x(A|fc —1), 0)

Vhx( k ) P { k \ k - l ) V h l ( k ) + R(k).

(5.35)

Error Analysis

The converged solution to the error function is used as the attitude observation, from
which the position vector is derived. Inherent in both are the errors introduced by
the initial runway corner position vectors. These errors are introduced from the
aircraft state, sensor measurement, image quantisation and sensor misalignment.
The relationship between the corner position vectors and the runway state estimate
should be pursued to find the largest sources of contribution and gain insight into
methods of reducing them. Beginning with the errors in the estimate of r, we identify
the error sources as the optical anomalies of the camera and the quantisation errors
introduced by the digital imaging process. In essence, both result in an angular
error that is present in each of the four unit corner vectors. The four errors have an
equal covariance, since the maximum error of any angle is limited to that created by
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one-half pixel. The errors affect the resulting Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation
solution and can be represented as a corruption in the rotation quaternion, r £(&),
given by
5r0
Srcr(k) =

Sri

(5.36)

Sr 2
Sr 3
The errors are also introduced directly into Equation (5.15) through the [p£(/c)<8>]
terms. Defining the runway position error as the difference between the true position,
p£, and the predicted position, pji(fc), relative to the camera frame, we have

<5Pr(fc) = P rW - Pr(fc)>

(5.37)

which can be obtained through Equation (5.17) as

S p Cr{ k )

Pr (*0

Pr(*0

s

0

S

=

2 ([rc(fc)©]T sc(k) - [rc(/c)0]7 sc(fc))
(5r05si + Sr3Ss2 - Sr2Ss3 + SriSs0

=

-2

—Sr3Ss\ + Sr0Ss2 + Sr\Ss3 + St^S sq

(5.38)

Sr2Ssi - SriSs2 + Sr0Ss3 + Sr3Ss0
—Sr\Ssi — Sr2Ss2 — Sr3Ss3 -I- Sr0Ss0
For the case where the runway geodetic coordinates are not precisely known, the
aircraft state and the vector pcr(k) are used to estimate them. Then, the errors in r
and s manifest as errors in the runway state, the nature of which can be observed
by using them to perturb Equation (5.20). This requires the conversion of Equation
(5.36) into DCM format. The perturbed runway state using the DCM and Equation
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(5.38) yields

(5.39)

Subtracting the runway state from the true values yields

sc? (k) = Cl(k)C

bcC cr(k)-CU

(5.40)

where the predicted body, body to camera and camera to runway DCMs are assumed
to be correct, but misaligned by errors

C? =

(I-[5tf»x])Cf

C bc t

(l-[6fl»x])C*

C cr =

(I-[tf7?(*)x])C?,

(5.41)

where [Sipnx], [S6bcx] and [ö^(k)x] are the INS attitude error and sensor mis
alignment error and the camera to runway error expressed in skew-symmetric form,
respectively. The inclusion of the k term in [ö~ycr(k)x] is because it can vary in both
sign and magnitude from one time interval to the next. State errors due to device
misalignment are consistent, but those due to image quantisation errors are not.
The contribution of all errors can be observed by substituting Equation (5.41) into
Equation (5.40) and expanding giving

(5.42)
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where a linearising process has removed the [5xpnx}C^[06bcx]Cbc term. Each term
has the following interpretation:
• Sp" is the error in the position vector of the body frame of the aircraft with
respect to the navigation frame.
• C

i s

the error in the aircraft body to camera position vector, rotated to

be in terms of the navigation frame.
• C ” [ph
cx]ÖxJ)n is the error in the rotation angle of the aircraft body to camera
vector, due to errors in the attitude.

It is also expressed in terms of the

navigation frame.
• C£C{>
(.öpcr describes the error in the camera to map frame and the quantisation
error in the map frame, both in terms of the navigation frame.
• C^Cj?[p^x]

+ 60bc) is the error in the camera to corner position vector,

resulting from the additive contributions of the inertial and camera misalign
ment errors. It is given in terms of the navigation frame.
Of all the errors, the CJC£[p^x] (öipn + Ö61') is by far the largest, because it is
multiplied by the estimate of the camera to corner position vector. Hence, the accu
racy of each camera to corner vector is highly dependent upon its own magnitude.
Intuitively, this results in a higher uncertainty for corners that are farthest from
the aircraft. This relationship is illustrated in Figure (5.3). The magnitude of the
error in each of the corner positions, with respect to the ground plane or navigation
frame, is visible in Figure (5.3), and can be expressed as

ii5p"(fc)iii=i...4

=

J m

m

)2

+ (^ § y p )2

(5.43)

where S9(k) is the total angular error from the system, and the subscript i denotes
the corner number.

These errors are particularly influential on the visual pose
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Figure 5.3: Magnitude of runway corner position errors with range.

estimation. Their effect can be observed by assigning an angular error to each of
the four corner unit vectors. Then, defining the errors as the difference between the
predicted and true vectors, we have

<5p°(fc)li=1...4

=

P iW - P iW

^

60i(k):

(5.44)

where the subscripts c and i represent the corner and its designation, respectively.
Both p ci(k) and pJ(/c) are unit vectors and öOi(k) is the angular error separating
them. The combined effect of the angular errors can be ascertained by introducing
66i(k) into the n k(k) terms of the attitude estimating process. The vector n ^(k) is
obtained from the normalised vector product pf(k) and p fj(k). The representation
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of the normal vector with errors is given by

n a(k)

= norm [(pf(fc) + 6f%{k)) x (p'j(k) + <5pj(fc))] ,
(5.45)

momentarily ignoring the process of normalisation, the first member of n 2j(k) is
given by expanding the equation to yield

n «(l)

PaP% + P a 6 p j3 + S tf2p?3 + 6p'2<5p'3 -

=

PoPj2 -

- sPi3Pj2 - <5Pa<5Pi2.

P i3 SP j2

(5-46)

where a linearising process removes the fourth and final terms. The error in n ij(k)
is determined by subtracting the estimated from the real, yielding

I»i j - Ay =

(Pö<5Pj2 +

^P%Pj2- Pi2^Pj3 - ^PaPp) * +

(Pn<5Pj3 + <5PüPj3 ~ Pi3SPji ~ ÖPisPyi) i +

( p & P j i + <5Pi2Pji - PtCP}2 - öPnPf;) k - (5-47

Perturbing the ntj(k) term in the first equation in (5.12) yields
xi T

(5.48)

Tc(k)[6nij(k)®Y dij& r c(k),

where

[Snij(k)<§]

0

-6n3

6n3

0

—Sn2

Srii

—Srii

Sn2

6n

—Srii Sri[
0

-ö n 2 -Sn3

(5.49)

6n:
0

The effect of which can be reduced by the proper selection of Ai in Equation (5.12).
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5.10 Summary
The development of an algorithm for using runways as zero bias, absolute navigation
references was presented. Runways are suitable for this task because their geodetic
coordinates are precisely known as are their dimensions and markings, and because
they are designed to be highly visible. The emphasis in this application was placed
on increasing the level of situational awareness for an aircraft during its final ap
proach.
The algorithm was integrated into the 6DoF INS equations, using the four runway
corner vectors obtained from an image provided by a single camera. The algorithm
produces a quaternion-based cost function based on the geometric relationships be
tween the observations and the runway. The pose was estimated through an iterative
minimisation of the cost function using the Levenberg-Marquadt minimisation tech
nique, extending the work of [42]. An extensive error analysis was also presented,
which identified the major sources of error and the methods required to minimise
them.
The work presented here completes the integration of visual data into the 6DoF
state equations. With the runway-relative aircraft state estimation complete, the
task of achieving autonomous landings requires some additional work. Namely, the
safe delivery of the aircraft to the runway. This involves generating a trajectory that
meets the boundary condition requirements whilst adhering to the physical limita
tions of the aircraft. In addition, the path must be amenable to tracking by pilots
and be subjected to a process of optimisation. This work is developed in the next
chapter.

Chapter 6

Trajectory Generation

6.1 Introduction
The increasing demand on air travel has created an environment in which major
airports are now operating near peak capacity. Predicted weather conditions are
often inadequate to guarantee arrival times. It has been shown that poorly mod
eled winds are the greatest hindrance to the accurate prediction of both trajectories
and arrival times [56]. This condition is worsened if unforeseen events occur such
as emergencies or during periods of adverse local weather, when airport manage
ment can impose strict instrument meteorological minima on approaching aircraft.
Furthermore, Air Traffic Control (ATC) regularly issues commands to compensate
for differences between the actual and anticipated operational conditions. Sophisti
cated methods such as four-dimensional trajectory techniques have been developed
[22, 57], which provide a predetermined trajectory to an aircraft after take off that
includes an estimated time of arrival. However, given the unpredictable nature of
the disturbances there has been little improvement to the prediction of arrival times.
In light of these issues, it may be possible that a four dimensional trajectory with
weak temporal constraints may still provide the necessary robustness, keeping a
first-come-first-served approach [58, 59] and avoiding conflicts through a trajectory
generation and re-generation process when nearer to the airport.
The current method of trajectory generation employs straight, multi-segmented tra
jectories filleted with constant radius arcs. The problem inherent to this method is
the instantaneous acceleration, or infinite jerk, required for an aircraft to make the
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transition from straight to curved path segments, and vice versa. This has attracted
limited attention, despite it being recognised as a major concern through early ex
periments [60]. Pilots deal with this transition in one of two ways; through “cutting
the corners” by starting the turn early, or starting the turn at a later time which
necessitates a higher bank angle and bank angle rate, resulting in higher acceler
ation and passenger discomfort. The former is often encouraged in pilot training.
Curved path approaches have also been used in concert with tunnel-in-the-sky dis
plays [24, 61]. With this approach tunnel displays are used to assist a pilot in
tracking a curved path trajectory. Through flight testing it has been shown that
this combination does not in itself guarantee optimal tunnel definition [62], nor a
reduction in pilot workload. These effects were attributed to the inability of pilots to
transition from the straight to curved segments. Flight simulator experiments and
flight tests have both shown that pilots have difficulty in anticipating the point of
transition and the amplitude of the control actions required [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. The
same studies revealed the need for improvement of the reference trajectory in tun
nel displays. One recommended improvement is the use of higher-order continuous
functions for the generation of trajectory curvatures, that better match the average
vehicle response [68, 66]. This approach is not straight forward however, because
of the additional complexity and time in obtaining a solution. Moreover, there are
specific concerns regarding increases in pilot workload, airframe loading and pas
senger discomfort. This paper focuses on the issue of trajectory generation using
higher-order continuous functions, whilst simultaneously satisfying these concerns.

6.2

Higher-Order Curve Selection Process

The clothoid is a continuous higher-order curve that is an obvious candidate for
trajectory insertion. This is because the curvature of a clothoid is, in its classic
representation, a scalar multiple of its arc length. This property provides a method
of adjoining straight and curved segments whilst satisfying the boundary curvature
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requirements, thereby facilitating its widespread use in road design. Also, it allows
the total length of the curve to be ascertained while simultaneously providing the
acceleration experienced by an aircraft traversing it.
The idea of clothoid insertion into aircraft trajectories has been studied previously[19].
In one of these a pilot-in-the-loop simulation experiment was conducted where
clothoids were inserted between the straight and constant radius arc segments [69].
Used in conjunction with a tunnel display, this study showed that when trajecto
ries are augmented with clothoids a substantial improvement in the path-following
capabilities of the aircraft was attained. Also, lower levels of pilot control activity
were required and higher levels of passenger comfort could be attained. Importantly,
the workload of the pilot was not increased. These improvements arose because the
clothoid is a more accurate representation of the natural response of the aircraft.

6.3 Overview of the Trajectory Generating Algorithm
Before the specifics of the algorithm are presented, an explanation regarding the
use of trajectories comprised of straight and curved segments, as opposed to three
dimensional space curves, is warranted. The use of straight and curved segments
was chosen for several reasons. First, human pilots typically fly a runway approach
in this manner, so providing a trajectory in a form that is familiar to a pilot facil
itates its wider acceptance into the aviation community. Second, as demonstrated
through the ensuing developments, the path length and acceleration endured by the
aircraft over the length of the trajectory are easily determined, making the method
more attractive to real-time implementation. Third, the reference bank angle and
reference bank angle rate of the aircraft can both be expressed as a function of time
or position. This would allow a pilot to be guided through a visual cue that provides
the necessary information.
In light of this reasoning, the advantages afforded by the clothoid are somewhat
hindered by the fact that the clothoid is defined parametrically by the Fresnel inte-
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grals, which cannot be expressed in closed-form. This inspired a search for a curve
that is similar to the clothoid in shape but more easily defined parametrically. It
was reasoned that the adaptation of the parameters of such a curve would assist
with a closed-form definition of the clothoid, making it more amenable to trajectory
generation. It turns out that over a bounded region, one such curve that fits this
criteria is the hyperbola. It can approximate the clothoid in shape and in at least
one dimension. More importantly, it is much more simple in terms of its parametric
definition. The hyperbola cannot act as a substitute however, because its curvature
is never equal to zero. Instead, the basic similarities that it has with the clothoid
are used to derive the dimensions of the clothoid. This forms a baseline from which
the desirable attributes of the clothoid can be used to provide additional trajec
tory properties. These include the total acceleration, maximum acceleration, path
length, and aircraft reference attitude for trajectory tracking.
The mathematical properties of the hyperbola guarantee that its asymptotes inter
sect. If used in a trajectory setting, the point at which this occurs may be interpreted
as a way-point, with the asymptotes being interpreted as adjacent straight-segments
of a trajectory. The tangents of the hyperbola, which are positioned slightly adja
cent to its asymptotes, may be interpreted in the same manner. These properties are
illustrated in Figure (6.3). Because the parameters of a hyperbola also define the an
gle between its tangents, a , a piecewise trajectory comprised of multiple straight and
curved segments may be defined using multiple hyperbole. Moreover, they can be
forced to conform to specific values through the careful selection of way-points and
the subsequent modification of hyperbolic parameters to suit. This is the method
utilised for the trajectory generation presented.
Trajectory generation is initiated through the selection of interconnecting waypoints, or nodes, that combine to form a trajectory.

It is piecewise continuous

from the aircraft’s initial position and heading vector to the runway, and is com
prised only of straight segments. Ideally, the combined length of these segments is
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slightly greater than the path length required. The selection process is performed
using dynamic programming, with the cost functional made up of terms derived from
properties of the clothoid. The corners formed at each way-point are filleted with
clothoids, the dimensions and curvature of which are customised through the mod
ification of its hyperbolic parameters through a dynamic programming approach.
This provides a means to achieve desired magnitudes in both acceleration and path
length.
In an attempt to maintain redundancy, the Instrument Landing System (ILS) “win
dow” is the only constraint placed upon the way-point leading onto the runway.
The window is made from the overlapping of the vertical and lateral ILS transmit
ter beams, as illustrated in Figure (6.1). The final way-point is positioned such
that it lies between the window and runway, and the continuation of the trajectory
from this way-point passes through the virtual window1. Continuation is achieved
through the selection of a hyperbolic parameter that determines the direction, cho
sen in concert with the distance, to the next way-point. All combinations of these
parameters are explored and the cheapest pair, according to a cost functional, are
kept. This process is illustrated graphically in Figure (6.2).

6.4

Clothoid Expressed in Terms of Hyperbolic Parameters

This section presents a graphical derivation of the dimensions of the clothoid in
terms of hyperbolic parameters. We begin with a hyperbola parameterised by the
polar coordinates, e and p, and defined by the equation

r(0)

ep
1 —ecosO’

( 6 . 1)

an example of which is illustrated in Figure (6.3). The physical interpretation of
all dimensional derivations should be referenced to this diagram. The value of e
depending on location specific requirements, the range of this virtual window from the runway
may be adjusted accordingly.
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Figure 6.1: ILS beam showing lateral and vertical ranges that provide a virtual entrance
box.

Figure 6.2: Process by which trajectory is generated. Starting at the runway, the length of
any segment and the unit directional vector pointing to the next way-point are determined
concurrently.

determines the type of conic produced. For values of e < 1, e = 1 and e > 1, Equation
(6.1) yields an ellipse, a parabola and a hyperbola, respectively. The parameter, p,
affects the distance between the x axis crossover point and the origin, measured
along the x axis. To simplify the derivation, the hyperbola is constrained to the
y axis by placing bounds on 6, such that 9 E [ |, ^ ] . The hyperbolic coordinate
system is centred at the origin. The two lines emanating from the x axis (left side
of figure) are tangential to the hyperbola at its junctions with the y axis.
Superimposed on top of the hyperbola are two identical clothoids, carefully designed
such that they meet at the intersection of the hyperbola and the x axis. This point
of intersection is denoted, pint. At pint their first derivatives are orthogonal to
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hyperbola

system (left turn)
point of max.
hypert ola
' and dothoid
junction

system (nght turn)

waypoint

Figure 6.3: A clothoid plotted with a hyperbola. Dimensions of the clothoid may be
expressed in terms of the two hyperbolic parameters. Dimension A\ = ^ +1^ e^+1 , and
A 2 = ep. Note that the tangents to the hyperbola are shown, not the asymptotes.

the x axis and their second derivatives are continuous, giving the impression of a
single, continuous curve. Their coordinate systems are located on the two tangents,
equidistant from pint, and rotated such that their x axes are coincident with their
respective tangents. Using this convention, the dimensions of the clothoids become
evident. The physical dimensions of the upper clothoid are labeled X and T, with
two additional dimensions required for derivation, R and Z, also shown in the figure.
By comparison, the dimensions produced by the native clothoid representation are
dehned by the Fresnel integrals:

x{t)

a

)du

y(t)

a

)du1

( 6 . 2)
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where a is a dimensionless coefficient. Because these dimensions are not closed-form
some difficulty arises when clothoids are used in a dynamic programming setting.
This can be avoided by substituting the dimensions X and Y for the Fresnel integrals.
They can be obtained through the geometric properties evident in Figure (6.3), and
calculated from the hyperbolic parameters. The hyperbola’s dimensions relative
to its origin can be obtained by observing that Equation (6.1) can be expressed
parametrically as:

r(e) = cos6( r i ) ?+

(ti

s

)

(6-3)

where i and j are the orthonormal vectors that represent its Cartesian coordinate
system. Then, introducing

x{0) = ( r L ) cos0’

(64)

and
m

= (r w j)

sm 0 ’

^

the dimensions of the hyperbola can be obtained by evaluating Equations (6.4) and
(6.5) at 0 = 7T and 6 = | , respectively, giving x(n) = ^

and ?/(|) = ep. The

latter dimension is labeled A 2 in Figure (6.3). The angle separating the hyperbolic
tangents at Pint can be obtained by differentiating Equations (6.4) and (6.5) and
applying the chain rule, giving
dy
dx
where the values 6 =

e — cosO
sinO

( 6.6)

evaluates this to e and —6, respectively. Therefore, the

angle between the x axis and either tangent is given by ip = tan~l (e). Then the
distance between the origin and pint evaluates to p. Subsequently, the dimensions
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1?, Y and Z of Figure (6.3) can be found by using the method of similar triangles:

Z
Y

ep
1+ e

ep
= Vny{t) It — t f
(e + l)\/e 2 + 1
e2p

(e +

(6.7)

A direct substitution of Y for y{t = tf) can now be made. The multiplication factor,
y/ir, appears as a result of using the term 4^, as opposed to the more common t2 in
the integrand of Equation (6.2). A similar substitution for X and x(tf) cannot be
made, because the Y dimension is fixed in order to guarantee the correct alignment
of the clothoid. Thus, the distance between the clothoid coordinate system and the
point Pint varies with tf. In solving for this parameter, tf can be interpreted as the
gradient of the clothoid as defined by Equation (6.2), and is given by the expression
/Kt2
m, = tan{—^~).

( 6. 8)

From the dimensions shown in Figure (6.3) and the developments of Equation (6.7),
the gradient relative to the clothoid coordinate system is equal to j at pint. This
relationship generates the equality, ta n(^-) =

which in turn yields the solution

to tf. Thus
19.

=

/I \

\lta
f i

(6.9)

Finally, a solution to the scalar a of Equation (6.2) can be obtained through its
relationship with y(tf). Dividing Y by the MacLaurin series expansion of the inte
grand of Equation (6.2) provides this approximation. An alternative method is to
first ascertain the length or curvature of the clothoid, from which a can be obtained.
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s(t), and th e curvature, n(t), of a clothoid are defined as

s(t)

=

\a\t

Kit) = - ,

(6.10)

a

A first approxim ation to

n{t) can be found from th e cu rv atu re of a hyperbola, which

is given by
________ - A B ________
( A 2tan26 + B 2sec26 ) 5
where A is th e sem i-transverse axis and B is th e sem i-conjugate axis of th e hyper
bola. In term s of th e hyperbolic param eters, A an d B , can be expressed as

A =

e2 — 1 ’

B
\/e 2

—

1

T he m axim um value k can a tta in occurs a t 6 = n. E valuating and su b stitu tin g into
E q u atio n (0.10) yields th e first approxim ation of a for a clothoid.

a hy p

=

tpV^tf,

(6 -12)

th e accuracy of which can be observed graphically in F igure (6.4), where it is p lo tted
w ith a clothoid-derived approxim ation for a c/ot/i, for varying values of e. Because

a,hyP is obtain ed from th e point of m axim um cu rv atu re of a hyperbolic function, it
diverges from acioth. An em pirically o b tain ed w eighting function, /( e ) , created by
th e ratio of th e two approxim ations, tran sfo rm s E q u atio n (6.12) into

a=

-------- --------------- -------------- ^epy/irtf,
f 0 .5 7 e i^ + 0 . 1 4 e ^ + 0 .6 7 2 ]

(6.13)

which yields an acceptable level of agreem ent betw een th e two curves. T he qu an tities
p aram eterised by

t can expressed in term s of th e tim e, r , th ro u g h E q u atio n (6.10).

If an aircraft track s a clothoid w ith negligible wind, th e n th e following relationship
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using hyp approx,
of x

ra 1500

range of e

actual
using weighted
hyp approx of

ro 1500

range of e

Figure 6.4: Comparison of acioth and a^yp vs e using unweighted and weighted values of k.
is preserved
(6-14)

s(t) = \a\y/7Tt = VT,

where v is the ground speed of the aircraft and

t

is the time elapsed after the

commencement of the turn. The dimensionless parameter t can then be expressed
in terms of r through
t(r) = J 2 _ .
\a

W

(6.15)

n

Inspection of Equation (6.1) shows the estimate of a is applicable only to values of
e in the range e > 1. For values of e < 1, a can be obtained by using the Maclaurin
series expansion to approximate Equation (6.2). While values of e < 1 produce
parabolic or elliptical curves, the method presented works equally as well for these
values of e. Thus, this method is applicable to all conic curves.
The value of the clothoid parameter X is determined using Y. An initial X can be
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obtained from the Maclaurin series expansion of the clothoid, which yields

X « daps y /n Y 3,

(6.16)

where the term ä = -p has been introduced. The quality of this approximation can
be observed in Figure (6.5), which shows a comparison between the approximation
and an accumulative summation of a discrete time version of the Fresnel integral. To
improve the level of agreement , a scaling polynomial of degree six was obtained using
the least squares method. This polynomial, denoted /x(e), yields a satisfactory level
of agreement and is given by

fx(e) = pieb + p 2e5 + p 3 e4 + Pa^ + Ps^ 2 + P ^ + Pi,

(6-17)

where the coefficients (p1?... ,£>7 ) are as follows:

Pl = 6.6775e —009
p2 = —6.982e —007
p3 =

2.8845e —005

p4 =

-0.00059523

p5 = 0.006351
Pq = —0.032436
p7 = 1.0394.

A better approximation is achieved by dividing the initial estimate of X by fx{t)The scaled approximation is also illustrated in the figure.
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x 10

x 10

Figure 6.5: A comparison between the trapezoidal estimate of the clothoid, using the
Fresnel integrals, and that approximated using the function fx{t)-

6.5

Accumulative and Maximum Accelerations

Knowledge of the accumulative and maximum accelerations is important for several
reasons. Firstly, the drag induced as a result of acceleration increases the amount
of fuel consumed by an aircraft. The cumulative or total acceleration can therefore
provide an indication as to the quantity of fuel required by an aircraft to traverse a
given path. The maximum acceleration is important for the structural integrity of
the airframe, and the comfort level of the passengers on-board. The properties of
the clothoid and the developments presented so far provide a means of ascertaining
both of these quantities, with a minimal amount of computation for both. Moreover,
a suitably designed dynamic programming algorithm should be able to optimise a
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trajectory to cater for fuel use and passenger comfort levels.
We begin with the general equation that describes the acceleration of a particle
traversing a curve in space
du
o
a = — T + v 2k.N.
dt
where

k

.
.
(6.18)

is the curvature, T is the unit tangent vector to the curve and N is the

unit normal vector. Since we are assuming a constant tangential speed, the term ^
is set to zero. The maximum and total accelerations are denoted amax and atot, re
spectively. An expression for the maximum acceleration is obtained by substituting
the final time, t/, into Equation (6.18) giving
yTr

3-max

where the relationship

ay/ntf

VT

a d\pK
=

vtj

V 3Tf

a2

(6.19)

has been used. Two clothoids positioned end-

to-end are required to approximate the hyperbola over the complete length from
9 = \ F o r completeness we compare the maximum acceleration of the hyperbolic
curve, which occurs at r(9 = n).

|*wamol| = y2{e + 1).

(6.20)

Note that the ratio of the two accelerations as specified below is always less than
unity (e > 1), and is independent of the parameter p
cloth _

d maa; __

hyp^ m ax

( 6 . 21 )

+ 1) (0.57eTÄ + 0.14eS + 0.672

The total acceleration can be obtained by integrating Equation (6.19) over the time
period
3tot

v 2K N d t

=

VTf
2a2 ’

( 6 . 22 )
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yields the relatively simple

equality

(6 .23 )
Interestingly, the to tal acceleration is also independent of p. Total acceleration for
the trajectory can therefore be calculated in the initial stages after the selection of
way-points, and remains unchanged even if the values of (pi, -. -, Pn ) are modified.

6.6 Path Length of Trajectory Augmented by Clothoids
The length of a clothoid defined completely in term s of hyperbolic param eters is
given by

(6 .24 )
For a trajectory containing multiple way-points with double clothoids positioned
at each, the ith clothoid is described by the pair (el5 pz). During the optim isation
process each pi is incrementally changed to meet the maximum acceleration and
path length requirements. The relationship between the change in p ath length and
the change in each pi must therefore be established. An example trajectory is shown

Figure 6.6: Double clothoids inserted onto a randomly generated multi-segmented trajec
tory. The relevant dimensions are shown for determining the change in path length.
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in Figure (6.6). Consider an aircraft traveling from point p0 to point p3 along the
curved trajectory. The intersections between the straight and curved segments are
shown. The total path length is given by
TV— 1

^ ^ ||P i

S p a th

TV-1

Pi+lll

2 ^ ^ (Tj

i= 0

CLiPi^Tltfij ,

(6.25)

i= 1

where L i + 1 is obtained from Figure (6.3) and is the distance between any way-point
and the commencement of its respective clothoid, given by
Ai
_______ Pi______
fxi^i)
(ej + l ) y/ ef + 1
afPiy/nlY* +

f x ( ei)

Pi

(ei + 1)y/cf T 1

___ \

(Ay/v (
ti
3
fxißi) ( ( f i + l ) \ / e ^ + l j

___ 1___
(fi + l ) y/ ef + 1

It is of interest to note that this length is a function linear in p. This property will
prove advantageous in the optimisation process. An increment in any pi will move
the origin of its respective clothoid, and alter the total path length accordingly.

6.7

Range of Values for e and p

Consideration must be given to the range of values for which e and p can attain.
As expressed earlier in Equation (6.1), values of e < 1 do not create hyperbole,
but rather ellipses and parabolas. Whilst Equation (6.1) is still applicable, some
equations are not dehned (e.g. Equation 6.11). A trajectory based on a value of
e that is less than unity is not advisable in a landing application however, as the
maximum acceleration would be relatively large.
An obvious lower bound for p is zero. There are, however, other limitations that
are physically imposed by the requirements placed on the trajectory. The range of
values for

( p i ? . . . , P tv)

are lower bounded by the maximum acceleration threshold
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and upper bounded by the distance between the way-points (cf. Figure (6.6)). With
respect to the maximum acceleration threshold
V 3T j

Pmin

(6.27)

a2a,

The distance between the way-points restricts the values of L
if i = l , j = 0

Pj
L i

<

<

\\Pi - P i + i \\ ~ Li+1 if (i = 2 ,..., iV —1)

if i = N, j = N —1.

Pj

Then rearranging Equation (6.26) we have for the first and last straight segments
the following limitations on pi
-l
v3rf:i
hj & m ax

— Pi — Lj

I

€j

f x ( ei) \(fj + L ) \ J + 1)

+

(€i + 1)y/cf + 1

(6.28)

where i = 1 ,..., N and j = 0 ,..., N — 1. For intermediate segments where two
clothoids are contained on each straight segment, we have from Equation (6.26)

p, <

[■••], (lb. - p . + i l l - f t + i M i + i )

(6-29)

where
O j \ f t

(

e.

/ x ( e.) \ (>, + 1 ) +

f 3,
1J

1
(e. + l)\/e^ + 1

It is likely that multiple trajectories are found to be acceptable in terms of path
length and acceleration. Identification of some optimal2 trajectory cannot be achieved
until the set of clothoids contained within each trajectory are optimised.
2In the sense of path length being of specific magnitude, along with the total and maximum
accelerations being minimised.
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Aircraft Roll Behaviour

If coordinated flight is assumed then the curvature of an aircraft’s trajectory can
be expressed as a function of its reference bank angle, </>. Because the acceleration
and curvature of the clothoid have been expressed in hyperbolic parameters, the
reference bank angle and the reference bank angle rate, 0, can both be expressed as
a function of the position of the aircraft along its clothoid trajectory. Moreover, if
the speed of an aircraft is known then they can be expressed as a function of time.
If an aircraft is tracking a clothoid, then the substitution of n from Equation (6.10)
into the aircraft's lateral and vertical force components3 yields the reference bank
angle and reference bank angle rate, in terms of a and r.

6 = -sin
2

(f) =

/ 2v3y/ir r \
\ m g a2 J

(6.30)

(6.31)

An aircraft undergoing coordinated flight whose behaviour in the roll axis is de
scribed by these equations would approximate a clothoid. This relationship is im
portant, as it fully prescribes the roll behaviour of an aircraft with respect to a
given trajectory. Then any trajectory comprised of straight segments and clothoids
may be used to completely define the reference bank angle and rate of the aircraft.
Consideration of the aircraft’s lateral transfer function with these reference values
would of course be required. The inherent smoothness of the path and low initial
rate of change of the reference bank angle rate combine to enhance the performance
of the tracking. In the presence of wind, the trajectory would be generated with
respect to the inertial or runway coordinate system, and then transformed into the
wind coordinate system.
3relative to the aircraft’s coordinate system
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Admissible Traj ectories

A trajectory is considered admissible if it provides a path between the aircraft and
runway that is physically realisable. More formally, an admissible trajectory tp G
Tadm C

must satisfy the following constraints

i) &max is bounded for the complete trajectory, with a*(£*,) < athresh i = 1, . . . , N —
1

h) Spath > Sreq Ipi — J ä>* , i — l , . . . , N

1
- l

ui)

1, . . . , N and j — 0, . . . , N —

The first constraint ensures that the maximum acceleration threshold is not violated
by any clothoid. The second and third constraints are obtained from (6.28) and are
geometric in nature. The second ensures that the non-optimised base trajectory
length is greater than that required, thus allowing the path length requirement to
be obtained prior to the optimisation process. If this requirement has not been met
then a subsequent optimisation process is pointless since the path length will never
be attained. The hnal constraint ensures that every point of transition is contained
by its adjacent waypoints.

6.10

Trajectory Generation

Two methods are discussed for generating an optimal trajectory. The first relies
upon a set of grid points that fill the volume between the aircraft and the approach
end of the runway. The set of possible trajectories are calculated through the indi
vidual inspection of each grid point, with a cost incurred to each with consideration
of the acceleration and path length requirements. The acceptable trajectories are
kept and their costs minimised to reduce the magnitude of the acceleration whilst
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meeting the path length requirements. Due to the inherently high computational
load of such an approach, no results are presented for this case. Results are preserved
for the second method, which creates the trajectory without the use of specified grid
points. This is achieved in a dynamic programming setting which is used to select
successive way-points based on the costs incurred. Trajectory generation is com
pleted with the insertion of clothoids at each way-point, the dimensions of each
determined by their influence of the goals of the trajectory in terms of their length
and acceleration. A high weighting on the path length ensures a more accurate
prediction of the time of arrival.

6.10.1

Optimal Trajectory by Minimisation of Error Function

The set of admissible trajectories Tadm £ Mp is obtained through a two stage process.
The first stage discriminates by comparing the straight-segment path length to that
required, and the total acceleration of each trajectory. The total acceleration for a
trajectory is obtained by summing the individual totals for each clothoid contained
in the trajectory (cf. Equation 6.22). The error functional used for this task is

E =

where

71

7i

WPi

“Pi+l||^

+72S ( 2Vtan~1 ( 7 )) ’

(6-32)

and y2 are weighting scalars. The set of grid points that define each ac

ceptable trajectory are stored. For the case that there are no acceptable trajectories
(and therefore grid points), additional grid points are used to define a new and
longer trajectory. The second stage optimises the values of (pi ... pw) to minimise
the maximum accelerations for all clothoids contained in the trajectory, whilst main
taining the length Sreq. This is based on ideal landing conditions and therefore takes
the following requirements into consideration
• All maximum clothoid accelerations must be below the threshold ||amax||
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• The distribution of path length increments to the parameters (p i,... , pyv) is
calculated in a manner that minimises the range of values ( a i,. . . , ayv-i)
• The angular separation of the final approach to the runway centreline is min
imised
Optimisation is achieved through the minimisation of the following error functional

E

=

' n { p i ~ L l[ . . . ] ^)2 + 'l2 {pN - L N[...}j1, )2 +

+ a ; r 4a + (Spath — SreQ) 75

— Sreq)

(6.33}
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The first two terms of the error function ensure that the first and last clothoids are
as large as possible. The third term is necessary to ensure that the intermediate
clothoids have dimensions that are as large as possible, without overlapping. The
fourth term penalises any trajectory for exceeding the maximum acceleration thresh
old. The fifth term is required to ensure that the path length is equal to that desired.
The values

2,3,5]

are scalar weightings and T4 G Mm (m = No. of clothoids) al-
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lows the acceleration associated with each clothoid to be weighted differently. This
is particularly useful for reducing the magnitude of the acceleration in the latter
stages of approach. Minimisation of (6.33) is achieved via the Levenberg-Marquardt
minimisation technique.

6.10.2 Dynamic Programming Approach
The optimal trajectory is chosen from the set of all possible trajectories (7 \,. . . , Tposs),
according to a cost functional. The cost functional is of the general form
T V -1

Jkix k) = min
TTk

where
7Tk

E
W k ,...,W N - l

9n (x n ) + E

9'

Vi(x i ) , w i)

(6.34)

i—k

is the cost of the final state, g is the control input, w is the disturbance,

= {/i0, .. •, H n - i } is the optimal control policy and x

E M' is the state vector

of the trajectory. This approach works from the runway back, creating way-points
as necessary through the selection of control pairs, d and e, representing distance
and angle, as illustrated in Figure (6.2). The distance is the separation between
successive way-points. The basis from which the trajectory can propagate toward
the aircraft is extended as each pair is realised. The first way-point created must
lie on the runway centreline. This guarantees the aircraft to align exactly with the
runway for approach. The distance between this way-point and the runway, dyv,
and its pair eyv value are variable, in so far as they abide by the ILS approach
rules. It should be noted that the parameter e^ of the kth way-point is not used for
determining the position of the kth way-point, but for the direction of the (k — l)th
way-point relative to the kth way-point segment.
The distance, d, between successive way-points and the angle between successive
segments, e^, are chosen subject to their cost. For each increment in distance the
range of values ek E [e/ou;, Chigh\ is calculated. This is necessary because the dimension
of the clothoid, X^, is a function of e^. If any e^ is too large then the corresponding
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Xk may infringe upon an adjacent way-point or clothoid. The cost for each
combination is calculated. The pair that have the lowest cost are kept and used for
determining the next pair,

The cycle repeats until the the trajectory

reaches the aircraft. The complete process is described by:
1. Treat runway as (k + l)th way-point
2. Select minimum distance, d^
3. Obtain range of values,

E [eiow, thigh], based on dk

4. Calculate local clothoid parameters based on e^, amax and velocity
5. Calculate cost for current (d^,e^) pair
6. Increment d*,, goto step 3
7. Obtain (dk.ek) pair that produces lowest cost, store way-point, decrement /c,
goto step 2
In determining the cost of each pair, the following criteria are considered:
1. The ratio of the required-path-length-to-go and the way-point-to-aircraft line
of sight distance (LOS)
2. The local contribution to the heading error, 6
3. The maximum acceleration
4. The total acceleration
5. The ratio of the heading error to the required-path-length-to-go
6. The angular displacement, 9d
7. The ratio of the angular displacement with the heading error
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The heading error, 6k, refers to the change in aircraft heading angle required to align
the aircraft with the kth segment. Initially 6k is equal to the difference between the
aircraft heading and the runway heading, and must be exactly equal to zero at the
final stage. The required-path-to-go,
required path length,

S req ,

is equal to the difference between the

S req- tgoi

and the path length accumulated from the runway back

to the current way-point. Angular displacement, 6d, is the angle between the initial
aircraft heading vector, V\, and the vector formed by the aircraft and way-point
positions, v2.
If the

S req- tgo

to LOS ratio is large, a reduction can be brought about by selecting e

to increase the value of

6d-

The ratio of 6k to

S req- tgo

is constrained to ensure that

the aircraft will not have to manoeuvre excessively. For any e*., the contribution to
the angular displacement is:

(6.35)

6k = ± [tt —2tan 16k) .

The sign is determined by the direction of turn. If the aircraft makes a right turn
then this is considered to be a positive rotation. The sum of all 6k values must then
be exactly equal to the initial heading error. A left turn at the kth way-point is
denoted ~6k, and a right turn
In accordance with the costing criteria listed above, the trajectory state vector is
given by the following:

\
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(6.36)
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The cost functional then takes on the form
N- 1

J*(xk) = min
7Vk

E

(6.37)

Q n Xn + ^ {xlQkx k + uk Rkuk)
k =0

W k , . . . , WN - l

where Q/, is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix, and R k is a positive definite
symmetric matrix. The vector uk represents the distance and e values chosen at waypoint k to reach the next way-point. The disturbance wk represents the magnitude
and direction of the wind at each way-point. The wind is assumed to be constant.
In the results to follow, the Q and R matrices are:

0.1

0

0

f

Rk

,

Tr(Q

1.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Tr(QN)

10.0 1.0 5.0

1.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 10.0

,

,

where Tr represents the trace of a matrix. The final cost functional is then given as
T V -1

Jk{xk) = min

E

n k wk,...,wN-1

< (xjj - rT)QN(xN - r) + V" ( x l Qkxk + u l R ku k) > ,
f—^

l

fc-0

)

(6.38)
where r represents t he desired values of the state at

r = [1.0 0 0 0 0

1.0]7'.

The vector field is used directly by the dynamic programming approach by first
choosing a grid point on the runway centreline.

6.11

Achieving Specific P ath Length

The key to achieving specific path length is to establish a straight-segmented trajec
tory that is slightly longer than that required. For example, if the initial aircraft-torunway range is

2

metres, and the preferred time of arrival places the required path
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length to be 1.2z metres, then an appropriate sum-of-segments path length would
be a greater than unity scalar multiple of the required path length. In the selection
of such a scalar, the environmental parameters such as boundary conditions, air
craft fuel, weather conditions, etc., would necessarily be considered. A method for
acquiring this value analytically will be considered for future development. After
the sum-of-segments path length has been determined, the required path length can
be obtained through the insertion of clothoids and the subsequent modification of
their parameters. The magnitude of path length reduction from each clothoid is a
function of its e and p parameters. The reduction is greatest for low values of e and
large values of p. Illustrated in Figure (6.7) is the relationship between the change
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Figure 6.7: 3D plot illustrating the relationship between p, e and the change in path
length. For any e, the reduction in path length is linear in p.
in path length and the two parameters e and p. From the figure it is clear that
for any e, the difference in path length increases linearly in p. For cases where a
drastic reduction in the path length is required, way-points that have a low value
of e would be modified first. During the clothoid adaptation process a minimum
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distance between successive clothoids must be observed, to ensure that there are no
overlapping clothoids.

6.12 Results
Presented here are results of the dynamic programming method in the generation
of two trajectories. The initial position of the aircraft with respect to the runway
threshold was the same in each case, but the initial heading was varied. Plots of
the two dimensional trajectories are given in Figures (6.8) and (6.9). The number
of segments for these trials was fixed at six, although any number of segments could
have been used. A corresponding increase in the amount of computation resource
would be expected, however.
In both results the solution for the first segment was not forced to align with the
initial heading vector of the aircraft. While this would not be done in practice, it
serves to illustrate the robustness of the system when a single degree of freedom
is introduced. Interestingly, it aligns very closely with the initial heading vector.
The crosses that appear near the initial aircraft position in Figures (6.8) and (6.9)
reveal the position that the straight segments would have passed through, if the
angular error was zero.

In practice, of course, this angular error would necessarily

be forced to zero. As the path length is fine tuned by the clothoid parameters after
the establishment of the straight-segment trajectory, the change in the final path
length caused by this angular correction is zero.
Two additional plots are used to illustrate the relationship between 9e and the lineof-sight scale. The first, Figure (6.10), illustrates the parameters plotted against
the ratio of the path length (obtained from the straight-segmented trajectory) to
required path length ratio. The second, Figure (6.11), illustrates the parameters
plotted against the angular error. On inspection of Figure (6.10) it is not surprising
that there is a high level of correlation between 0e and the error in the required dis-
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Figure 6.8: Straight segment trajectory produced by the dynamic programming method.
Initial heading of the aircraft was 320 degrees, the heading of the runway is 20 degrees,
yielding an initial heading error of +60 degrees.

tance, Sreq4. Clearly, if 9e is large then the aircraft requires a large distance to align
with the runway. This relationship is magnified somewhat by using six segments to
complete the trajectory. A higher number of segments would lessen the degree of
correlation at the expense of extra computation.
The angular error remains relatively unchanged with respect to the LOS scale factor,
whereas any incremental change to 6e results in a dramatic change to the angular
error. This is because a large 9e penalises the trajectory heavily in the initial stages,
causing large angular orientations to occur between segments. This enhances the
ability of the algorithm to cope with large path length requests, but as observed in
Figure (6.11), gains this at the expense of the angular error. As stated earlier, the
angular error would normally be forced to zero and is illustrated for the purposes of
indicating performance and robustness.
The insertion of clothoids into the straight-segmented trajectory is illustrated in
4Before the addition of the clothoids.
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Figure 6.9: Straight segment trajectory produced by the dynamic programming method.
Initial heading of the aircraft was 80 degrees, the heading of the runway is 20 degrees,
yielding an initial heading error of "60 degrees.

Figure (6.12). Initially the clothoids at each way-point are set to produce the max
imum allowable acceleration. This ensures that the clothoids are as short as possi
ble, whilst still providing an acceptable trajectory. Designing the clothoids in this
manner yields the greatest freedom in terms of path length modification, as large
reductions in path length may be directed at clothoids with the lowest values of e.
As shown in the figure, the path length of the straight/clothoid trajectory is close to
that required and therefore needs little alteration of the clothoid parameters. The
error in path length of the final trajectory, Figure (6.13), is less than one half per
cent. This is entirely attributable to the approximations of a and X. An analytical
representation for both would result in the specific path length requirement.
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Figure 6.10: 3D plot illustrating the relationship between the heading error, scale and
length ratio, for one trajectory solution. The heading error is the angular separation
between the initial aircraft heading and the runway heading. Scale is the value multiplied
with the range that establishes the required distance, and the length ratio is the ratio
of the final path length with the required distance, before modification of the clothoid
parameters. This graph displays the performance of the method in obtaining a solution,
given the path length requests of a user. The acceptable region lies in between 1 and 1.15.

6.13

Conclusions and Further Work

A method has been established whereby trajectories of a specific path length may
be produced through the modification of straight-segmented trajectories. The mod
ification is through the addition of double clothoid curves, which have been analyt
ically expressed in terms of hyperbolic parameters. Acceleration constraints have
been enforced, both total and maximum, and the reference bank angle and reference
bank angle rate have both been expressed analytically in terms of the hyperbolic
parameters. Initial results show that the required path length is attained, as long as
sensible limitations are placed upon the requested path length (as a scalar multiple
of the initial range to runway threshold). This method of trajectory generation is
attractive for implementation with tunnel-in-the-sky systems.
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Figure 6.11: 3D plot illustrating the relationship between the heading error, scale and
entrance angle error. The entrance angle error is the angle between the initial aircraft
heading and the straight segment that meets the aircraft. In practice this angle would be
forced to zero, but is used to illustrate the accuracy of the method to meet the angular
requirements of the trajectory.

Future research should be directed at the three dimensional case, where an increase
in altitude could be used to increase the time-to-go, replacing the large lateral mo
tion that can occur in the two dimensional case. Special consideration would have to
be given to the distance between successive clothoids, to ensure that an aircraft has
enough time to rotate from one clothoid coordinate system to the next, should they
be non-planar. The curved segments in this paper have been comprised of clothoids
alone. A combination of clothoids with constant curvature segments should be in
vestigated. A derivation of the pitch and pitch rates of the aircraft should also be
made, analogous to the roll axis solutions presented here. Research into the gen
eration of trajectories with respect to other aircraft, in both temporal and spacial
senses, would be advantageous.
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Figure 6.12: Straight segment trajectory produced by the dynamic programming method,
with clothoids in place. The clothoids seen here are set to produce the maximum accel
eration, which yields the greatest freedom for path length modification. Initial conditions
are heading 70 degrees, velocity lOOm/s, runway heading is 20 degrees. Path length is a
factor of 1.0388 times that required.
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Figure 6.13: Final trajectory of that shown in Figure (6.12) with clothoids modified to
attain the path length required. The error in length is less that 0.5 percent, wholly a
result of the approximations of a and X.

Chapter 7

Implementation and Experimental Results

7.1 Introduction
This chapter contains two sections that present the results of the optic flow and
pose estimation algorithms presented in this thesis. For each an explanation of the
experimental design is given along with a discussion of the intended measurements,
expectations and sources of error. Descriptions of the necessary hardware and soft
ware developments are also provided.
It should be noted that the experiments were designed to demonstrate the viability
of the theoretical developments and not the full systems integration into a 6D0F
platform. Although this would have been invaluable in terms of insight into the
intricacies of physical integration and the data it would provide, it was not the core
aim of this thesis to acquire. Therefore, the approach taken for both procedures
was with the intent of successfully demonstrating only the functionality of the cor
responding theoretical model in the laboratory. The accomplishment of which could
be interpreted as somewhat indicative of the system viability for 6D0F vehicle inte
gration.
The two experimental procedures are summarised as follows. The integration of
two-dimensional optic flow data into the vehicle 6D0F equations was carried out
using a physical apparatus for controlled motion, a three axis inertial measuring
unit and optic flow measuring devices, whilst integration of the pose estimation into
vehicle 6D0F equations was accomplished via simulation. The chapter begins with
the optic flow experimental procedure and the accompanying results.
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Figure 7.1: The Agilent adns-2051 optical navigation chip.

7.2

Optic Flow Implementation and Results

The success of this experiment is largely dependent upon the consistency with which
the relative motion can be observed. As such, a section of reasonable length will be
committed to the detailed description of the optic flow measuring devices. In addi
tion, the ideal environment of operation will be discussed along with those properties
compromised by necessity of experimentation. Several simplifying assumptions will
also be explained.

7.2.1

The Optic Flow Sensor

The optic flow sensors used here are those commonly found in optical mice, the
peripheral input devices to desktop computers. In this capacity they form part of
a larger assembly that also includes a lens and a light emitting diode of specific
frequency range. When operating in this ideal environment the device is accurate
to many hundreds of counts per inch (cpi), but this fidelity degrades rapidly with
changes in height above the surface from the optimal [70].
Of the many devices available the Agilent adns-2051 device was chosen for the
experiment, illustrated in Figure (7.1). It is a non-mechanical tracking engine that
operates using optical navigation technology and measures changes in position by
way of determining the direction and magnitude of motion from sequential surface
images. The images are nominally acquired at a rate of 1500 frames per second
(FPS) which are analysed by a patented image-processing algorithm [71]. Specific
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Register
Product ID
Revision ID
Motion
D elta X
D elta Y
SQUAL
Average Pixel
Maximum Pixel
Reserved
Reserved
Configuration Bits
Reserved
D ata Out Lower
D ata O ut Upper
Shutter Lower
Shutter Upper
Frame Period Lower
Frame Period Upper
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Description
product identifier, validate serial communications
current design revision of device
motion has occurred since last read,
if buffers have overflowed, current resolution
motion in X direction since last report
motion in Y direction since last report
surface quality, being the number of features
visible by the sensor in current frame
the average pixel value of the 16x16 array
the maximum pixel value of the 16x16 array
-

-

used to alter the configuration bits
of the sensor, e.g. resolution, system tests, etc.
-

lower byte of system register containing
d ata from a system self test or a pixel dum p
upper byte of system register containing
d a ta from a system self test or a pixel dump
lower byte of system register containing
the shutter period in clock cycles
upper byte of system register containing
the shutter period in clock cycles
lower byte of system register containing
frame period counter
upper byte of system register containing
frame period counter

Table 7.1: Optic flow sensor registers, addresses and their attributes.
surface features on the image plane are identified and have their positions tracked
with each frame. The collective motion of surface features per frame are assigned two
displacement values describing their overall motion across the image plane. These
values are given in term s of pixel counts. Nominal sensor output is via two-channel
quadrature, but the option of two-way communication is provided through a two
wire, half-duplex Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). W hen operating in its intended
capacity the adns-2051 can provide for lateral movement of up to 14 inches per
second (ips), w ith 800 counts per inch (cpi), and up to 2300 frames per second (fps).
Along w ith the translation d a ta a large array of additional properties can be obtained
through the serial interface. A list of these is presented in Table (7.1). Clearly, the
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Delta X and Delta Y registers are of importance as they store the pixel translation
data. The contents of both are cleared immediately after they have been read in
preparation for the next data acquisition period. In addition to these there are
two registers of particular interest. These are the Motion and the SQUAL (surface
quality) registers. The former denotes whether motion was observed during the
acquisition period and must be read before any data is subsequently made available.
The latter provides a number representing the quantity of objects observed during
acquisition. While there is no general relationship between this number and the
quality of the optic flow data (empirical or otherwise), it can be indicative if textural
properties of the surface are known a priori. Thus, it can provide somewhat of a
confidence interval on the data that is acquired.
It is worthy of noting that if the optic flow registers have not been read before an
additional set of values have been acquired then the data are summed with those in
the registers. Assuming no overflow occurs the integrated data are returned upon a
read request. It is important that the period between reads is kept relatively small
as the flow acquisition system buffer can overflow. Moreover, if the data reads are
performed too infrequently then the data returned will not accurately represent the
motion of the platform at the given instant.

7.2.2 Assumptions
In the experimental work presented adns-2051 devices were used to acquire the data.
The environmental conditions during this acquisition were not consistent with those
considered ideal. Therefore, there are several key points of interest that should
be noted prior to the discussion of experiment procedures and their accompanying
results. The discrepancies are as follows:
1. The terrain beneath the testing apparatus is not guaranteed to be precisely
flat nor comprised of a homogeneous texture.
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2. The light enveloping the sensors’ field of view is not guaranteed to be of the
required range of wavelength or be of the required intensity.
3. The attitude and attitude rates to which the sensors are exposed cannot be
directly measured by the sensors.
The effects of (1) manifest as nonlinearities across the image plane. The mechanism
by which this occurs is fundamentally the same in each case. In the former, un
dulations alter the distance between the image plane and the feature resulting in a
localised increase in the angular velocity of surface features. In the latter, areas of
higher textural concentrations alter the dispersion of tracked objects on the image
plane. The resulting mean of optic flow data will therefore be skewed slightly in
favour of the values obtained from these regions. The effect becomes more pro
nounced with increasing angular separation between the optical axis of the sensor
and the surface normal.
The effects of (2) are due to operating the devices outside of their ideal environment.
When operating in their intended capacity the devices are exposed to high intensity
light emitted from a nearby source. This light is dominated by the red spectrum to
ensure maximum sensitivity of the device to lateral motion. When removed from
this environment sensor sensitivity decreases thereby introducing unpredictable be
haviour.
The effects of (3) are due the experimental environment and the internal processing
of the device. The former is due to the optic flow gradient resulting from a mis
alignment between the optic axis of the device and the surface normal. The latter
is because the image processing algorithm has been designed specifically for the ob
servation of translational motion alone. Thus, a perfectly observed pure rotation
about the optic axis of the device would produce a zero optic flow value.
The non-ideal lighting environment, inconsistent textural properties, relative atti
tude and unwanted motion all combine to manifest as errors in the optic flow data.
Thus, there are several key assumptions that are used by necessity with optic flow
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sensors of this type:
1. The optical distortion of the lens is negligible
2. The terrain appearing on the image plane is free of undulations
3. The terrain is locally flat
4. The texture on the ground plane that is observed by the sensor is contiguous
5. Given the contiguous texture, the resolution of the camera is not exceeded by
the height above the ground level or by any perspective effects
6. The behaviour of the platform is assumed constant between external sampling
intervals
where the additional assumptions (1), (5) and (6) are introduced to complete the
list. Assumption (5) is required to ensure the validity of assumption (4) under all
operating conditions.

7.2.3 Experimental Objectives and Design
The experimental objective is to demonstrate the effectiveness of optic flow data in
reducing errors in the state estimates of a 6DoF model. To facilitate this goal the
procedure from which it is obtained should be carefully designed to minimise the
effects of disturbances and non-ideal environmental conditions. These include the
nonlinear manifestations of light intensity gradients, unpredictable surface textural
properties and the nonzero relative attitude and attitude rates. The most effective
manner in which to achieve this is to ensure the following:
1. That the experiment is conducted in a laboratory where the local environment
can be controlled
2. That lighting conditions are sufficient which necessitates the removal of fluo
rescent lights and the provision of a light source of sufficient intensity
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3. That the surface to be observed by the optical devices is flat and contains the
appropriate textural content
4. That the assembly moves in a known planar, predictable and reproducible
manner whilst avoiding unwanted motion
The metric used to gauge this reduction is the comparison of state estimate errors
between the raw integration of inertial data and that of the optic flow and inertially
fused estimate.

7.2.4 Intended Measurements and Expectations
As the theoretical developments focus on the integration of optic flow data into
6DoF vehicle equations, data from an inertial measurement unit will necessarily be
required. Naturally, this is in addition to data retrieved from two Agilent adns2051 devices. The acquisition of the former will include measurements from three
orthogonally mounted accelerometers and gyroscopes. The latter will take the form
of pixel translations observed in their respective x and y axes.
It is expected that the high level of fidelity native to the optic flow devices will
provide a substantial reduction in the errors of the state estimates. However, as the
height of the terrain is fundamentally flat there are no position-dependent features
from which to observe the lateral position errors. A divergence in the estimates of
the x and y state position values is therefore anticipated.

7.2.5 Inertial Measurement Unit
The inertial measurement unit was a type 3DM-GX1 manufactured by microstrain
[72] and illustrated in Figure (7.2). It contains tri-axis gyroscopic, accelerometer and
magnetometer sensors, along with an internal temperature sensor. Also contained is
a microcontroller for the purposes of data acquisition and external communications.
It is capable of calculating and reporting on various types of data formats relevant
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Figure 7.2: The inertial measurement unit used.

for inertial navigation. These are accessible by sending the appropriate commands
to the internal microcontroller through the communications channel, which can be
configured to support RS-232 or RS-485 protocols. The data format used throughout
the experimental procedure was the raw, analog-to-digitally converted 12-bit sensor
outputs.

7.2.6

Sources of Error

The errors in optic flow data are those outlined in Table (4.1). Attempts to mitigate
their effect are brought about largely by the experimental design. There are however,
several geometric aspects that further attenuate their overall influence. By having
the experimental assembly move in a planar motion the zct velocity is effectively zero.
An added benefit is the nearly zero relative attitude between the optic flow devices
and the textured surface. This reduces the skewness of the flow and the effects of
sensor to body misalignment.
An additional geometric property is the relatively large vertical sensor separation
compared with the assembly height above the surface. The resulting difference in
optic flow data between the two devices is therefore a more accurate representation
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of the assembly height.

7.2.7

Hardware Development

To facilitate the acquisition of optic flow onto a personal computer (PC) several
printed circuit boards (PCBs) were designed and manufactured. These included
the nominal power and RS-232 communication boards as well as a board for the
mounting of a PIC microcontroller. The task of the microcontrollers was to alter
the configuration registers of the sensors on start-up, have the sensors perform self
tests, control the acquisition of data and communicate it to the PC via the RS-232
voltage converter and serial cable. The use of multiple micro-controllers was neces
sary to maintain a high data rate. This is not practical with one micro-controller
because the sensors are equipped with half-duplex Serial-Peripheral-Interface (SPI).
A description of the software put onto the microcontrollers is given in Appendix A.
An assembly was produced from the completed boards and then fitted with lens
holders and lenses. The completed optical assemblies are illustrated in Figures (7.3)
and (7.4). A 3DMG inertial measurement unit (IMU) was attached to the assembly.

7.2.8

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure was conducted in the manner specified in section 7.2.3.
The lighting intensity of the local environment was high and consistent, by way of
a 500W lamp. The lamp was placed 1.5m above the testing apparatus and oriented
to provide the maximum intensity on the textured surface. Worthy of note is the
absence of the pulsating effects of fluorescent lighting normally found in laborato
ries.
The textured surface was obtained from ordinary newspaper print, chosen specifi
cally for its consistent spatial texture properties.
The motion of the assembly was constrained to a plane parallel to the textured sur-
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Figure 7.3: Dual optic flow sensor and microchip assembly.

Figure 7.4: Dual optic flow sensor and microchip assembly rear view.
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face, achieved by way of mounting the assembly to a rigidly supported CRT monitor
support arm. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figures (7.5) and (7.6). The
arm contained three well lubricated vertically aligned pivot points of low free-play.
The motion of the arm was constrained to the xy plane of the navigation frame
which was coincident with the IMU body frame at the commencement of the ex
periment. The base pivot was permitted to rotate in a 90 degree sweeping motion
where the completion of a single 90 degree clockwise-from-above sweep is shown in
Figure (7.6).
Prior to the acquisition of data an experiment was set up for the purposes of ascer
taining the sensor bias and drift of the IMU. The arm was constrained in place and
data was recorded from the IMU at a frequency of 75 Hz for a period of 1.5 hours.
To observe the bias of each sensor the cumulative sum of data was divided by the
number of samples it contained. The 1.5 hour data sets were divided into groups of
100 and the change in sensor output. So, if the data set contained le4 samples then
the average of the first hundred was obtained, followed by the average of the first
two hundred, then three hundred, until the end of the data set had been reached.
The results of the accelerometer and gyroscopic sensor biases are illustrated in Fig
ures (7.8) through (7.13). The jump at the beginning of each of the graphs is caused
by the large discrepancy between the mean of the first hundred samples to the mean
of the complete data set. This includes the effects of any change in the internal tem
perature of the unit over the data acquisition period. While a quantitative study
of the main contributors to sensor drift and noise has not been performed here, the
plots serve to illustrate the dynamic nature of sensor output and provide a metric
from which to gauge the final fused result. As the environmental conditions in the
laboratory are controlled, the performance of this inertial unit suggests that state
estimation without additional sensory augmentation would diverge rapidly.
During the experimental the arm was moved in an oscillatory manner while the
highly textured surface was in view of both optic devices. Data obtained from the
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Figure 7.5: Isometric photo of the experimental setup.

sensors and inertial data from the IMU were acquired, timestamped, and stored.
A schematic of the process is given in Figure (7.7). This procedure continued for
approximately ten minutes, which was an acceptably large enough period for the un
filtered state estimate to diverge markedly. The improvement to the state estimation
with the optic flow data would then be apparent.

7.2.9

Software Development - The Linux Environment

Debian Linux was the environment from which software was developed for the optic
flow experiments. Software development included that required for communications
with both the IMU and PIC microcontrollers, the setup of experimental parameters
(such as baud rate), the request of specihc data and time-stamping of the incoming
signals. After initialisation and communication specifics both the IMU and micro
controllers were set to automatically send data recursively. The desktop would then
simply have to read the data from the serial ports, time-stamp them and store them
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Figure 7.6: Top photo of the experimental setup,
into appropriately named files.

7.2.10

Discussion of Raw Inertial Navigation Results

As a baseline for performance comparison the integration of position, velocity and
attitude from raw inertial data are presented in Figures (7.16), (7.15) and (7.14),
respectively. They show the behaviour considered typical of low quality inertial
MEMS sensors in that their time to exponential divergence is quite low.
The magnitude of divergence is much larger for the x and y axes because the ma
jority of the acceleration is contained in their plane. Not surprisingly, the sensors
display a high coupling between the magnitude of the acceleration and the error
contained in the data reported. The comparatively low divergence in the attitude is
a testament to the quality of currently available MEMs gyroscopes. The plots show
approximately 70 seconds worth of data.
Optic flow-augmented inertial navigation results were processed in the software pack-
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Figure 7.7: Schematic of IMU and optic flow sensor experiment.
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Figure 7.8: Drift characteristics of the x accelerometer.
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Figure 7.9: Drift characteristics of the y accelerometer.
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Figure 7.10: Drift characteristics of the z accelerometer.
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Figure 7.11: Drift characteristics of the x gyroscope.
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Figure 7.12: Drift characteristics of the y gyroscope.
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Figure 7.13: Drift characteristics of the z gyroscope.
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Figure 7.14: Raw position estimate using pure integration of raw velocity estimate
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Figure 7.15: Raw velocity estimate using pure integration of accelerometers with raw
attitude.
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Figure 7.16: Raw Euler attitude estimate using pure integration of gyro.
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age Matlab. Initial processing compensated the inertial data from bias and applied
the necessary gains to convert the raw values into dimensional quantities. State
estimation was performed using a zero vector for the initial conditions. Results are
presented with this initialisation, along with those obtained from a nonzero initial
state vector. The latter was used to confirm the observability of the system. Ter
rain map knowledge has been assumed in the acquisition and is constant throughout.
This was necessary in order to constrain the both the z position and velocity values.
The Kalman filter covariance matrix, P, was initialised to zero, while the Q and R
matrices are given by

Q

R

[0.001 0.001 0.001 3.5e —4 3.5e - 4 3.5e - 4]
1600

0

0

0

0

1600

0

0

0

0

1600

0

0

0

0

1600

(7.1)

respectively, and the update frequency was 75Hz.
The position, velocity and attitude estimates are illustrated in Figures (7.17), (7.18)
and (7.19), respectively. The improvement in the estimates over the raw plots of
Figures (7.14-7.16) is immediately apparent. Clearly, both the

2

position and ve

locity display the desired non-divergent behaviour, and the divergence of the x and
y positions gives some insight into the observability of the system. This result is
substantial, given the noisy optic flow data and raw hagi estimates shown in Figure
(7.17). The overall ability of the optic flow sensors in aiding the inertial system is
verified by the smooth, constrained velocity and attitude estimates. The low mag
nitude oscillations appearing in the roll and pitch axes of the attitude are due to
sensor misalignment . The absence of observability in the x and y position estimates
is clear from Figure (7.20), where both quantities diverge rapidly from the known
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sample no.

Figure 7.17: Filtered position estimates using dual optic flow sensors.

arc. Its exponential behaviour is evident with increasing time.
Figures (7.21), (7.22) and (7.23) show the filter’s error in estimate for the position,
velocity and attitude, respectively. The divergent behaviour of the x and y covari
ance plots of Figure (7.21) clearly shows the lack of observability of the system on
the x and y positions. The observability of these parameters was negligible, due to
the fact that the terrain elevation was constant. This effectively removes any observ
ability, as there is no relative undulating motion with which to compare the optic
flow data. By contrast, the z covariance plot displays the constrained behaviour
desired. The oscillatory behaviour that is typical of well-tuned Kalman filters ap
pears in the covariance of the z position and is particularly strong in the velocity
covariances. The same cannot be said of the attitude.
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Figure 7.18: Filtered velocity estimates using dual optic flow sensors.
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Figure 7.19: Filtered attitude estimates using dual optic flow sensors.
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Figure 7.20: Drift in the position estimates using dual optic flow sensors.
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Figure 7.21: The filter’s error in position with la uncertainty, for the dual sensor case.
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Figure 7.22: The filter’s error in velocity with la uncertainty, for the dual sensor case.
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Figure 7.23: The filter’s error in attitude with la uncertainty, for the dual sensor case.
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Figure 7.24: The optic flow innovation with l a uncertainty, for the dual sensor case.

7.2.11

O b serv a b ility

In many cases the tests for observability in Kalman filters are too complicated to
use, so are usually avoided. When a state is unobservable its estimate becomes a
function of the initialisation. In this case, all initial values were known to be equal
to zero. By setting the initial estimates to the correct values (i.e. zero) the observ
ability of each state is difficult to ascertain. By altering the initial conditions of the
state, the observability of each member could be analysed in turn.
Individual errors were introduced into the initial vector and the results inspected.
Of the nine initialisation errors introduced, this system could robustly recover from
at most, seven. This is the entire state, minus the x and y positions. Initialisation
errors were then introduced into the velocities and the z position simultaneously.
The behaviour of the system recovery to the initialisation errors is illustrated in
Figures (7.25) through (7.31).
It should be noted that the observability of a system cannot be established using
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Figure 7.25: Observability of filter in position after incorrect initialisation.

the results of only a few experiments. The results presented here are not intended to
envelop the observability performance of the system, but rather demonstrate a nom
inal level of observability by recovering from incorrect initialisation. If the system
were unable to recover as it had, further analysis of the model and its integration
would be required.

7.2.12

Summary

Experimental results were presented for the optic flow and inertial navigation system.
The fusion of optic flow from single and dual optic flow sensors showed accurate and
reliable performance with the estimation of the x and y velocity for the single sensor
case, and the x, y velocities and hagi estimate for the dual sensor case. The latter
could be used to couple the dual sensor to the state if a terrain map was provided.
The navigation solution was through an estimation process utilising the nonlinear
optic flow models presented in Chapter (4).
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Figure 7.26: Observability of filter in velocity after incorrect initialisation.

Figure 7.27: Observability of filter in attitude after incorrect initialisation.
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Figure 7.28: The filter’s error in position with lcr uncertainty, after incorrect initialisation.
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Figure 7.29: The filter’s error in velocity with lcr uncertainty, after incorrect initialisation.
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Figure 7.30: The filter’s error in attitude with 1<t uncertainty, after incorrect initialisation.
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Figure 7.31: The optic flow innovation with l a uncertainty, after incorrect initialisation.
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Some of the errors in the optic flow data were due to the inability of the optic
flow sensors to measure rotational displacement, and the fact that asymmetrical
flow during the sampling period resulted in an angular separation between the optic
flow and gravity vectors. These effects could be reduced however, in a sensor-rich
implementation utilising several more of these sensors.

7.3

Pose 6DoF Experiment

Due to the difficulty and cost inherent with maintaining and operating Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles, a flight simulator was chosen to facilitate the experimental pro
cedure. This approach does have some disadvantages in that it cannot provide
real-world data, but it greatly assists with the development of algorithms and can
often give understanding from a perspective not always provided by real-world data.
Moreover, the costs of failure are far less catastrophic. The experimental procedure
used here was based around the open-source flight simulator FlightGear, heavily
modified to suit the application. FlightGear was chosen because it is released under
the GNU public license. As such, the source code is made freely available for use
and/or modification.

7.3.1

Software Development

The FlightGear package is a continuously developing open-source flight simula
tor [73]. The complete package contains the simulation engines, JSBSim, Yasim
and LarcSim, and a simulation math, navigation and data management package,
SimGear. Both JSBSim and SimGear were initiated with FlightGear and are devel
oped in concert with it. The FlightGear program itself serves as the front-end to the
simulator. Its primary purpose is to interface between the user and the underlying
software, relaying control commands and interpreting simulator outputs for control
ling the graphical user interface (gui). The co-development of FlightGear, SimGear
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and JSBSim made their software amenable to modification.
To be suitable for use as an experimental testbed, several modifications had to be
made to FlightGear. These are illustrated in Figure (7.32). The first of these was
the extraction of aircraft data and images. The required data set was stored in a
shared memory location accessible through a socket. The second was an internal
time modification to ensure FlightGear ran in a real time manner. Depending on the
additional processes used on the image obtained from FlightGear, such as feature
extraction, control algorithms, etc., the image rate may slow considerably. When
an image and data set has been retrieved, FlightGear is temporarily put on hold
until control is given back to it through the socket. Thus, the 6t parameter passed
to the simulator engine from FlightGear must be modified to account for the time
FlightGear is paused. By setting this parameter to the reciprocal of the frame rate,
the simulation ensures that the aircraft flies in approximate real time. Thus, the
time required for external processing does not affect the simulation. The amount of
computation requires careful monitoring however, as control algorithms will func
tion erratically as 6t is increased.
The storage of data and images and their subsequent processing necessitated the de
velopment of numerous algorithms. Several of these were used in conjunction with
FlightGear, with many used to for the post-processing of data after the completion
of the experiments.
During run-time rendered images were extracted from FlightGear and saved in a
“.ppm” image format, while the instantaneous state information was stored as one
large text file. The images were also displayed in an open-source gui display tool,
EZWGL. This allowed the functionality of algorithms to be monitored during run
time. A typical output is illustrated in Figure (7.33).
Two images are shown in the Figure. On the left is the raw gray-scale image ex
tracted from FlightGear and on the right, is the same image with its corners high
lighted. Clearly shown are the four runway corners and those due to the white
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Figure 7.32: Flowchart of the internal modifications to FlightGear, data structure and
socket interface.
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Figure 7.33: FlightGear output reproduced in EZWGL window, gray scale and with corner
detection.
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runway markings. Although only the corners marking the extremities of the run
way were used in this application, the addition of all corners on the runway would
improve the state estimate.

7.3.2 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure was initialised with the startup of the modified FlightGear software package and the data acquisition software. Once communications had
been established through the socket, the simulation commenced. During run-time
the images extracted from FlightGear were displayed in the EZWGL interface, along
with their corner detected counterparts. In an attempt to make the simulation more
realistic and to extend the duration of each experiment, an image was recorded for
every tenth data set. This had the effect of reducing the time taken to store images,
the memory required to do so, and more closely approximate the data to image rate
that would be acquired in a UAV implementation.
During the experiments the aircraft was controlled by the user in making several
lengthwise passes over the runway, ensuring that the complete runway appeared in
the image for as long as possible. At the completion of each experiment, the image
and data sets were inspected for completeness, compressed and stored. The data
sets acquired from each run contained the following state information
• f ile _ id no. containing the image frame no. for the purposes of aligning the
data during post-processing.
• jsbsim_time the accumulated simulation run-time. A constant time step of
0.02 seconds was used throughout.
• magvar the magnetic variation and the local M3 magnetic vector.
• la titu d e a double value storing the latitude of the aircraft, in radians.
• longitude a double value storing the longitude of the aircraft, in radians.
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• a ltitu d e the height of the aircraft above sea level, in metres.
• agl the height of the aircraft above the ground in metres, measured along the
gravity vector.
• r o l l the rotation of the aircraft about its x axis in radians, relative to the
ECEF directly below the aircraft.
• p itc h the rotation of the aircraft about its y axis in radians, relative to the
ECEF directly below the aircraft.
• heading the rotation of the aircraft about its z axis relative to geodetic North,
in radians.
• phidot the rotation rate of the aircraft about its x axis relative to the ECEF
in radians per second.
• th e ta d o t the rotation rate of the aircraft about its y axis relative to the ECEF
in radians per second.
• p sid o t the rotation rate of the aircraft about its z axis relative to the ECEF
in radians per second.
• vcas the indicated airspeed of the aircraft, in m/s.
• VUVWthe velocity vector of the aircraft in m/s, relative to the ECEF.
• clim b_rate the ascent rate of the aircraft in m/s.
• A_X_pilot the acceleration experienced by the “pilot” measured along the x
axis, in m /s 2
• A_Y_pilot the acceleration experienced by the “pilot” measured along the y
axis, in m /s 2
• A_Z_pilot the acceleration experienced by the “pilot” measured along the z
axis, in m /s 2
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During run-time the corner extraction was performed using the SUSAN [38] corner
detecting algorithm, chosen for its high performance, adaptability and robustness
to noise.

7.3.3

Post Processing of Data

The data was processed in the software package Matlab. Initial processing acquired
the identity of the images that contained the four corners of the runway. State es
timation was performed using initial conditions obtained from the simulation, with
noise added to necessary body derived measurement vectors. When the identity of
the input vector happened to coincide with an image, the identity of the image was
compared with the list of images known to contain the runway. If the complete
runway was contained in the image, then the set of camera-to-corner unit vectors
was ascertained. Interestingly, this is one instance where the addition of noise was
not mandatory. This is because the simulator must first disc.retise the position and
dimensions of the runway prior to rendering them in an image with a finite number
of pixels. This process introduces errors into each of the corner positions which
cascades through the filtering process.
Subsequent to the acquisition of the direction vectors, a cost function was formu
lated using dual-quaternions and the known dimensions of the runway. A LevenbergMarquardt minimisation algorithm was produced from the cost function and sep
arated to provide a solution to the rotation. Two figures are particularly relevant
here; the first is that of Figure (7.35), which illustrates the actual three dimensional
path traversed by the aircraft and the segments of the path where the runway was
in full view of the camera. The second is Figure (7.34), which illustrates the number
of iterations required for convergence of the Levenberg-Marquardt process through
the usable range of images. A figure showing the two dimensional trajectory is pro
vided for completeness, Figure (7.36). It should be noted that in order to improve
the convergence performance of the algorithm the quaternion was initialised to that
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produced by the aircraft attitude estimate. Convergence was assumed when the
residual was less than the value 10-2. Thresholds lower than this are not guaran
teed to produce better results [74], A weighting of 100 was placed on the (r r r —1)
term in the cost functional.
The Kalman filter covariance matrix, P, was initialised to zero, while the Q and R
matrices are given by

Q = [0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 le —5 le - 5 le - 5 le —5]

R = le —3

1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0

10 0 0 0 0

0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0

0 0

0

0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

(7.2)

1 0 0
1 0

respectively.

7.3.4 Experimental Results
The results of the pose estimation from the data and images acquired from the
modified FlightGear are presented here. Figures (7.37), (7.38) and (7.39) compare
the aircraft position, velocity and attitude with the actual obtained during the
experiment. The effect of adding Gaussian noise to the accelerometer and gyroscope
data is most noticeable in the position plot. The extended periods between groups of
images containing the runway dictated when the predicted state and its covariance
could be updated. As such, the covariance and the errors in the state grew until an
observation of the runway was made. This is clearly evident in the second plot of
Figure (7.37), which represents the aircraft’s x position. The x position appears to
be affected the most because of the low magnitudes relative to the other two axes.
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Figure 7.34: The number of iterations required by the Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation
algorithm.
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Figure 7.35: The actual 3D trajectory traversed, showing the regions where the four
runway corners were in view.
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Figure 7.36: The actual 2D trajectory traversed, showing the regions where the four
runway corners were in view.

The apparently large yaw error is due to the convention of using 27t to represent
North used by Flight Gear.
Figure (7.40) compares the measurement vector, 2 , with the predicted measurement,
h(x). Clearly, the level of agreement between the two vectors is quite good. This
is not surprising, because this comparison can only be made during periods when
the runway is in view of the camera. Because the runway is an absolute navigation
reference, a high weighting is placed on observations of it. Thus, whenever the
runway is observed after an extended period, the filter is quick to correct the state
and therefore the predictions of the measurement vector. These correction regions
can easily be observed in the figure, corresponding to positions 35, 95 and 175 along
the horizontal axis.
Figures (7.41), (7.42) and (7.43) show the filter's error state in position, velocity and
attitude with lcr uncertainty. The regular excursions made by the innovation (red
line) in Figure (7.43) is due to the crossing over of the 27r heading value. Figures
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filtered est.
-1000
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Figure 7.37: The actual and filtered estimates of the vehicle position.

(7.44) and (7.45) show the filter’s innovation sequence of position and attitude with
l a uncertainty.

7.3.5 Summary
Experimental results were presented for the runway pose and inertial navigation sys
tem. The results were obtained from a modified version of the open-source simulator
FlightGear. The navigation solution was through an estimation process utilising the
nonlinear pose estimation model presented in Chapter (5). The fusion of the visu
ally acquired pose with the inertial data showed accurate and reliable performance
providing observability for the entire state vector.
Errors in the system were caused by the quantisation process of rendering an im
age, which manifested in the camera to corner vectors, and the nonzero residuals
in the cost function minimisation process. The computational burden was reduced
by providing an initial estimate of the pose based on the error-corrupted state vec-
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Figure 7.38: The actual and filtered estimates of the vehicle velocity.
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Figure 7.39: The actual and filtered estimates of the vehicle attitude.
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Figure 7.40: The measurement vector, Z, and the predicted measurement, h(x).
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Figure 7.41: The filter’s error state in position with lcr uncertainty.
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Figure 7.42: The filter’s error state in velocity with 1o uncertainty.
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Figure 7.43: The filter’s error state in attitude with 1a uncertainty.
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Figure 7.46: The actual and estimated 3D trajectories.
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Figure 7.47: The actual and estimated 2D trajectories.
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tor. Although not exploited in the application presented here, the runway markings
could be used to further supplement the pose estimation process. This would result
in a reduction of errors in the system.

C hapter 8

Conclusions, Contributions and Future
Research

The focus of this thesis was to develop the necessary tools to achieve autonomous
landing of aircraft , and to demonstrate their effectiveness with experimentation. The
goal was to increase the level of situational awareness for aircraft on approach using
visual data, and to provide an optimal trajectory once a model of the environment
had been ascertained. The visual data were obtained using dedicated downward
looking sensors for the measurement of optic flow, and a forward looking camera for
capturing images containing the runway. The vision data was fused into the vehicle
state via an estimation process. An approach trajectory was generated through
dynamic programming using a piecewise continuous assembly of straight and curved
sections, the latter achieved through an adaptation of clothoids.

8.1

Optic Flow

Visual data in the form of two dimensional optic flow was integrated into the 6D0F
vehicle state equations. The subsequent augmentation of inertial sensors could then
be achieved with data from passive sensors. The advantages include observability in
the errors of the estimates of velocity and attitude, and estimates for the height above
ground and ground speed. Both properties are critical during the final approach
phase of landing. The main contributions of this research are:
• The fusion of cheap COTS optic flow sensors into 6D0F vehicle state esti187
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mation. Although the sensors were used in an environment for which they
were not designed and fused with poor quality inertial sensors, they demon
strated the ability to provide a high level of observability to errors in the state
estimates.
• Increasing the level of situational awareness of an aircraft on final approach
using passive sensors. Estimates for the height above ground and ground speed
of the aircraft are obtained. This provides a better model of the environment
in which the aircraft is operating, the main benefit of which is to reduce the
probability of a Controlled-Flight-Into-Terrain (CFIT) incident.
• An independent method for the estimation of wind velocity. The wind velocity
estimate is obtained simply from the aircraft state velocity vector and the
ground velocity estimate of the optic flow data.
• Theoretical foundation for the compensation of optic flow data from undesir
able platform attitude and motion.

8.1.1

Further Work

Even though the advantages of optic flow integration into the 6DoF model have been
demonstrated, additional research should be performed to ascertain the following:
• System performance through the implementation of optic flow sensors into an
actual UAV.
• The extension of experimental procedures to include both optical zoom and
auto-focus. This would increase the envelope of operation and provide insight
into the physical limitations.

Moreover, it could be used to ascertain the

efficacy in utilising optic flow for short-term replacement of GPS.
• The implementation of numerous optic flow sensors on a single platform to
measure attitude rates explicitly.
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• The implementation of dual optic flow sensors with the pose estimation algo
rithm.

8.2

Pose Estimation

The pose estimate from a single runway image was integrated into the 6DoF model.
The pose was estimated through the minimisation of a cost functional comprised
of terms containing dual quaternions. The formulation of terms was established
through known geometric relationships between of the system and runway dimen
sions. An absolute navigation reference is provided if the runway coordinates and
heading are precisely known. The main contributions of this research are:
• The formulation of a homogeneous transformation into state-space form through
the use of dual quaternions.
• The integration of a dual quaternion based visual pose estimate into the the
6DoF state model.
• The provision of an absolute navigation reference from which the errors in the
entire state estimate may be observed. This provides a level of redundancy
and reduces system reliance on GPS.
• The development of a novel and robust navigation solution whose fidelity im
proves with decreasing range to runway. Not only do the errors in the four
corner positions decrease, but additional runway features become available for
inclusion into the cost functional.
• The provision of an additional method for estimating the ground velocity of
an aircraft. In doing so, a second method for determining the wind velocity is
also introduced.
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Further Work

Additional research should be performed for establishing:
• The addition of a constrained kalman filter into the estimation process. Such
as application would estimate the pose of the aircraft while simultaneously
enforcing the dimensions and orthogonality of the runway onto the estimate.
• The efficacy of the system in a real system given the computational burden of
the corner detection, formulation of cost functional and subsequent LevenbergMarquardt minimisation processes.
• The performance of the system in a visual-servoing application. This would
contribute to a fully autonomous vision landing of an aircraft.
• The performance of the system when implemented with a SLAM algorithm.
This would provide a means for estimating the dimensions and heading of
a runway for subsequent insertion into the pose estimation. Then, a priori
knowledge of the runway would not be required.
• The implementation of the pose estimation algorithm with the optic flow al
gorithms also presented in this thesis.

8.3 Trajectory Generation
To take advantage of the state estimates provided by the vision algorithms an opti
mal method for trajectory generation was developed. A requirement was that it be
applicable to manned and unmanned aircraft. The former necessitated consistency
between the created path and the approach typically used by pilots. This excluded
trajectories created by polynomials and space curves with non-constant curvature.
The solution was the piecewise construction of straight and curved sections com
prised of dual clothoids.
The subsequent developments revolved around the integration of clothoid curves
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with straight segments into trajectories of exact length. Clothoids were selected
because they more accurately describe an aircraft’s natural response to a change of
course. The curves were parameterised in terms of hyperbolic parameters, which al
lowed the mathematical description of the clothoid to be represented in closed form.
Using this development the maximum acceleration, total acceleration and total arc
length could also be given in closed form.
A complete trajectory solution could be obtained using geometric and aircraft con
straints, whilst meeting acceleration and path length requirements. The main con
tributions of this research are:
• A new and novel method of trajectory generation that provides trajectories to
an aircraft that closely approximates the actual path taken by an aircraft.
• A method for trajectory generation that provides solutions based on the man
ner in which pilots prefer to operate.
• The closed-form representation of the maximum acceleration for the entire
trajectory. This allows trajectories can be designed to minimise acceleration.
• The closed-form representation of the total acceleration for each curved section,
and the trajectory as a whole. This provides a means by which a trajectory
can be optimised whilst adhering to any constraints imposed upon it.
• The reference aircraft state can be predefined for the entire trajectory. While
this assumes perfect environmental conditions it can be used to indicate whether
an aircraft will approach any constraints, such as bank angle limitations.
• The control actions can be loosely predicted prior to the commencement of
entering the trajectory. While these will inevitably vary with actual, it is
indicative of the controllability of the system.
The discussion on further research was presented in the Trajectory Generation Chap
ter.

Appendix A

Appendix

A.l

Software Development - PIC Microcontrollers

Software for the PIC microcontrollers was developed using the mikroC software
development tool. The native language used in this environment is ANSI C. Each
PIC microcontroller was programmed with the routines necessary to control the
optic flow chip, and to provide communications with the desktop computer. The
routines used to provide this functionality were:
• p ic _ in it places the microcontroller in the proper mode of operation at startup.
This includes configuring the unit for use of the serial port interface and set
ting the levels on its three pins, which involves setting the SDIO and SCLK
pins to outputs and setting all SPI pins to low.
• pic_high_Z puts the serial pins of the microcontroller in a high-Z (high
impedance) state after a read address has been to the optic flow sensor. In
this case, the SCLK is configured as an output in the high state, and SDIO is
switched to an input.
• delay is a routine that requests the variable length delays using the inbuilt
delay_us library of mikroC.
• write_232_byte writes a single byte of information in RS-232 format to the
PC via the maxim-232 chips.
• write_232_block writes multiple bytes in succession, in RS-232 format.
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• read_232_byte reads single bytes of information from the serial line sent from
the PC.
• mouse_high_Z places the SDIO line of the optic flow sensor into a high-Z state.
• mouse_sync a routine used to re-establish communications with the optic sen
sor if communications have been lost. It is also used during the startup phase
to correctly align communications with the optic sensor.
• gpio_spi_read is required for SPI communications with the sensor, because
the native mikroC library assumes full duplex functionality. As the adns-2051
sensors have half-duplex SPI communications only, general purpose inputoutput pins had to be used in this capacity.
• gpio_spi_w rite operates in a manner similar to previous routine, except it
is used to send information to the sensor.
• mo\ise_ry is the controlling routine that calls the functions specific to SPI
communications with the sensor. This master routine is necessary to ensure
proper communications using a general purpose input/output pin with half
duplex serial communications.
• mouse_conf ig routine used at startup to configure the sensor with the required
operating parameters such as frames per second, counts per inch, etc., and can
also initiate the sensor to undergo a self-test.
• mouse_set_fps called by the mouse_conf ig routine at startup, and sets the
frame rate acquisition by the sensor. This requires two bytes that make up
the 16 bit register to be written in succession, in little endian.
• check_id is a basic request to the sensor for its product identification. This
is a set and known value that can be used to check the performance of the
communications with the sensor.
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Figure A.l: Velleman PIC programmer

• mouse,earnera_data is the routine in control of the data requested of the
sensor. A “C” structure containing the data has flags that which this routine
uses to ascertain which data is required.
• main the main function from which the system operates during run-time.
The code developed in the mikroC environment was compiled into a .hex format,
then downloaded on the individual PIC microcontrollers using a Velleman PIC pro
gramming board and its associated software. An example of the Velleman board is
illustrated in Figure (A.l).

A.2 The Fourier Mellin Transform
Let / denote the function that represent a gray-level image, with / £ R2. In
addition, let Z represent the additive group of integers and R to represent the
additive group of the real line. The standard Fourier-Mellin Transformation is the
Fourier Transformation of / , with a subsequent transformation from Cartesian to
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log-polar coordinates. The FMT of / is given by the following equation:
i r°° r27T
dr
V(M) e Z x R , Fm(s,t) = —
/ / (r, 6)r~üe~isdd0—
2tt J0 J o
r

(A.l)

One concern with the FMT is the presence of the £ term in the integrand. This
causes ln(r) —* —oo as r —►0. The usual method of dealing with this is to elimi
nate a small circle of the image that surrounds the origin. This removes the lowest
frequencies from the result, the effect of which depends on the amount of relevant
information removed in the process. In the case of runway marking detection, the
effect of frequency elimination is dependent upon the frequencies contained within
the image, and the construction of the initial runway template.
Invariance of the FMT to Rotation, Scale and Translation (RST) is generally ob
tained by taking the magnitude of the Fourier-Mellin harmonics. If a small region
in the vicinity of the origin has been removed, then the zeroth descriptor, or DC
term, is unknown. This term represents the underlying gray value of the image.
It is probable that the fundamental frequency will also be unknown. This forces
the descriptor normalising process to be performed using the remaining descriptors.
One method of removing the need to eliminate a section of the image is through the
Analytical Fourier Mellin Transform.

A.3 The Analytical Fourier Mellin Transform
The FMT allows the desired pattern contained within an image to be largely invari
ant with respect to rotation and scale effects. The effects of translation are reduced
by the magnitude of the Fourier transform. However, there are several issues regard
ing the summability and divergence properties of the FMT, when applied to images
with discrete pixel values (Derrode). This forces most FMT implementations to
cancel the image over a small disk around the origin (Derrode p4). The cancellation
of pixels in this region have a large effect on the FMT because of the £ weighting,
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and may introduce stretching problems if images are enlarged. In the interests of
robustness, it cannot be assumed that the runway should appear at any particular
area of the image plane, nor can it be assumed that the runway is of a minimum
size. Obvious difficulties would arise when attempting to detect a distant runway
in the centre of the image. To tackle these difficulties the fast approximation to the
Analytical Fourier-Mellin Transform (AFMT) has been used.
Let Z denote the additive group of integers, R the additive group of the real line,
the multiplicative group of positive and nonzero real numbers, and S1 the unit
circle of the plane M2. All of these groups are locally compact and commutative.
The direct product

x S1 forms a locally compact and commutative group un

der the following law: (a, 9) o (p,ip) = (ap,6 + ip). Letting / denote the function
representing a gray-level image defined over a compact set of R2. The standard
Fourier-Mellin Transform of is given by:
i
r°° r2ir
f]r
V(k. v) € Z x R, Mf (k. v) = — /
/ f(r,9)r-"’e-'k>dß—

2?r J o J o

r

(A.2)

The AFMT is obtained by computing the standard FMT of f a(r,6) = raf(r,6),
instead of /(r, 0), yielding:
i

r2ir
/

/* ° °

V(Jt,»)6ZxR,%(lt,ii) = 2 tt J o

Jo

dr
—

(A.3)

r

where a is a fixed and strictly positive real number. The Inverse AFMT (IAFMT)
is as follows:
/ * + OO

V (r, 6») € R ; x S\ f ( r , 0 ) =

MU (fc. v) r~a+iveikedv
fcez

(A.4)
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Let g denote the rotation and scale of an object / , with rotation ß
a

G

G

S1 and scale

R+. The AFMT of g is given by:
r 00 /,27r
(jr
/
/
}(ar,6 + ß)ra
In
r
r0 .L
JO
»00
/*27 T
/*°°
fjr
/ ( a , ß ) o f ( r , 6 ) r * - i°e-iktd0—
Jo Jo
r
i
/*cx) r 2 tt
dr
— / / a a~ive - ikßf{r,9)ra- ive - iMd6'Jo'o jJoo
r
a - a+iveikßM u {k,V)
(A.5)
1

V (fc, v)

G

Z x R, Mga(k , u)

—
2n
1
^

Note that:
IM J * . v)|

\a - ^ eW MfAktV)\

a - ' \ M (ktV)\

The classical Fourier Transform converts translations into pure phase changes. The
AFMT converts a similarity transformation into a complex multiplication in the
Fourier-Mellin domain. Thus, the AFMT is ideal for extracting features that are
invariant to changes in rotation and scale. Unfortunately, these FMT descriptors
are not invariant to scale because of the a~a term. This is compensated by using the
two Fourier-Mellin harmonics, Mfo(0,0) and Mfa( 1,0), as normalisation parameters.
Each feature, Ifa(k,v) is obtained as follows:

V (fc, d) e Z x R, l u (k, v) = Mu (

0

,

ar9<M^ (1' °»M/t, (k, v)

(A.6)

Thus, the result is invariant to scale, rotation and translation. A fast approximation
to the AFMT has been developed (Derrode and Ghorbel). It is particularly attrac
tive for pattern recognition because it is robust in the face of localised distortions
and small occlusions. The fast approximation is created by the sampling of the
image in discrete log-polar coordinates, followed by and estimation of the Fourier
integrals. With a log-polar approach, integration term r is replaced with q = ln(r).
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The substitution r — eq is made, yielding:
1

C+ OO

/»27T

M ,A k,v) =
i

r+ oo

27T J . ^

^ 1 (<*)*-*’

i‘2ix

=—/

Jo

/

eqaf ( e \ 0 ) e - i{,>',+kt

and its inverse
/*+oo
f ( e q,8) = e -“”

(A.8)
*'~°° fcez

where the lower bound of integration has been altered to accommodate for small
values of r.

Using M radial lines and N concentric circles, the AFMT can be

approximated in the discrete 2D case as:
N- 1

V& e [-A ', A'], Vv e l - V , V], M i; (fc, v) =

M —1

e<rfn
n=0

f ( e^> O

m=0

(A.9)
The periodicity of the image in the polar sense allows the replacement of the integral
with the summation sign. Assuming that the image is also periodic in the radial
sense has the same effect. It should be noted that a summation sign was also used
to replace the integral sign for the radial case. The implication is that the image
is assumed periodic in the radial axis. The discrete log polar image, /

is

obtained as follows

'in€ [0,JV-l],Vme [0,M-1],

v
= e“^ " ] T

K

v = - V k = —K

(A.10)

A.4

The Levenberg-Marquardt Minimisation Technique

The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm is a general nonlinear downhill minimi
sation algorithm for the case when derivatives of the objective function are known.
It dynamically mixes the Gauss-Newton and gradient-descent methods. The weight
ing, A, is modified logarithmically based on the direction of the magnitude of the
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error. The LM algorithm is ideal for minimizing the any function that is a sum of
squares of nonlinear functions

(A.11)
i=1

Denoting the Jacobian of fi(x) to be J*(x), the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
searches in the direction given by the solution p to the equation

f •!/. Jk “t” V-l) Pk

where

Jk fk

is a nonnegative scalar and / is the identity matrix.

(A.12)

Convergence is

achieved when the magnitude of the cost functional is less than approximately 10-2.
The LM algorithm is guaranteed to converge, but may not necessarily converge to
the global minimum of the function. For a generic equation of the form shown in
(A. 11), convergence can be achieved in as little as 25 iterations from a randomly
chosen initial value.
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